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looked down with her finger on her lip, and j seen one cross word set a whole family by the into the bargain. The whole together is, per
The agent expressed his thanks for the clerk’s able satisfactorily to account for the manner i
The Home J o u rn al inquires o f its read
answered in a constrained voice, 4 Aunt Turn- tears, some frosty morning. Afterwards, if my haps, one of the least eligible places of prefer ers and correspondents the nam e o f the au  ready promise of co-operation, and took his which you obtained the money.’
I penny won t like it if I play.’
i brothers or myself were a little irritable, she ment in Britian.
‘ It is still more painful to me than it can I
th o r o f the following beautiful lines. W e leave.
‘ Don’t trouble yourself about that, I w ill. would say, *Take care children. Remember
Meanwhile he did not neglect other measures
are happy to inform the J o u rn al th a t they that he had adopted for tracing the robberies.__ to you,’{replied C arleton; ‘ and heaven knows
Jmake it all right with Aunt H etty ,’ replied the ' how the tight in the barnyard began. Never
heartily
wish I could not tell how the bill cam
S ad T ermination of a B ridal T our. —In an belong to Bishop D oane. Show us sixteen By a singular coincidence, within an hour after
friendly one. Thus assured, she gavo herself' give a kick for a hit, and you will save yourself
’Tis a sad land, that in one day
into my possession. I remembered it, after yo
account of the recent disaster on the Hudson lines better.
up to the full enjoyment of the picture books ; ! and others a deal of trouble.’
Hath dull'd thee thus, when death shall freeze
this conversation with Carleton, he was able to left me thia morning ; and I had nprekentemec
and when she was summoned to her work, she) That same afternoon, the sunshiny dame step- River railroad, the N. Y. Tribune gives the fol
Thy bloud to ice, and thou must stay
seize a certain clue, which he had long been in that trouble would come out of it. I am afraic
Chisel in hand stood a sculptor-boy,
obeyed with a cheerful alacrity that would have 1ped into Aunt H etty’s rooms, where she found lowing sad incident ;
Tenant for years and centuries :
search of, and despaired of obtaining.
With his marble block before him
sir,’ Carleton added, after some hesitation—1
In
the
hall
of
the
Exchange
House
we
met
a
surprised her stern relative. When the labors : Peggy sewing, as usual, with the eternal swith
How wilt thou brook’t ?
On his return to the hotel, the landlord thus am afraid your suspicions of Howard will prot
And his face lit uith a smile of joy,
of the day were concluded, Mrs. Fairweather i on the table beside her. * I am obliged to go to gentlemau laboring under great mentul afflictionaddressed him:
As an angel-dream passed o’er him ;
too well founded.’
Engagingin
conversation
with
bim,
we
learned
BODY.
accompanied her home, paid all the hours she Harlem on business,’ said she. ‘ I feel rather
‘ You asked me if I could give you any more _ * Do you mean to say th at Howard is rei
He carved the dream on that shapeless stone,
bad been absent, and warmly praised her docil--I lonely without company, and 1 always like to that his name was Rufua Blanchard, publisher
But if all sense wings not with thee,
large bills, in exchange for small ones. I think sible for that bill?’
With many a sharp incision :
and
bookseller,
of
Chicago,
Illinois,
and
brother
ity and intelligence.
i have a child with me. I f you will oblige me
And something still be left the dead,
I can accommodate you this morning. I have
‘ I will tell you all I know about it, sir.
With heaven’s own light the sculpture shone—
‘ It is lucky for her that she behaved so well,’ . by letting Peggy go,I will pay her fare in the of Mr. Blanchard, the publisher, of N assauSt.,
I’ll wish my curtains off, to free
a one hundred dollar bank note, which, if you yesterday su'd a colt I had been training th
He had caught that angel vision.
New York. Mr. Blanchard was married on the
replied Aunt H e tty ; ‘ if I had heard any com - i omnibus.’
Me from so dark and sad a bed ;
are sending money by the mail, will be very past season. He proved too high-spirited fo
plaint I should have given her a whipping and ' • She has her spelling lesson to get before 7th of this month to Miss Farr, a most beauti
convenient.’
A nest of nights, a gloontie sphere,
Sculptures of life are we, as we stand
our use, and I preferred to own a horse nr
Where shadows thicken, and the cloud
sent her to bedw ithout her sapper.’
night,’ replied Aunt Hetty. ‘I don’t approve ful and accomplished lady, at her home in De
With our soul uncarved before us 5
‘ Thank you,’ replied the a g e n t; ‘ it will be a mother and sister would not be afraid to ride a
Poor little Peggy went to sleep that night of young folks going a pleasuring, and neglect- Kalb, St. Lawrence County, in this State. The
Sits on the sunnie’s brow all the yeare
Waiting the hour when, at God’s command,
great accommodation.’
ter. I sold it to a neighbor of ours, Mr. Fel
h a n n v ncouple
nun R wnrfl
o n tn
n ir wedding
w onriinir fcnnr
hnn
happy
were on
their
tour w
when
vitliout n shrowd.
with a lighter heart than she had ever felt since ing their education.
And nothing i
The landlord p ass^ the bank note over the lows. He was to pay me one hundred dolla
Our life dream passes o’er us.
she had been an orphan. Her first thought in
‘ Neither do I , ’ rejoined her neighbor; ‘ but the accident overtook theta. It appears that,
counter. One may imagine the agent’s secret down—and this is the money he gave me.’
If we carve it then, on the yielding stone,
sel'L.
the morning was whether the new neighbor' I think there is a great deal of education that is owing to the crowded state of the sleighs at
With many a sharp incision,
triumph on discovering, a t last, one of the very
Carleton hesitated. The agent begged hia
’Tis
b u l M-' tltO I iiwesl that ldght
would want her services again during the day. i not found in books. The fresh air will make Albany, Mr. Blanchard and his bride were sepbills he wa3 in search of—one th at had been lost to proceed, as no time was to be lost.
Its heavenly beauty shall be our own—
a lady friend, who.
r Amt nllempts
Wee travelI’d i
Her desire th at it should be so, soon became Peggv grow stout and active. I prophesy that erated
. from Miss. .Powell,
..
in a letter passing that post-office only a week
O ur lives that angel vision .
‘ I was trying to recall the conversation tha!
Were dull and blind ; hut custom straight
obvious to Aunt Hetty, and excited an unde she will do great credit to your bringing up.’— 'v.as UiD®,bnK,.wltb tb0!1! ' a n d '!! ^,ie 60“'ety of
before, and of which he had an accurate descrip passed between Mr. Fellows and myself. I
Our fears and fall.- br ought to contempt.
fined jealousy and dislike of a person w hoso The sugared words, and the remembrance of the i bla '? lb2 ^ r '. Blanchard forgot all about her untion
from
the
department.
was to this effect:
THE FA TE OF THE GAM BLER.
Then, when the ghastly twelve was past
i easily made herself beloved. M ithout exactly sngared pie, touched Mrs. Turnpenny’s heart, 4 .. they arrived at Poughkoopsie, when Mrs
Having made the purchase, he held the bank
‘ ‘ I ’d quite as lief you would give me smai
We breath’d still for a blushing e a s t;
acknowledging to herself what were her mo and she told the astonished Peggy th at site might Blanchard suggested that he should go through
note up co the light.
bills, if convenient,’ said I, • for I shall havi
A TRUE STORY.
the
cars
and
see
if
lie
could
find
her.
After
the
And bad the lazie sunne make haste.
tives, she ordered Peggy to gather all the sweep go and p u t on her best gown and bonnet. The
• 1 suppose you will w arrant this paper to be several little sums to pay out of this in a da*
And on sure hopes, though long, did feast.
ings of the kitchen and court into a small pile, poor child began to think that this new neigh train had left the Poughkepsie depot, he set
or two.’
"i
Our readers are indebted to Holbrook's “ Ten genuine’ ’ he suggested.
But when we saw the clouds to crack,
and to leave it on the frontier line of her neigh bor was certainly one of the good fairies she out on his errand, and it was during this brief
‘ There is no doubt about it, sir,’ said the
‘ He replied th at he could do no better by m«
Years Among the Mail-Bags, or Notes from the
And in those crannies light appear’d
bor's premises. Peggy ventured to ask wheth- read about in the picture books. The excursion absence that the calamity occured. Mr Blanch Diary of a Special Agent of the Post-office De landlord.
and
added
that
he
thought
Howard
would
liki
We thought the day was not slack,
cr the wind would not blow the dirt about, and i was enjoyed as only a city child can enjoy the ard sprang out of tho door of the car, and es partm ent,’’ for the following very interesting
‘ Of course you know from whom you had to change it for me. ‘ How so ?’ said 1.
And pleased ourselves with what we fear’d.
■she received a box on the ear for her imperti- ■ceuntry.' The world seems such a pleasant caped unhurt by leaping into the snow. As and excellent sketch from real life—a work it ?’
‘ You remember,’ said he, 1th at Hosrar
Just so it is in death. But thou
nence. It chanced that Mrs. Fairweather, quite [ place, when the fetters are olf, and Nature folds 6oon as the crash was over, he rushed wildly from which we made two or three short extracts
* To be sure ! 1 took it of one of my board bought a house lot of me, some time ago. Tht
Shalt in thy mother’s bosom sleejre,
unintentionally, heard the words and ths blow. I the young heart lovingly on her bosom ! A flock through the wrecked cars in search of his wife, last week. W e lorgot, bowover, to mention ers this morning, Captain W ilkins.’
last payment came due yesterday. He seeme
Whilst I each minute groue to know
i She gave A unt H etty’s anger time enough to j of real birds and two living butterflies put the shrieking for help, and calling on her name.— that J . C. Derby is the publisher’s agent in this
11 have no doubt but the bill is good,’ said reluctant to part with this bill, and said if .
Scool, then stepped out into the court and after | little orphan in a perfect esctacy. She pointed But his words were only echoed by others equal
IIow near redemption creepes.
city. Young men may well ponder the lesson the agent, putting it in his pocket. ■You are would wait, he would give me specie for it in i
ly
distracted
whose
relttives
and
friends
were
inThen shall we meet to mix again ; and met,
arranging divers little matters, she called I to the fields covered with dandelions, and said
sure you had it of the captain ?'
day or two. Something more was said abou:
' aloud to her domestic, ‘ ,’Sally; how came you I • See, how pretty ? I t looks as if the stars had v0. ved'“ the common ruin, or replied to by the hereto annexed :
'Tis last good-night: our sunne shall never set.
‘ 0 , yes ! ’twasn’t an hour ago he gave it to Howard’s good luck in making payments foi
The close of the year 1839, and the opening
to leave this pile of dirt here? Did I not tell I come down to lie on the grass.’ A b, our little ' cries
m"”’a ”and
" 1 groans of trie sufferers. For fifteen
fiffoon
me.’
of 1840, were marked in the post-office depart
the house lot so promptly, and so we p arted.’
I you that Miss Turnpenny is very n e a t’ Pray, I stinted Peggy has poetry in her, though Aunt minutes, which seemed as many hours, he ment with frequent and startling announcements
‘ By the way, who is this Captain Wilkins.—
‘ Where will I find this Mr. Fellows?’ aske
T H E N E IG H B O R I N L A W ,
make haste and sweep it up. I wouldn’t have i Hetty never found it out. Every human soul sought her everywhere without success. At of the loss, by mail, of valuable letters from He’s a very gentlemanly-appearing fellow.’
the agent.
length
some
one
asked
if
his
name
was
Rufus
her see it on any account. I told her 1 would j has the germ of some flowers within, and they
‘ O, he’s a capital fellow?’ said the landlord.
southern
Virginia,
and
eastern
and
northern
‘
I saw him not ten minutes ago enter a stor
BV L. MARIA CHILD.
try to keep everything nice about the premises, would op en .il they could only find sunshine Blanchatd, and then the friend took him to the North Carolina, directed to Richmond and other
‘ M hat’s his business ?’
in the village.
place where his wife lay. And what a sad
. She is so particular herself, and it is a comfort and free air to expand them.
‘
He
keeps
a
faro
bank.’
Who blesses others in his daily deeds.
commercial cities farther north.
‘ You are sure he will corroborate your stab
to have tidy neighbors.’ The girl, who had
Will find the healing which his spirit needs ;
Mrs. Fairweather was a practical philosopher spectacle met his view ’. She who a few min
To a northern reader, the two clauses of this rnent?’
These cases, as they reached the department,
For every flower on others’ pathway strewn,
been previously instructed, smiled as she came in her own small way. She observed that Miss utes before was raidiant with beauty, and over were duly prepared and submitted to the special statement may seem inconsistent with each oth
‘ There's no doubt of it. He’s a plain, prac
Confers its fragrant beauty on our own.
flowing
with
her
young
joy,
now
lay
before
him
out, and swept quietly away the pile that was Turnpenny really liked a pleasant tu n e; and
agent for investigation. Search and inquiry er. But allowance must be made for the free tical man, who tells a straight-forward story.’
• So you are going to live in the same build- intended as a declaration of frontier war. But when winter came she tried to persuade her ‘ crushed and maimed and blackened so that ho
were promptly instituted ; but for a time the dom of southern manners and society. To bet
‘ Come, then,’ said tha agent, ‘ we will eo and
ing with Hetty Turnpenny,’ said Mrs. Lane another source of annoyance presented itself, that sinking would he excellent for Peggy’s had not recognized boras his wife, although he utmost vigilance failed to obtain any clue to the at a faro bank is considered no serious stain up find him.’
6
to Mrs. Fairweather. ‘ You will find some- which could not be quite so easily disposed of. lungs, and perhaps keep her from going into had passed her a score of times during his supposed embezzlements. The cases of loss on the honor and respectability of gentlemen in
Carleton
readily assented, and the two left the
search, supposing from her face th at she was a
body to envy you. If her temper does not Aunt Hetty had a eat, a lean, scraggy animal, a consumption.
southern
cities.
Tne
keeper
of
a
furo
bank
may
colored woman. Half crazed with sorrow he continued to multiply ; and a t length the agent's pass, as we have seen, as a capital fellow.’— chamber.
prove too much even for your good nature, it that looked as if she were often kicked and sel- i *My nephew, James Fairweather, keeps
attention was particularly drawn to the distrib
‘ I ’ve a little business to transact before din
will surprise all wit know her. We lived there dom fed ; and Mrs. Fairweather had a fat, (risky singing
’ ’ ’ school,’
.....................
said she, ‘ and he says he will would have thrown himself upon her seemingly uting post-office at !’. ♦
But the agent felt pained to know from what ner, mother,’said the young man, as they passed
a year, aud that is as long as anybody ever little dog, always ready for a caper, lie took teach her gratis. You need not feel under great lifeless body in his great grief, and have bewailsource
the
landlord
had
obtained
the
bill.
Al
A circle of numerous facts pointed unmistaka
out. ‘ I f 1 am not back in a quarter of an hou
a81deadi .1)adnot the bystanders held him
tried it.’
a distaste to poor poverty-stricken Tab the first obligation; for her voice will lead the whole !
bly to this spot as the centre and focus. I t was ready a dark picture of temptation and crime do not wait for me.'
‘ Poor H e tty !’ replied Mrs. Fairweather, ‘ she time he saw her, and no coaxing could induce school, and her car is so quick it will be no back. Then his noble wife manifested her
here th at the lines of circumstantial evidence arose before his eyes. I t is a significant und
But little difficulty was experienced in finding
gladness
at
his
safety,
and
hade
him
hope
that
has had much to harden her. Uer mother died him to alter his opinion. His name was Pink, trouble at all to teach her. Perhaps you would
Mr. Fellows. He was such a person as Carle
from every quarter converged and met. The too often a tragical word—the Faro Bank I
too early for her to remember ; Iter father was but he was anything put a pink of behavior in go with us sometimes, neighbor Turnpenny ? all things would word together for good; that
Captain W ilkins had gone to ride. The agent ton had described; but he turned out to be very
post-office
a
t
P
.,
therefore,
became
an
object
of
very severe with h er; and the only lover she his neighborly relations. Poor Tab could never I t is very pleasant to hear the children’s voices.’ she would yet live to maku glad his heart, and
pre tended to transact a little business, mailed deaf, and the agent deemed it expedient to re
special interest in the eyes of the agent.
ever had borrowed the savings of her years of get foot out of the door, without being saluted
The cordage of Aunt H etty’s mouth relaxed to share his love. This was only one of many
However, investigations in this direction two or three letters, and read the newspaper tire with him and Carleton to some secure place,
toil, and spent them in dissipation. But Het- with a growl, and a short, sharp bark, that into a smile. She accepted the invitation, and such scenes at the meeting ot friends and rela
proved at first no more successful than elsewhere until his return. The rattling of a light-wheel- where their loud talking could not be overheard.
ty, notwithstanding her- sharp features, and frightened Iter out of her senses, and made her was s i much pleased that she went every Sunday tives after the accident.
The high integrity of character for w hichthe e^ ^ uS^y ’>eR,r0 th e h o telan n o uncedtbeexpect- The clerk proposed that they should make use
The unfortunate lady was taken to the Ex
sharper words, certainly has a kind heart. In run in the house, with fur all on end. If she ‘ evening.The simple tunes and the sweet yotiitD
of the private room of the post-offiGe. The agent
post-master was distinguished, and the excellent i et* arrivi“ '
the midst of her greatest poverty, many were even ventured to doze a little on her own step, I voices,fell like the dew on her own dried-up change House and placed under medical skill.— reputation of his clerks, stood like a wall of ( . J-aptain
ilkins a soberly dressed and polite
the stockings she knit, and the warm waist- the enemy was on the watch, and the moment heart, and greatly aided the genial influence of ; ^ er Kft leg is fractured in two places, near the adament in the wav of all evidence and all sus- '“dividual, whom one might have taken for a readily agreed to this, for he was somewhat
anxious to make sure of Howard; and he now
coats she made, tor the poor drunken lover, her eyes closed, he would wake her with a bark her neighbor’s example. I f Peggy was disposed ancle. One of her hands is badly cut, and her picion.
I clergyman—stepped out of the vehicle, accom- resolved that the latter should be present a t the
she had too much sense to marry. Then you and a box on the ear, and off he would run.— to be idle, it was only necessary to say, ‘ When lace and bosom are scorched or scalded nearly
The agent seemed destined to he baffled at Pa“ied by a friend, pulled off his driving gloves interview. This plan was also proposed by
know she feeds and clothes her brother’s orp ban Aunt Hetty [vowed she would scald him. I t you have finished your work, you may go and black, and her eyes are somewhat injured. The
every point. Yet a stern truth stared him in as he entered the house, and lighted a fresh ci Curelton, and when they had arrived at the post
ch ild .’
was a burning shame, for folks to keep dogs to see wether Mrs. Fairweather wants any errands above facts we learned from various parties who
office, the senior clerk informed the junior, in a
the face, and fixed its immovable finger over this gar at the bar.
‘ If you call it feeding and clothing,’ replied worry their neighbors' cats. Mrs. Fairweather done!’ Blass me, how the lingers Hew! Aunt ' witnessed them. Mr. Blanchard took us into
The agent took occasion to accost him.
low and serious tone, that his presence was re
distributing office, Every missing letter, al
Mrs. Lane, ‘ the poor child looks cold aod pinch- invited Tabby to dine, and made much of her, Hetty had learned to use turnips instead of the ; tlle room where his wife lay, and after showinj
‘
Can
1
speak
with
vou
a
moment?’
quested in the private apartment.
us her sad condition, he took the miniature of a though reaching P. by various routes, had been
ed, and frigiitened all the time, as if she was and patiently endeavored to teach her dog to cudgel
‘ Certainly,’ said Captain W ilkins. The two
‘ But who will attend in the office?’ asked
mailed
at
points
south
of
it
for
points
north
of
chased by the east wind. 1 used to tell Mrs. eat from the same plate. But Pink steadily
When spring came, Mrs. Fairweather busied beautiful woman from his bosom, and said, it. Here they must all concentrate, and here walked aside together. The agent exhibited the Howard.
Turnpenny she ought to be ashamed of herself, resolved that he would he scalded firs t; that he heself with planting roses and vines. Miss “ There is what she was this time yesterday.”
bank note.
‘
I'll speak to one of the clerks in the store :
only.
It
was
therefore
at
this
place
only
tffiat
to keep the poor little thing a t work all the would. He could not have been more firm in Turnpenny readily consented that Peggy should Mas. Blanchard has manifested, throughout her
‘ Did you ever see that paper before?’
they accommodate us very often in this wav,’
all the losses could have occurred.
time, without one minute to play. I f she docs this opposition, if he and Tab had belonged to help her, and even refused to take tiny pay from sull'eriogs. the most heroic fortitude ; cheering
‘
Yes,
and
very
recently.
I
passed
it
with
Carelton added, addressing the agent. • I t ’9
Several days were passed by the agent at P.
but just look a t the cat. as it runs by the different sects of Christianity. While his mis- suen a good neighbor. B ut she maintained her Iter husband, and exhibiting a spirit at once
only around tho corner.’
and the vicinity, quietly pursuing his investiga the landlord this morning.’
window, Aunt H etty gives her a rap over the tress was patting Tab on the head and reasoning own opinion th at it was a mere waste of time hopeful and resigned. Her physicians are doing
‘ As the bill is ol so high a denomination, you | The thought struck the agent that it would
tions.
No
person
knew
the
secret
of
his
busi
all
th
at
human
skill
can
do,
and
stroifg
hopes
knuckles. I used to tell her see would make with hitn, he would a t times manifest a degree to cultivate flowers. The cheerful phiosopher
ness. He became acquainted with the post probably remember from whom you received ; be safe enough to accompany Carelton. B ut to
the girl just such another sour old crab tis her- of indifference amounting to toleration ; hut the never disputed this point, but she would some- are entertained th at she will recover.
,
| do so, it would bo necessary to leave Howard,
master and his two clerks, studied their charac
self.’
moment he was left to his own free will, he timessav, ‘I have no room to plant this rose‘ Porfectly well. I had it last night from one who if guilty, might by this time have suspected
ters. and their social circumstances.
cut!' with,, b“ sb- Neighbor iurnpenny, would yon be
,. 1That
■. must
, have , been
», very
-,, improving
• • .. - to her would
..
-give the
, invited
,.
.»guest a . hearty
.
iM
tarutT-vrios or
— xuer is a new
I nterpretation
op iukeajis
D reams..—There
The first was a man of position and compe of the post-office clerks, who was betting at my ; the danger at hand. Besides it seemed not at
disposition, replied Mrs. fairw eather, with bis paw, and send her heme spitting like a small i willing to let me set it on your side of the yard! ouide to the interpretation of dreams An Eng- tence, whose honor no breath of calumny hud bank, and for whom I changed it,
, tall probable that Carleton could have any moa good humored smile. ‘ But in justice to steam engine. Aunt Hetty considered it her I t will take very little room and will nee'd «<>! flah paper
thus puts
puts ii tt :: ““ To
To dream
dream of a mill
• May I ask from which one ?’
five for attempting to escape. Ilia position i n«
paper thus
ever dimmed, and who could not possibly have
poor Aunt Hetty, you ought to remember own privilege to cuff the poor creature, and it care?
‘ 0 , from Carleton. He is a reliable fellow ,; society, his family circumstances, his frank and
stone round your neck, is a sign of what you any motive lor perilling the peace and prosperi
th a t she had ju st such a cheerless cbidhood I was too much for her petience to see Pink unA t another time she would s a y ,‘Well, really
Have
itp
you
vnn
„nv
any
rfniihta
doubts
nU
about
iii:
the
ti»
bill
K,n
J’
manly
demeanor—everything tended to disarm
may expect if you get an extravagant wife.— ty of his family by a dishonest course. Neither
herself. Flowers grow where there is sun- dertake to assist in making Tab unhappy. On my ground is too full. Here is a root of a lady's To see apples in a dream betokens a wedding,
‘ No, if you are sure you bad it of Carleton.’ suspicion. Furthermore, nothing could be more
did tho unflawed respectability of the clerks be
unit of
in these
LttesB occasions
uceastuus she
site rushed
iusueu into her
u delight. How bright and pert it looks. It because where you find apples you may rea
shine.
.
.
one
‘
1
am
sure
of
th
a
t.’
satisfactory than the story he had related of the
i know you think everybody ought to live neighbor’s apartm ent, and faced Mrs. Fa
Fair- seems a pity to threw it away. If you tire wii- sonably expect to find pears. To dream that tray any chink or crevice in which to harbor a
‘ You could swear to it as the identical bank manner in which he obtained the fatal bill. He
shine? rejoined Mrs. Lane,
Lane. ‘ and it weather, with one hand resting on her bin,
hip, and
ai
iu the sunshine,
ling, I wilt let Peggy plant it in what she calls you are lame is a token thut you will get into doubt.
note?’ Captain Wilkins glunced at the paper was accordingly suffered to leave the office. As
The
elder
of
these,
and
the
superior
in
the
of
must be confessed that you carry it with you the forefinger of the other making very wrath her garden. I t will grow of itself without any
there were persons passing in and out, the agent
a hobble. When a young lady dreams of a fice, was a young man of education and refine again.
wherever you go. I f Mrs. Turnpenny lias a ful gesticulations. ‘ I tell you w hat, madam, care, and scatter seeds, that will come up and
‘ It’s the identical rag ,’ said he ; ‘ I can take did not consider it proper to broach the impor
coffin, it betokens that she should instantly dis ment, We will call his name Carleton. His
heart, I dare sav vou will fiud it out, though I I won't put up with such treatm ent much blossom in all the chinks of the bricks. I love
my
oath
of
i
t
.’
tant subject until Carleton’s return.
never could, and 1 never heard of anybody else longer,’ said she ; ‘ I'll poison th at d o g ; you it. It is such a bright, good-natured little thing. continue lacing her stays tightly, and always face was frank, his eye steady and clear, his
This startling revelation gave a different
But some miuutes passed, and he did not re
go warmly and thickly shod in wet weather. manners always self-possessed and easy. The
that could. All the fim ily within the hear- see if I don’t ; and 1 shan’t wait long, either, Thus, bv degrees, the crabbed maiden found
If you dream of a clock, it is a token th at you agent liked and admired him from the first.— phase to the business. The finger of discovery appear.
ing of her tongue called her the neighbor-in- le a n tell you, now. W hat you keep such an herself surrounded with flowers; and she even i will gain credit—that is a tick. To dream of
seemed
to
point
directly
at
the
senior
clerk.—
'
1
thought he said he had only to go are und
He learned, too, that he was a favorite with all
law .’
impudent little beast for, I don't know, with- declared of her own accoid, that they did look jjre jg a sj„n t|,at jp yOU are w[se yOU wj[| see
who knew him—that his connections were Again the agent, on leaving Wilkins, recalled the corner,’ said the agent,
Certainly the prospect was not very encour- out you do it on purposo to plague your neigh r ru“ yamong
the
first
families
in
the
state
;
and
that
\
Garleton
s
every
look
and
word,
in
the
converse•
| t ig possible,’ Howard replied, ‘ that tha
I that the lights in your house are out before you
aging*; for the house Mrs. Fairweather pro- hors?
He could boys have gone to dinner. In that ease, if
One day when M rs-Lane called upon Mrs 'g o to bed. To dream that your nose is red at by his talents and high-toned generous im p u l-' t ‘on be bad w‘tfi fi‘m .th at
posed to occupy, was not only under the same
* 1 am really sorry to behave so,’ replied Mrs. Fairweather, che found the old weed grown yard the tip, is an intimation that you had better ses, lie had so far nobly sustained tho lustre of J101 rec"K the faintest indication of guilt. And your business is important, he h as possibly gona
roof with Miss Turnpenny, but the building I Fairweather, mildly. ‘ Poor Tab.’
bright and blooming, la b , quite fat and sleek. ] |eave ojf brandy and water. To dream of walk- his family name.
he could not but hope that the young man was to call the post-master himself.’
had one common yard in front. On the very
‘ Poor Tab!’ screamed Miss T urnpenny;‘what was asleep in the sunshine, with her paw upon
a quarter of an hour passed. Carleton had
ing barefooted denotes a journey that will make
Another circumstance was greatly in Carle as innocent as he appeared, and th at the circumfirst day site took possession of her habitation, do you mean by calling her poor ! Do you Pink’s neck, and little Peggy was sitting at her
you bootless.”
ton's favor. Although descended from the “ a r stances would prove him so. However, there time to walk to Mr. B's house and back, but
she called on the neighbor-in-law.
A unt mean to fling it up to me that my cat don't have work as blithe as a bird.
was no way left but to follow the thread of evi- , still he did not make his appearance. The agent
istocracy,”
the
fortunes
of
his.
family
had
run
H etty had the precaution to extinguish the enough to eat ?’
‘ IIow cheerful you look here,’ said Mrs, Lane.
grew uneasy He waited five minutes longer’
somewhat low in the later generations ; and dence he had so far successfully traced.
fire, lest the new neighbor should want hot
• 1 did not think of such a thing,’ replied ‘And you have really taken the house for an 
Cueap oil for K itchen Lamps.—We find the
He strolled towards the post-office, and found then resolved upon a decisive step.
w ater, before her own wood and coal bad ar- Mrs. Faiwerather. ‘ I called her 'poor Tab, other year. Pray, how do you manage to‘ get following in an old almanac, and think t^ it. if now, his father being dead, he devoted himself Howard there alone.
’ Mr Fellows,’ he cried, in the deaf geniezealously
to
the
maintenance
of
his
aged
moth
rived. Her first salutation was, ‘ if you want because Pink plagues her so that site has no on with the neighbor-in-law?'
it will operate us stated, it would be ol some er, and the education and support of his only
‘ Where is your brother clerk ?’ he asked.
man's ear, ‘ did you ever see th at bill before7
any cold water, there's a pump across the peace of her life. I agree with you, neighbo
‘ I find her a very kind obliging neighbor,’ re consequence in our domestic economy. To keep sister.
‘ He went to dinner about five minutes ago Fortunately, Mr. Fellows’ sight was good,
street ; 1 don't like to have my house slopped all Turnpenny, it is not right to keep a dog that plied Mrs, Fairweuther.
a good light, at the present high price of oil,
t^m gh his hearing was bad. He examined tha
The junior clerk was a youth of minor pre —rather earlier than usual.’
over.’
disturbs tlie whole neighborhood 1 am at‘ Well, this is a miracle!’ exclaimed Mrs. is quite an item of expense, and any suggestion tensions. He was uniformly retiring in his
‘ Very w ell; perhaps you can do my business paper without spectacles, and decided at once
‘ la m glad you are so tidy? neighbor Turn- taehed to poor little Pink, because he belongs Lane, ‘ nobody but you would have undertaken that will put us in the way of reducing that
for me. I mailed a letter here this morning, that he then and there saw it for the first time,
manners.
Although
by
no
means
a
person
of
penny,’ replied Mrs. Fairw eather: ‘ it is ex- Ito my son, who has gone to sea. I was in to thaw out Aunt H etty's h eart.’
expense, and of obtaining a good light a t the forbidding aspect, there was something measured which I would like to recover from the mails,
‘ Did you not buy a horse of Carleton, yes
tremely pleasant to have neat neighbors. I hopes he would leave off quarreling with the
‘ That is probably the reason why it never , same time is worthy of consideration. Oil that
if it has not already gone out.’ A description terday?’
will try to keep everything as bright as a new e a t; but if he won’t be neighborly. I will send was thawed,’ rejoined her friend. • I always ' could be purchased five years ago for $1,25 per and guarded in his movements, far less prepos of the letter was given. All this was done to
‘ No,’ said Mr. Fellows ; ‘ I have talked of
sessing
than
the
free
aud
chivalrous
bearing
of
five cent piece, for, 1 see it will please you. I him out into the country to board. Sally, will told you that not having enough of sunshine : gallon, now seils at $2, and the dirty whale oil
prevent Howard from suspecting the ugent’s selling his mother a pony, but 1 never bought
came in merely to say good morning, and to you bring me one of the pies we b.tketl this was what ailed the world. Make people h a p -: that was then considered unfit for common use Carleton. This apparent prudence might arise real business with Carleton. The letter had anything of bim.
from
various
causes.
The
agent
could
not
be
ask if you could spare little Peggy to run up morning ! I should like to have Miss Turnpenny py, and there will’not be half the quarrelling, is selling now at 80 or 90 cents, and even one
'JClie truth flashed upon the agents under
lieve th at it was the result of a secretive aud gone, as the inquirer well knew, and he left the
and down stairs while I am getting my furni taste of them .’
______
______
____ ___
____
nor a tenth part of the wickedness there is.’
dollar a gallon.
standing.
For____
his credit
let it _____
be declared,
dishonest disposition. I f sueh was the case, office.
ture in order. I will pay her sixpence an
The crabbed neighbor was helped abundantly,
From this gospel of joy preached and prac“ Let all scraps of tot (including even what- however, that same discretion had effectually
But now liis pace was quickened. He knew j Carleton had played bis game with a consumhour.’
and while 6he was eating tho pie, the frieidly ticed, nobody derived so much benefit as little | ever bits are left on the dinner plates) and till
not
what
might
be
the
result
of
his
interview
>
mate
art
that
would
have
deceived
‘
the
very
Aunt Hetty had begun to purse up her mouth matron edged in many a kind word concernin'* Peggy. Her nature, which was fast growing Jdrippings beset in a cold place. When the succeeded in covering the poverty of his moral with Carleton. I t was a significant fact that elect:’
lor a refusal, but the promise of sixpence an little Peggy, whom she praised as a remarkably crooked and knotty, under the malign influence crock is full, transfer the fat to an iron pot, character from public scrutiny.
he
had
gene
to
dinner
a
t
an
earlier
hour
than
!
No
time
was
lost
in
ohatining
traces
of
the
Foiled a t every point where he attempted to
hour relaxed her features a t once. Little Peggy capable, iudustrious child.
of constraint and fear, straightened up, budded glling it half way up with fat, and pour in
usual. If guilty, what mure natural than that 'young man’s flight. The agent judged rightly,
sat knitting a stocking very dilligeutly, with a
‘ I am glad you find her so,’ rejoined Aunt and blossomed, in the genial atmosphere of suffieierft cold water to reach the top. Set it hang the sad burden of criminal facts, theagent lie should take that opportunity of destroying 1from his character, that he would not attempt
resolved upon striking a bold and hazardous
rod lying on the table beside ber. She looked H etty, ‘ 1 should get precious little work out cheerful kindness.
I over the fire, and boil and skim it till the im- blow. He sought a private interview with any evidence of his guilt to be found among his ! t0 leave town. He anticipated a more rnalanup with a timid wistfulness. as if the pros- of her, if I didn’t keep tiie switch in sight.’
Iler all'ections and faculties were kept in such purities are removed. Next pour the melted Carte ton.
papers at home.
Icholy fate for the unhappy youth. Some inpect of any change was like a release from
*I manage children pretty much as the man pleasant exercise, thatco n stan tlig h tn esso fh eart! fat into a large broad pan of cold water, and
The agent had already learned where Carle- iward promptings seemed to direct him to the
‘ Do you know,’ said he, 1 th at I am here on
prison. When she heard consent given, a did the d o n k e y r e p lie d Mrs. Fairweather.— made her almost handsome. The young music set it away to cool. It will harden into a cake,
ton lived, and he hastened at once to his .apothecary’s shop not many doors distant, and
!
very
delicate
and
peculiar
business?’
bright color flushed Iter checks.. She was evi- • Not an inch would the poor beast stir for all teacher thought her more than almost b au d -. Then take out the cake, and put it away in a
Ion enquiry he learned that Carleton had ju st
I had not thought of such u thing,’ replied house.
dently of an impressible temperament, for good his m aster's beating and thumping. B u tan eig h - some, for her afleetioriate soul shone more ! cool place. When wanted for use, cut off a ,
The young man’s mother received him iu a :|Jeen there.
or evil. ‘ Now mind and behave youiself,’ said bor tied some fresh turnips to u stick, and las- beemingly on him than any other; and love' sufficient quantity, melt by the lire till it botruly
lady-like
and
hospitable
manner.
'
• Which way did he go?'
Well, sir, I will tell you. I am convinced
Aunt Hetty, ‘ and see that you keep at work tened them so that they swung directly before makes all things beautiful.
• He just came in ,’ said she, graciously. ‘ Sit j >i n fact, la m not certain he has gone,’ said
comes liquid, and then fill the lamp with it as that you are the very man to assist me. If you
the whole time. If I hear one word of com- the donkey’s nose, and off he set on a brisk trot,
When the orphan removed to her pretty little w ith lard I t will give a clear, bright light, will, you will do me and the post-office d epart down, 1 will have him called. He remarked that I tbo druggist. ‘ He purchased some medicines,
plaint you know what you'll get when you come in hopes of overtaking them.’
cottage, on her wedding day, she threw here quite equal to that of lard, and better than
he had some trilling aflair toattend to before din- i remarking that he wished to write out some d i
home.' The rose color subsided from Peggy's
Aunt Hetty, without observing how very arms around the blessed missionary of sunshine whale oil, and it costs nothing but the trouble ment a signal service.
ner, and immediately went to his chamber.— ; rections for its use, and stepped into the back
• I do not understand you.’
pale face, and she answered ' yes ma am ,' very closely the comparison applied to her own man- and said, ‘ Ah thou dear good auut, it is thou of preparing the tot. We highly recommend
.
. | room. I have been very busy, and he may have
1No, but you will. First, however, give ma You may speak to him, Sarah.’
meekly.
agement of Peggy, said that • th at will do very who hast made my life F airweather.’
this piece of economy.”
‘ I have only a word to say to him ,’ replied ; passed out without my seeing him .’
your pledge that what I have to divulge shall
in the neighbor's house all went quite oth- well lor folks that have a plenty of turnips to
the visitor. ‘ Perhaps it will be as well for me
'fhe agent sprang forward. The door was
be
held
iu
strictest
confidence
and
honor
by
erwise. No switch lay on the table, and i n - : spare.
to go to his room, instead of calling him ! locked upon the inside.
The E ddystone L ight H ouse.— The care of
F irst D evelopkment of L eap Year.—A par- y°u -’
stead of • mind how you do that, il you don t
* For the m atterof th a t,’ answered Mrs. Fair.
|
* What medicine did you sell him?' asked the
‘
Certainly,’
said
Carleton,
‘
if
you
wish
it.’
I 11 punish you, she heard the gentle words, weather, ‘ whips cost something, as well as tu r- this important beacon is commited to four men; ty of twenty-two ladies and gentlemen, from
‘ As you please. My daughter will show you : agent,
The agent then stated the business that had
‘ there, dear, see^ how carefully you can carry nips; and since one makes the donkey stand two of them take cliajge o f it by turns, and are i Rockville, Conn., visited this city on Friday, in
the
way.
I
* O h ! you needn’t be alarmed, he has studied
that up stairs. \> by, w hat a nice handy little still, and the other makes him trot, it is easy to relieved every six weeks. But as it often hap- ■the capacity of a sleighing party, dining and brought him to P. Carleton expressed some
Sarah, a beautiful and stately girl of eight-1 medicine, and knows how to use these things?
girl you a re !’ b nder these enlivening influ- decide which is tho most economical.
But perns, especially in stormy weather, that boats taking supper a t the Massaoit House, und visit- surprise, but cheerfully promised to afford the
's cham -! ‘ He knows how to use them too w e ll! This
department any assistance and information in I een, conducted the caller to her brother's
ences, Peggy worked like a bee, and soon began neighbor Turnpenny, since you like my pies so caunot touch a t the Eddystone for many months, ing the Armory and other of the prominent ieahis power.
'
1her, and knocked at the door. Presently C arle-! door must be forced. His life depends upon it—
to hum much more agreeably than a bee.— well, pi ay take one home with you I am afraid a proper quantity of salt provisions is always ' tures of Springfield. The ladies acted as osHave
you
mentioned
the
subject
to
Mr.
B.
?’
i
ton
appeared.
A
slight
paleness
overspread
his if it is not already too late !’
‘
1
1
laid
up
us
in
a
ship
for
a
long
voyage.
In
high
eorts
for
the
gentlemen,
ordering
the
meals,
Aunt Hetty was always jn the habit of saying, they will spoil before we can eat them up .'
isked.
1features on recognizing the agent, but without
Too late, indeed, it was !
‘ stop your noise and mind your w ork.’ B ut
Auut H etty had come in for a quarrel, and winds such a briny atmosphere surrounds this paying the bill, and furnishing the comforts of he asked
On breaking into the room, Carleton was
‘
Not
y
e
t;
he
is
the
nominal
post-master,
it
is
losing
his
self-possession,
he
invited
him
to
enter
gloomy
solitude
from
the
dashing
of
the
waves,
the
trip
generallyWe
shall
hope
to
record
the new friend patted her on the head and said, ; she was astonished to find herself going out witli
found lying upon the floor, w ith un empty vial
‘ what a pretty voice the littlo girl has. I t is ' a pie.
‘ Well, Mrs. Fairw eather,’ said she, that a man exposed to it could not draw his many fruits of this leap year gallantry among true, hut you have a far more intimato knowl- tho chamber.
beside
him, and an unfinished letter to bis sis
like the birds in the fields. By and .by you i ‘ y0U are a neighbor. I thank you a thousand breath. A t these dreadful intervals the two for , oar matriinonal announcements before the year edge ol the details of the office than ho has. I t ‘ I have strange feelings on seeing you!’ he
have another reason for not speaking witii him. I observed iu a very natural tone of voice. ‘ W hat ter on the table.
shall hear my music box.’ This opened wide times.’ when she reached her own door, she lorn inhabitants keep close quarters, and are iBover.— Springfield Republican.
In
th
a t lettei he confessed his guilt, and beI dislike to disturb his confidence until the es-. V01I ga;j (0 me about Howard has troubled me
--------------------------the windows of the poor little shut up heart, Jhesitated for an instant, then turning back, pie obliged to live in darkness and stench, listening ;
sought his sister not only to support the mortal
so that the sunshine could stream in, and the jn hand, to say ‘ Neighbor Fairweather, ‘ you to the howling storm, excluded in every erner-j On Sunady afternoon, some men were enga- tnblishment of strong proofs renders it my duty j'lnore t|,an I would have thought it possible.— uffliction be had brought upon her with fortitude
j f a k e a seat. Do you smoke ?’
birds fly in aad out. carolling. The happy child needn’t trouble yourself about sending Pink geney from the least hope of assistance, and ged in clearing the snow from the sidewalk near to do so.’
‘ You can speak to me with perfect plainness,'
‘ Not before dinner? replied the agent. He but also to sustain and console their mother.
tuned [up like a lark, as site tripped lightly up away. ‘ It's natural you should like the little without any earthly company but what is ud- i [joe’g foundry, and, after digging away a bank
said
Carleton,
ministered
from
the
confidence
in
the
strength
„f
egTeral
feet
in
depth,
much
to
their
surprise,
made a rapid observation of the chamber as he The youDg man was not yet dead. Medical as
and down stairs, on various household errands, creature, seeing he belongs to your son. I ’ll
Ynd I am sat down. • You are very comfortably situated sistance was speedily procured, but all efforts to
‘ I trust so,’ replied the agent,
But though she took heed to observe all the j try to keep Tub in doors, and perhaps after a of the building in which they are immured. J they came across a man sleeping quietly beside
save his life proved unavailing. He was already
Once, on relieving this forlorn guard, one of the ; i,is bottle, u c |iaj taken lodgings on the walk sure you will do all you can to set me right, if here.’
directions given to her, her head was all the while they will agree better.’
time filled with conjectures what sort of a thing ! ‘ I hope they w ill,’ replied the friendly mat- men was found dead, his companion choosing t|,e evening previous, and got snowed over,— I am going wrong. Nor will you, I am convinc
• I have nothing to complain of. We live past consciousness, and never spoke again.
A veu
veil 8noulQ
should be
drawn
ed,
suffer
me'
to
injure
an
innocent
person
in
rather humbly, but we are not ambitious?
ue ura'
' n to exclude the scene
ha music box might be. She was a little afraid ‘ ron ; ‘ we will try them a while longer,’ and if rather to shut himsell up with a putrifyiug car- i [q;g breuth'liad melted a hole through the snow,
Carleton then spoke of his mother and sister ?f ho«or. agony, and distress that awaited his
that the kind lady would forget to show it to they persist in quarrelling, 1 will send the dog case, than, by throwing it mto the sea, incur an(j t bug [ie Was furnished with fresh air, A your estimation. To come to the point, then, I
in
a
manner
which
touched
his
visitor
deeply.
?«“
’
>
.
broken-hearted
mother survived
touch of the snow shovel brought him to con- wish you to open your inmost thoughts, and tell
her. She kept to work, however, and asked no ’ into the country.’ Pink, who was sleeping in a the suspicion of murder.
In fine weather these wretched beings scram -. sciOugnefs, when he got up and walked off, tak- me if you regard it as possible that your fellow Could it be possible, thought the latter, that he t he traSlcal interruption of her late happy days
questions ; she only looked very curiously at ev- ’ chair, stretched himself and g.tped. His kind
months. And though the sister was
erything that resembled a t a box At last, Mrs. [ mistress patted him on the head, ‘ Ah you fool hle about the rocks when the tide ebbs, und jng hjg ffith'ful companion with him .—.V. Y. clerk can be guilty of these depredations upon was destined to destroy the peace of th at happy ! bat “
family ! He shrank with indescribable repug- after,war'*L^PP*^
the mails?’
Fairweather said : ‘ 1 think your little feet must j isli little beast, said she, 4 what’s the use of amuse themselves by fishing, which is the only I Express.
e“d ’ “ “ “j
employment they can have, except th a t of trim- J r
'
---------------------------- ‘ You shock me,’ said Carleton, not without nance from the performance of his d u ty ; but it !10 dat® ber .b ruth“ 8 dl «rar^
lie tired by this time. We will rest awhile and plaguing poor Tab?’
inexorably urged him to finish what be had be- tmual cloud of melancholy rested a « « t o
rning their nightly fires. Such total inaction, | A Comfortable F eeling.—We walked up omotiou.
eat some gingerbread.’ The child took the of,, , ,
, ,
io n
fered cake with a humble little courtesy, aud , Wel1’ 1 d" 8a-v ’ obscrrvod Sil,.I>'’ Smll"‘« ’ and entire seclusion from all the joys and aids i
gun, and he produced the fatal bank note.
ni,nli durln2 the W“>a' nder ot her life. She has
‘ Speak freely,’ continued the agent.
on Christmas ev«^ with a Front street gencarefully held o utlier apron to preve„ t llDy j y0? are a ratt9ter woman fur 8t0PP’Df5 a <luar- of society, can only be endured by great relig- j tleman. who remarked he had 44 had a good year
‘ W hy, I could almost as soon think of sus
‘ Not to detain you? said ho, ‘ I have some since passed into that land where kindred souls
crumbs from falling on the floor. But suddenly *1C '
ious philosophy, which we cannot imagine they _ hig s„ias .liuountiug to $1,000,000, and his pecting Mr. B. hinftelf,’ exclaimed the other.— question in my mind with regard to a bill I took are destined to meet again ; and theso allusions
the apron dropped, aud tho crumbs were ail . 1IJeatued a good lesson when I was a littlo feel; or by great stupidity, which in pity wo profits to $100,0001” Our friend has not work ‘ I believe Howard to be perfectly honest?
this forenoon. I have been referred to you as to her sad family history will cause her no
‘ Certainly, I know nothing to the contrary ; the person who passed it. Will you see if you pain.
strewn about. • Is th a t a little b ird !’ she ex- g irl,’ observed Mrs. Fairweuther. ‘ One frosty must suppose they possess. Yet this wretched ed more than half as many hours during tho
claimed eagerly. ‘ Where is be? Is he in the I '““ruing, I was looking out of the window into communication is so small, we are assured it past year as we have ; hut we are happy to say, and I sincerely hope your judgment is well recognize it?’
The secret of Carleton’s lapse from virtue ie
room?’ The new friend smiled and told her ' '-“Y father s ham-yard, where stood many cows, has sometimes been a scene of misanthropy. with rather larger pecuniary results.---- New founded. B ut? continued the agent, ‘ our puhAgain the swift pallor swept over Carleton’s soon to ld ; and the lesson is one that every
that it was a music box, and after a while she oxe" ““ A horses, waiting to drink. It was one Instead of suffering the recollection of these dis York Mirror.
lie duty should not be altogether biased by pri- j pace . buj thia time it was more marked than be- youth, wbo considers himself free from tem pta
opened it and explained what made the sounds.
^ '“se c°!A, snapping mornings, when a slight tresses and dangers in which each is deserted by
vate opinion. You will not, therefore, iail to ' fore, and his fingers trembled as he examined tion, should heed and carefully remember. The
unite with me in tracing the embezzlements to t |,e bill.’
Then she took out a pile of books from one of thing irritates both man and beast. The cattle all hut one, to endear thatt one to him, we are
devil never enters the citadel of rcetitude a t the
A letter from San Francisco, Cal., says, that their true source, no matter at whose door the
the baskets of goods, aud told Peggy she m ig h t: ad stood very still and meek, till one of the cows informed the humors of each were so soured,
‘ Certainly? said ho, ‘ I recognise it. I t ’s a outset. He first walks around, and passes by ;
look at the pictures till she called for her. The i attempted to turn round. In making the at- they
__r preyed both on themselves und on each the extent of tho cigar business in that city is blame may be laid?
I notc that I changed with Captain W ilkins last then holds a parley, and ‘ makes the worse ap
little girl stepped forward eagerly to take them, tempt, she happened to h it her next neighbor,! other. If one sat above, the other was com- immense. A single stand within a large hotel
‘ I will do all in my power? said Carleton.— ' njght.’
pear the better reason;’ and ends by gaining
and then drew back as if afraid, ‘ W hat is the ""Bereiipon the neighbor kicked and hit another, r only found below. Their meals too, were soli- lias been rented tor $20 par day, payable daily. ‘ Although I would be willing almost to pledge
t j t also happens? observed the agent, * to be permission to walk in ju st once, p ro m i'
m a tte r'’ asked Mrs. Fair-weather ; ‘ I am very 1 1“ five minutes, the whole herd were kicking! tary —eaeb, like a brute, growling over his food There is another of less note for which $4000 my own reputation th at the losses have occur- Ia note which according to an accurate descrip- thenceforward to cease bis solicitations,
willing to trust you witn the books. I keep ; and Looting each other, with all fury. My! alone. The emolument of this arduous [post h )per annum has just been paid for the last two red outside the office, I. will use every exertion j tjOn I have of it, was recently lost in the south- keep aloof. B ut odco adm itted,het
them on purpose to air use children.’ Peggy im other laughed and said, ‘ See what comes j tw e n t y r o u n d ^ ty e a r ja n t ^ a r m a ^ ^ t a i^ iM vears. The consumption of the ‘ weed’ in CaliD E A T H — A D ia lo g u e .
BY HENRY VAUGHAN.
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of the castle. Such was undoubtedly Carleton’s
experience. He was not a hardened sinner : he
was truly a man of generous and noble impulses.
But little transgressions of the stern law of con
science bad in his boyhood weakened his moral
force, and prepared him for more serious offences.
Then, in an unguarded hour, he formed an a t
tachment for a fascinating, but gay and heart
less woman, under whose influence his soul fell
from the truth and purity of manhood. I t was
her hand which indirectly administered the
deadly drug that destroyed his life. To meet
her necessities for dress and dissipation, he re
sorted to the faro bank. Although fortunate at
t o t , he afterwards lost extensively, and became
pecuniarily embarrassed. He borrowed money,
which he was unable to return. Only one
course seemed open to him, to save his honor in
the public eye. A t first, he purloined cautious
ly and abstemiously from the mails, hoping, no
doubt, th a t success at the faro bank would
swell those unlawful gains, and cancel the ne
cessity for further depredations.
But let us not pursue the sad topic. The
end we have seen, and we will hasten to turn
the last leaf of this melancholy chapter.
T h e L o ss o f P a c k e t S h ip S t . D e n is ,

persuade him to get into the small boat, but he
refused, and said it *was foolishness to get into
her, as Bhe could not live.’ The la s t! beard
the Captain say was “ 1 have a wife and seven
children in New York,” and then I saw tears
in his eyes, and this was all the excitement I
saw. All the men appeared very calm, and
tried their best to savo the ship from the first of
it. The first mate then jumped overboard and
swam to the boat and we took him in. They
then threw over a barrel of hard bread and a
keg of water, but the water drifted out of our
reach. The third mate then jumped overboard
and was followed by five seamen, all of whom
we took into our boat. The other seamen stood
on deck, and we tried to persuade more of them
to come, but they would not. I had not seen
the steerage passengers since the storm com
menced, and heard the mate say he supposed
they were drowned in vlieir rooms before we left
ihe ship. I did not see the cabin passengers
come out of the wheel house.
At this time it was about 12 o’cloek, and we
paddled the boat off a little distance, so as not
to be drawn into the whirlpool when the ship
went down, which we were looking for every
minute, as the whole bow of the ship was under
water. We hove the boat head to and got a
dredge out to keep her so, and then lay still,
and three men were constantly bailing to keep
our boat from sinking. We had not been in
this position more than ten minutes when the
ship went down head first, and the last we saw
was the whole depth of the rudder. We were
then between two hundered and three hundred
yards from her, but could not hear any scream
or noise, probably in consequence of the gale,
which was very violent, but not so severe as it
had been.”
After twenty hours spent in the long boat,
the survivors were picked up by the ship Na
ples, Capt. Lovell, o f Bath, bound from Leg
horn to New York.^vho, although short of pro 
visions. extended every kindness in his power to
the suffering mariners.
The survivors have but little to say of the
passengers. The Tribune says :
“ It is the opinion of those saved that before
they left the ship all the passengers were drown
ed. Two cabin passengers, Mr. and Mrs. Weiss,
who had been married but two days prior to the
vess-le departure, were last seen by the second
mate, who went into the cabin for the axe, to
cut away the masts, with a shawl over their
heads, and embracing each other.”

S p r ite ,
T h u r sd a y E v e n in g , J a n . 2 4 , 1 8 5 6 .
O u r s e lf t o O u rself.

U p R iver, Jan. 21, ’56.
D ear Gazette:—W hy shouldn’t you have
an “ Up River Correspondent,” ub well as some
of your New York contemporaries ? You may
object th a t your “ correspondent” is not far
enough from home to give him opportunity to
communicate anything of interest to y >ur read
ers. W he subscriber wishes th at was the only
objection to bis writing for your colum ns; for
ho once knew an instance whore the “ foreign
correspondence” of one ot our best weeklies
(now departed) was all done a t home, within
a stone’s throw of the editor’s sanctum. You
however, need not infer from this, th a t I am
not out of town ; for I am. The good steamer
Kennebec brought me to the upper end of her
route on F rid ay ; and a Bhort ride the next
morning took me up to the good city of Bangor.
And in this connection, let me Bay of the Ken
nebec that she is what she ever lias been, in our
judgment one of the easiest, and most comfort
able travelling boats ever on this route. Her
officers, from Copt. Clark “ down,” are in ev
ery respect efficient, and not least of all, gen
tlemanly and obliging to everybody. Mr. Al
den, the Clerk, is universally popular, and for
the simplest reason in the world—because most
excellently adapted to the office. It is not
strange that this steamer, even while others
were on the route, has always had a good share
of patronage in the way of passengers and
freight. We are glad th at in Rockland she
has so obliging an agent as Mr. M. W . Farwell
—who needs no word of praise from us how
ever.
Bangor, (is it in imitation of our city, do
you suppose?) is rath er dull this w inter,—more
quiet than we ever saw it before. “ How is
business?” wo asked of a lumber dealer.—
“ Nothing doing ” was the reply. We believe
th at all branches of the lumber business are
; dull, including the getting out of the original
article in tbe wooda. And
yoa w iu fiee a(

A p p o in tm e n ts by th e G overnor, D eclared
P IT Y ? OR LET A LO N E?
C O N G R E S S IO N A L
L E G IS L A T IV E
I lle g a l.
There are two ways of looking a t facts, both
P ortland, Jan . 21. In the Supreme Court
W ashington, Sat., Jan 19.
SENATE.
of which seem reasonable enough under the c ir-'
in this city to-day, Judge Davis decided that the
HOUSE.
W ednesday, Jan. 16.
cumBtances. I f a man deliberately runs h is :
recent appointment of a new Sheriff for this
Mr. Clingman offered a resolution, that during county by Gov. Wells, who had removed the old
foot into the fire, or bis head against a lamp- ’ Prayer by the chaplain.
Papers from the House disposed of in concur- the calling of the roll no debate or personal one, was illegal under the resolve amending the
post, the first impulse of generous natures is to j
explanation be in order, and that this rule and Constitution of the State, giving to the people
enee.
hold him back by warning hand or warning
Mr. Butler introduced resolves makiug “ The the rule limiting members to ten minutes in de the power to choose Sheriffs, Judges and Regis
tongue, however ungraciously the victim of his Age” tho State paper, which, the rules being bate, Bhall not be suspended, except by the ters of Probate.
The question came before the Court on the at
own sense of independence may receive the in suspended, were read a second time, and then unanimous consent of the House.
He thought tho House had degenerated into tempt o f the newly appointed Sheriff to take
passed to be engrossed,
terference. But old experienced witnesses, who
a
mere
debating
society.
Voting
was
more
charge of the Court, and the Judge decided that
HOUSE.
have a less abiding generosity, and perhaps a
likely to result in an election than discussion, the old one was legally in office.
W ednesday, Jan . 16.
beoause the latter only seems to inflame parties
A similar decision has been given by Chief
livelier sense of justice, are prompt to cry,
On motion of Mr. Brown of Kennebunkport, and factions, thus increasing the difficulty. The Justice Tenney, in Somerset County, as it re
served him right,” when the torment of his the commir.tea on Education was directed to in
resolution was adopted; the House then pro lates to Registers oi Probate. These decisions,
wounds begins to teach him his folly, and the quire intu the expediency of purchasing each ceeded to vote.
if sustained by the fuli bench, render negative
Banks,
94
quickened mentality of a broken head rouses be supervisor and school sommittee with a copy of
all the recent appointments of Sheriffs and Reg
the school laws.
Richardson,
69
isters of Probate made by Governor Wells inlated compunctions in his breast.
Resolve for the promulgation of the laws,
Fuller,
31
the places of persons removed by kirn from
I t is not to be wondered at, if benevolence, (making tho Age the State paper,) was received
Pennington,
3
these offices.
which is naturally a tender plant, should shrink from the Senate passed to be engrossed, and was
Campbell of Ohio.
3
The case goes to the full bench, and it is un
Messrs. Porter and Foster 1 each. Necessary derstood that H. W . Paine, Esq., of Cambridge,
from the frost of an ungracious yebuffj when, as read once, and to-morrow assigned for its se
cond reading.
for a choice 102.
formerly of Hallowell, is engaged in behalf of
is more often the case, the deluded wretch in
Ordered that all petitions requiring order of
the old officers.
stead of offering thanks, betrays a desire to sub notice, presented after February 10th, shall he
W ashington, Jan . 21.
mit his evangelist’s head to the same ordeal, for referred to the next Legislature, was then taken
H ouse.—Mr. Boyce made an ineffectual mo L a lr r from E u r o p c -.D e lc r u iin n lio ii o f B u g up, amended by striking out the 10, and insert
his kindly feelings.
tion] to rescind the resolution prohibiting de luuil a u d F ra u cc Io Froitecule Ibe W a r .
ing the 15th, and passed.
Gruff experience chuckles and urges his letbate.
N ew York, Jan. 21.—'The steamship Wash
Mr. Falkner offered a resolution that if no ington, from Bremen and Southampton, arrived
alone theory with now vigor, and points lus ar
SENATE.
Speaker is elected by Monday next, members at 4 o’clock. She brings London dates of the
T
hursday
,
Jan.
17.
gument w ith that most moving of all appeals,
resign, and an adjournment ensue till the second 5th. Nothing of special importance.
the personal pique and wounded vanity. The
Papers from the House disposed ot in concur Monday in May. Laid on the table by 26 ma
Consuls, at 11 o’clock, Saturday, were quo
jority.
man who had been snubbed and repulsed by the rence.
ted at 87 a 87 1-8.
Order from the House, directing * that all pe
Mr.
Sneed
then
submitted
a
resolution
that
The Naples correspondent of the London
sufferer he would have aided, is not to bo seri
titions requiring order of notice, presented utter the supporters of Mr. Banks select one candi
ously blamed ifh e leaves the next conceited fool the 15th day of February next, be referred to the date from among the supporters of Mr, Rich Times mentions a report that the King of N a
ples had become favorably disposed towards the
to crack his shallow head, and scorch his ass- next Legislature without debate,’ was, on mo ardson, and one from those of Mr. Fuller, that Allies, and there was a further rumor that he
heels w ithout risking his own safety for the tion of Mr. Barnes, amended, by striking off the those voting for Mr. R'Chardson, select one ol would send a contingent to the Crimeawords ‘ without debate.’
Mr. Banks friends, and one of Mr. Fuller's,
The Paris correspondent of the same paper
cause.
and that the voters for Mr. Fuller choose one says that assurances have been given in an offi
HOUSE.
It is only the high martyr-like spirit, w ho, in
from among tho friends of Mr. Richardson, and cial quarter of the resolution of France to carry
Thursday, Jan . 17
one from those of Mr. Banks; the members so on the war in the most vigorous manner, in the
his love of his fellow-man, will not seek hisowD
Petitions presented and referred.- F. Hahn ! elected to be considered the only candidates in event of Russia not acceding to the proposition
case, nor even consult the immediate gratifica
and others to he set off from Brewer to Waldo- nomination, and the lowest on each trial to be of the Allies, and th at the Emperor and the
tion of his deluded neighbor, but confident in borough ; John Bird and others, of Ward No. 7 dropped until an election be effected. The res
English Government were determined not to
the future, aim only at the highest
good of in Rockland, for incorporation iDto a separate ' olution was tabled, and the house proceeded to abate ar. iota of the terms on which peace would
_
these who need but do not desire his assistance. ' town ; Jam es Creighton and others for leavo to i take the 118th ballot: Banks 92, Fuller 31, be accepted.
r.
V
CJ
,
, change the channel of Mill riv e r; Joseph Gil- Campbell 3, Richardson 66, Pennington 2,
It requires much confidence m one’s self and ohrist, for leave to extend his w harf on George’s "
P - ’ - ’B
Messrs Porter, Haven, and Shorter, each 1,
T h e N e w B r u n sw ic k L iquor L aw .
in the truth he urges, to go quietly forward, river to low water m a rk ; trustees of East Maine necessary to a choice 99.
St J ohn, N. B., Jan 21.—A meeting of fif
thrusting down the unwilling neck of the suf Conference Seminary for aid.
teen hundred inhabitants, met at Fredericton on
ferer ju st that remedy which he requires, how
B altimore and Charleston.—As illustrative tho 19th inst., the Mayor in the chair. Resolu
of the value of manufacturing to a city, at tions were adopted condemnatory of the pro
ever hitter, and pocket only the abuse he gets
SENATE.
which
we heretofore glanced, we extract the fol hibitory Liquor Law, by a majority of five to
Saturday, January 19.
for his pains.
Papers from the House disposed of in concur lowing from the New Orleans Bulletin, compar one. Speeches were made on both sides of the
In vices strictly personal, the plea of indepen
ing the progress and present condition of the questiou. The proceedings were harmonious,
rence.
dence has more plausibility, but even then it is
The petition of Seth O ’Brien of W arren, above mentioned cities
and closed with good feeling, with three cheers
A t the beginning of the present century the for the Queen.
no sufficient title to exemption from rebuke, for, came from the House, referred to the committee
on Claims. This petition represents, th at the population ol these two cities was about equal.
it is one of the rights of every man to have
.
.
—Brien, on the
- Ibth
- - - day
- ot March, L8a5,, -phen Charleston enjoyed
a far more valuable ex
, . ,,
i r
said O
- .
Gen. Scott’s R eport of the state of the ariny
good neighbors, h u t it is quite impossible for a t tfae tjmo of the pagBage of « an act addition- port trada > she hud a larger and more extensive
the effects of crime and vice not to be social in al respecting Banks,” was holder of bills on Commerce, and was surrounded by a largei recomineads an increase in the general offieeis
and
additional pay. lie advises a retired list
their nature, since every man has friends, or the Ship Builders’ Bank, Rockland, to the amount of improved land, capable of producing
i• i j
• «i
r» i
iim n iin t o f
0 0 th e l’uLVLui^nfc o f w h ic h wjis crops the most iu.poitiint in the worl'l. one and say s:—
kindred, or nerghbors or some sort of depenwas ahead of Baltimore. In 1850 Baltimore
* Some forty or fifty officers, mostly in the
uants, who must suffer for his folly ; and while B ank; that by the passage of tho said act he had a population of 180,000, while Charleston higher commissions, rendered non-effective by
the pang is not confined to the sinner, the right has lost the said security, and consequently the , numbered but 48,000, and the prosperity, the the infirmities of age, by wounds or chronic dis
of interference is not to be denied to the fellow- debt, together with costs amounting to $ 3 1 ,6 0 .1Comnierce and tonnage. b o rethe same ratio o eases. r.ow press downwards into lethargy and
•
,. .
„ . rip therefore asks the State to nav him the increirtsC to the population, th e cause ol th is then despair ; thrice the number of juniors are
sufferers who are not in complicity with the of- g dd amounts.'
wonderful change is simply, that while Charles sighing for the increased rank, which would,
fender.
1 ‘ On motion of Mr. Barnes, the Senate non-1 ton depended upon ‘ great staple ’ products and before they are too old, increase the field of dis
He who sins against the peace and good order ! concurred with the House in the reference of I commission merchants, (which alone can never tinguished usefulness. How soon the under
■xneet to e n c o u n te r the this petition, and referred the same to the com- ! make or support a city,) Baltimore encouraged signed may himself fie considered one of the
of community must expect
to eencounter
thee
. m e e t to
n c o u n t e r th
ou the J tldiciary.
and established the mechanic, artisan, and superannuated ho knows n o t; hut,- while any
stern protest of that com m unity; and if he
T in i e r
i handicraftsman—thus makiug a home market vigor remains, ho will not cease to urge u rem
llCUbE.
I
(of t jie prod ucts of her soil—giving occupants edy for the great evil in question.’
will not amend his manners for his own sake, he
Saturday, Jan . 19. ■for her dwellings aud stores and filling pockets
should be driven to do it for the sake of his fe l-, Petitions referred.— Passamaquoddy Indians | co aid in paying taxes. In Baltimore can he
T he I outh Greely.— A correspondent of the
lows ; and tho least he could do would be to forr a M ood l o t; D. C. llaskell and als, J . 1geen on every hand tiro smoke issuing from the
Boston Courier tolls the following :
give a gracious hearing to the warning of his
akefield and als, George P ra tt and als, N. A. chimuey-stack of the manufacturer and the ar
M r.------, who had been kind to Greely when
friends
FavwelPand als, of Rockland, for a new Coun- tisan. There you will find extensive ship-yards,
lie came to the city a friendless boy, and had got
_____ ______
ty ; Abijali Usher and als, of Hollis for abate where they build the finest vessels in the world,
Innx into a printing offiee, returned to the city
.
ment of State tax.
and own them, too. Not only deriving the bene
Ih e D etroit (Mich.) Advertiser relates the
Passed to be engrossed.— Bill additional to act fit of a permanent mechanical population that after a few year's absence, and enquired for
Greely at the printing office. ‘ Oh. he's going
following. A widow lady, advanced in life, now incorporating the Calais Gas Light Company.
constructs them, but reaping also the advanta to get up a paper himself and is now at such
ges of manning and victualing tiiese vessels, and such a place.’ Thither Mr.------posted, and
a resident of the city of Philadelphia, can tell
HOUSE.
and receiving the returns from freight earned.— alter going up and up, like the Methodist on his
with truth tho following story, showing vvliat
Monday, January 21.
One city has relied on great agricultural udvan- road to perfection, (vide sermon, on a harp of a
strange coincidences th e current of events will
Petition of Seth O’Brien, referred by the tages and commission merchants ; the other ha thousand strings) at length found Greely. ’ Tho
sometimes bring to lig h t. The lady owns real House to Committee on Claims, came from the created her present prosperity, and sustained her philosopher, then a juvenile seeker for wisdom,
estate in Michigan, and the following facts were Senate, referred to the Committee of th e Ju d i- advance in every respect,
was seemingly doing tho work of a dozen men,
writing, scissoring, composing, correcting, <Scc.,
given to us by her attorney, who learned them cia^ ;
Acts approved by the Governor— An act to re
fee.,
and in the spare moments eating his hasty
T
he
S
and
B
usiness
.—The
carrying
of
sand
from her own lips :
peal an act entitled “ An act annulling the na- to supply the masons of Boston, ]is quite a bus- plate
1 Why
of soup. M r.----- expostulated.
.
.
Tliis lady was bom and brought up in the turalization powers of Courts in this S tate.”
iness a t the mouth of tho Merrimac river, 'l’bir-1 man you’ll kill yourself. Y'ou m ust'nt work so
State of New Jersey, and upon being married
‘
’ *
hard.’ ‘ O h,’ said Greely, ‘ I mean to be some
from
removed
----lit ii thing or die young.’
>f 5
Island
improved
about
Ship H itchcock.—The ship Hitchcock, report
poor ed burnt at sea, was 700 tuns burden, under
since. Upon th a t farm this lady buried her State loi
speculation ; now the proprietors receive thous
first-born child, and a few years after, her busPemonsltaccs—J . W . K. Norwood and als , ands of dollars annually for whatjis taken away command of Capt. George Conway. She sailed
band died and was buried there. After his and N. C- Fletcher and als., of Camden, against by vessels. The right at the lower end of the Irom Savannah Nov. 24, for Havre, with a car
go, of 2250 bales of cotton. Tho ship and
death she sold out everything, and removed with being set off to a new County. Adj.
Island, belonging to the Dole estate, has been freight money are insured in New York—$32,her two sons back to New Jersey, where one of
sold us high, we think, as SGOO a y e a r; hut 000 on the ship and $14,500 on the freight.—
her sons died from the effects of a fall, received
there the hanks are not now convenient for load She was built in 1S47, at Damariscotta Me,
on the passage across Lake Erio on the way
T h e N e w T h e r a p e u t ic s .
ing, and the vessels come into tho Merrimac and was considiered a good ship.
home.
The following Extracts from an able article in and load upon the Salisbury side, which the
The other son removed to 'Philadelphia with
proprietors have leased this year to Moses PetIds mother, acquired property, and seeking to the New York
discussing the develop- i t S ^ E s q . " ^ $500? 'M r/p e ttin g iU owning
It is said th at the forthcoming statistics of
increase i went o a l ornia in
o r.
b |le men^ of new principles of practice from the re- Plumb Island, has been in the business from the Massachusetts will show that the Shoe und
there, designing to return home, he exchanged
F
H unter of th a t City first, and those barren sands which were worthproperty in Marysville with a man who owned ^ c h e s ot lfr Robert H unter, ol tha L.ty
c
Q
tfaan Leather Manufactures of the State amount to
property in Michigan for a farm, ot which he will bo read with interest by all classes of reafarm in t,fe CQllnt Jn ot WQrth more than the astonishing sum of $55,000,000.
took a deed, without knowing the situation or j ers< i t is a sign of substantial progress m am ooQ
character of the property While preparing to medicine.
* D’u ting the past season some twelve or fourMass. State P rison.—The average number of
d?ed^leaving his mother soIeT elr.11 TheSd e e d ° f' ‘
the pulmonary patient, the physician teen vessels were constantly employed in taking convicts in this institution during the vear end
this property in Michigan came into her hands bas hitherto been little more thau a pall bearer. tbe sand to Boston, averaging about two trips a ing Oct. 1, us we learn from the Advertiser, was
tins property in lumnigun came into ner n. nos.
f modifieation* i t k;a Con- " ’eek; and they made a very handsome business 483 ; number received during the year 141 ; dis
and .alter a time she made a journey to visit it. l b e announcement ot a moumcation oi tin . con
Hemld
charged 161. There were 301 of the convicts
Upon reaching the place, she found it to be the ! dR>°“ °* things, and the possibility of arresting ot R- Mu.buryport Herald.
of Native birth, and 154 Foreign. -Only three
very homestead which she and her husband or eradicating this melancholy malady, to an
built more than thirty years before, and found extent equal to the mitigation of small-pox by
p 0BTIAXI>. A meetin" of the citizens of persons died during the year, and three were re
in the wainscot her own initials, cut by herself the vaccine is a matter of interest not only to p ort]and was held 0Q T u “ day evenit) t0 devise moved to the Insane Asylum.
years before. „ bhe now is again in possession oi
a simpJe and natural
affurd accommodations for the great
the graves of her husband und eldest child.
. class
,
Steam Mill B urnt.—The steam Mill of Mr.
the treatm
t r e a t m ent
e n t ot
of„ -this
this
of,. papa- steamship,
______________ ___
principle for the
class ot
-. now
, . , building
,,
,, in.. England, and .the
,
c
T
...
, Lents, by which at the least a hope may ho held l,Y"® d ,of vhlob:. tk® P ^ tla n d people th.nk Irving Ames on the Fuller road in Hermon, be
*A n-nual Slave L etting near W asidncton ’
m_ a r£lief fr0[u tb(J abp o!uty d
ir will desire to avail themselves of the harbor ol tween five and six miles from Bangor, was des
Our H ashing on correspondent gives the follow. h j as ;t wpr(J
tbe |ea3j featur p of Portland as the terminus or station for tho ves troyed by fire on Wednesday morning, 17th
ing account of the annual sale of the labor of ,
tb a t would ()f it8elti ia a fibort sel, on account of n s abundant depth of water inst. I t was a new mill for sawing hoards,
slaves in that v ic.n.ty: - “ Last Saturday week
b»
’lbe fata,; of th(J diseage We and other facilities. Ih e citizens resolved that shingles, and clapboards, to build which Mr.
many of our eastern men went across the line bave aceo7di ly esamii ed with no little inter- the city ought to aid m the m atter in its mum- Ames exerted himself to the utmost, and it was
iiis sole possession. The cause of the fire is
into
Virginia,
to
he
present
at
the
annual
sale
.
'
i: i Ii'„r
cipal
..
i ,
r
i
est. the new periodical,
he .medical specialist
' capacity,
*
- . and
. the Tcity government was re unknown, but it is supposed to be the work of
ol the- labor of negroes for the year, or in other
’ .
•. j „
e . „ , ___ „„„ quested to petition the Legislature for authority
- ...
uuvo, uuo
j to d o g o .
- mme fiend iu the human form,
v . f r r< .. u
.i
“
r plausiole means for this end, upon scientific and
der. Ar .t rFairfax
Court House the scene was d i - : c
. ..
« ♦ * r.
__________________
... i
,
demonstrable grounds.
i t is
foTtlm t w iu ld T “VdU^
8tran»e ®nou”11’ th at the 8i,“Ple P »aciPl
e
P acket Ship St . DEx is .-O n e of our oldest .
0F ? { UXE’7 Forf th®
h y.ear . e“dinz
would have drawn tears from
most
a ,tbough dlgcusscd in the days of Hip- siliplnasters. and who had previously sailed in YPrd
tlie ™ho>®nalab« ° f s®1™ ^ 3 between
solid of men. The negroes are allowed to go pocrates, should never have been developed to the St. Denis, informs us this morning that he | ‘b®
X 8’
’
should never have been developed to the St. Denis, informs us this morning that he
oaq®
“F r
twenty °"eZyearu
tiro n g h the crowd and request those whom they pocrates,
any practical result, until the middle of the is firm in his opinion that the vessef did not 2^ ’2V : a“ ° " n t
rais.ed . ^ ‘b®
would prefer to serve, to hid for them. Most o f nineteenth century. « * » ‘ Inhalation, founder! although the statements made by those ! P,ort ° £ sch.oo18;,S3o3.000, being o l,069
100 more
the slaves do this, so it is no uncommon think
etherization, is no new fact. lire system who were rescued in the boat seems almost im- 1\an r,-'llllre T .
k .‘.1.lllP1u nt exfended
eM0nG3 for
for a darkey to give a list of his accomplish like
...
i_:_c .will
’ll I-..
. . irto
. . . .tt o w a u ^ fio
. u.b ?. but
. w. h atlh
. ^sh. ip
. iI Srtnnnl
ilfill 29; nnmnpp
which
be based upon it may, however, bon pOs sib
8cbo°} Ulirnnsps
PurPose? Sw4’.)l >060
number nr
of go°d
ments, and produce every recommendation in his regarded as altogether new. Ih e proeess of up- went down.
I sc?00 10use8 '« ‘he State 1792, and of bad
favor that be can obtain. A woman whose plying the known properties of aWavailable medHis opinion is. th at the vessel between decks 8®boul bouses -088; estimated value, $ 8 ,0 ,
children were retained by her owner, hut who
000.

In the New York papers we find full details
of the foundering of the ship St. Denis, accomtnied by the loss of thirty-two lives. The St.
enis was a first-rate ship, between seven and
eight years old, of 900 tons burthen. She was
valued a t $05,000, and was insured for $23,000.
Her cargo was valued a t $100,000, which was
only partially insured in French Companies.—
The freight money was not insured. I t is said
that the ship was much overloaded, and that the
captain was warned before lie left port. 'The
third mate says she was so deep she could not
ride the seas—-drawing twenty feet of water.—
She consequently would not obey her helm.—
W hen this became apparent, Capt. Follansbee
gave up all as lost.
The following account of the disaster is on
the authority of the first mate, Mr. Tufts, who
escaped in the boat with ten others :
“ The ship St. Denis sailed from this port for
Havre, with a cargo of flour, grain, <tc., on the
4 th of January inst. On the 5th inst., she was
overtaken by a violent gale from the south-east,
with a tremendous sea running. The ship layto, under the main spencer. At 1 o’clock next
morning (the 6tb) the wind suddenly shifted
to the north-west, and blew a perfect hurricane,
which knocked the ship down on her beam ends.
Tub T ragedy ox Board Ship W averly.—The
The 6ea washed over the ship, filled the main
deck and cabin with water, tore away the main China Mail contains the following particulars
of
this affair, under the heading of •* wholesale
sail, broke the sides out of the forecastle, stove
all the boats, consisting of four metallic life massacre
“ Ih e attrocities of the Coolie trade from
boats and the long boat, shifted the cargo, so
that she listed heavily to the starboard. Find China have excited universal indignation, both
ing that she could not be brought up before the among those who know they are generally the
once, seriously effects the business of Bangor,
wind, her mizzenmast was cut away at 6 A. M. result of ignorant or brutal management, and
This did not sufficiently relieve the vessel, and others who understand nothing about the trade, especially the trade of those furnishing supplies
a t half-past six the mainmast was also cut and make do distinction between hired coolies for the lumbermen.
away. The vessel then wore around, when the who are treated as slaves, and voluntary emi
Since we were last in the city, Bangor has
wind blew every thread of canvass from her grants who pay for their own passages. But
foremast, and the ship broached to again. The all formef instances have been outdone by a erected a t least one splendidid public building.
sea then swept completely over the vessel, and wholesale massacre, of which accounts have We refer to the new Market and Ilall. In its
a t eight o’clock she was found to be sinking.— just been received The horrible tale may be external appearance it is one of the finest build
briefly told.
I t was impossible to keep the pumps going.
The Waverly, an American ship of 750 tons, ings we have seen for many a day. The firBt
The ship was well supplied with life preser
recently
Bailed from Amoy with 442 coolies for story is occupied as a market, arranged like the
ving bedding, but the water, which found its
way into the cabin, floated it cff.and it was all Havana or Callao. The captain having died Boston Market. Norembega Hall occupies the
shortly
after
her departure, the first mate in
washed overboard. The boats were all stove,
second story, and a Splendid room it is too, ca
and it seemed as if all on board had no alter command of the vessel brought her to Manila
native but to resign themselves to the fate which for the purpose of procuring another officer to pable of sesting about 2500 persons we believe.
______
_
______
____
___
_____take
his
place
on
anchoring
a
t
the
Cavite,
it
was fast opproaching them. But sorno of the
I t is said to bo a good room to speak in—and
crew, on examination of the long boat, believed " ? u‘d appear the mats hadalarm ed the cap.she
k . -could
—u kbe. i—
.a - . - iby
. . . constant
---------- bailing, and, I tain of the port about the sanitary condition of the numerous lectures which the Bangor people
kept. afloat
they went to work to get her out and over the the ship, which prevented free intercourse with are enjoying this w inter are given here. We
ship’s side This was accomplished alter three her; and as, besides the captain, one of the w ishjlockland had a hall “ anything near it.”
hours unremitting toil, and those who were Coolies had died, the prejudices of the Chinese We are told th a t the whole cost of this ele
saved went into it. Five men were constantly were offended a t the mode in which the burial
bailing to keep it afloat, and even then they was about to be conducted, or nt 6ome other gant building was $65,000, and is owned by a
all had to remain on one side, to lift the broken unexplained treatment of the dead bodies. But corporation. The Custom House is completed,
part as much out of the water as possible. A the only explanation accord to them was, the ■we believe, though we did not go into it I t is
barrel of ship-bread was put on board, and oth mate s lifting a revolver and shooting down one constructed of granite and is a massive looking
er preparations were made for shoviDg off. Mr. or more of their number, the rest being driven
Tuits urged the captain with all the eloquence without difficulty below, and made secure under building, impressing one, however, more with
of which he was master, to join him in the boat, hatches, w ithout any precaution, or apparently the idea of the tux upon Uncle Sam’s treasury,
but Capt. F. steadily refused. lie said the boat any thought, about ventilation.
The mate thereafter attended the Captain’s than w ith the symmetry of its proportions,
could not live, and if those in it thought they
had any chauce. he would not do anything to funeral, and spent the day on shore; and it w as! which compare very unfavorably with those of
not
until after midnight that the Agents of the i the Norembega Hull building.
impair it. The remainder of the crew seemed
r -----;\h‘P " b° may till then have been unaware how ; The Catholics are erecting a very large Church
determined to--------------------------remain with the Captain.
Mr. Tufts at last reluctantly save the order ie ra*l^ er stood, took alarm, and insisted t h a t :
v i
♦
*-i p u
ir
1 i
t*
/ e‘ .“ aD,l ‘-v gdTe lne.oraef , the Mat e should then ascertain the state of his ° n io r K s£reet’ n o rtl,o f thc Kenduskei,g ’ If
to shove off; hut before the doiDg so, again en
treated the captain to leave the ship. The last human freight; and so, a t 2 o’clock next morn- j *3 planned in the form of a cross and is of brick,
Mr. T. saw of Captain F. he was walking aft, ing twelve hours after the hatches had been p u t' and r ju s t be a very expensive edifice. I t “ looms
they were removed, to discover th at 251 of
,, .
,. .
r
,
. m i -u
winding his watch. All who know Captain F. on,
the Coolies were lifeless corpses. Forty-five I UP 111 the distance far above most of the buildwill readily believe he conducted himsell thro’which when completed it
ouc with the greatest coolness and energy. His more are missing, leaving only 14G, of* whom inf>9 *n t ^ie
______________
uubu- several
n°kthat
likely
first mate bears testimony
to theare
fact
nothto survive. The mate and m ust be a handsome ornament.
ing that could be done to save the ship and ':.r e"'. haTe be,en> .imPr‘wned by the Spanish auWhile in the city we stopped a t the “ Dwinel
passengers was omitted. The long boat sho\ed thor,tle8’ and lfc 18 sa,a fc“at l he Lm ted States
>» *.i
i
1/ i
r
p
off a few minutes before 12 o’cloek M, on the ' Consul declines to take any cognizance, of the !Iouse’ the uew Ilotel (advertised in the Ga
Gth inst., and in ten or fifteen minutes after, m atter.
zette. we believe) ju st opeued and under the
the ship went down with all on board, and d is-; O ther Coolie ships have recently le ft China charge of S. B. Brown, Esq., formerly of the
a PP®arednreh»nsinnU7hQrDtho t ''a t a^°r? Srou‘ad for ap- j ^ ^ h House. And we were so well pleased
Ih e ship went down much sooner than was I Pre“enslon tbat they may not complete their
..
.
.
,
.
F
,,
with everything about the hotel th a t we s ta ll
anticipated.■ -Probably
the hope of those who j voyages w ithout disaster.
In connection with this subject (which has • be pretty sure to “ p ut u p ” there the next tim e
remained on board, was, that she would keep
afloat a few hours, till a ship should appear and not been hitherto treated as slave dealing,) we we Btop jn Bangor. I t is a first-iate house and
,
?, , , ,
,
.
. ...
take them off—they being in one of the great may mention, that the governor of Macao has
highways of ships, while they had no hope that imprisoned two Portuguese subjects charged we ll0pe our liockland P®°Ple when visiting
with
buying
Chinese
girls,
chieflv
a
t
Ningpo,
Bangor
will
give
Mr.
Brown,
a
share
of
their
the boat would live.”
Henry Gardiner, third mate of the St. Denis, for the purpose of exporting them’ to Havana— patronage.
slave-dealing.”
:
.
i
•
in his statement, after describing the state of in short, with___________
Our sheet is filled w ithout our knowing it,
affrirs up to 11 A. M., one hour before she went
E xtraordinary tale op S uffering._Jam es ’ alm o st; and you will not-regret that we have
down, sa y s:
1
“ Resort was then had to the boats, when all Rush, the cabin boy of the pilot boat, E. K. an excuse for cutting sh o rt our letter.
i
except the long boat were found to be so badly Collins, gives a fearful account of his sufferings
_______________ _
stove as to be unfit for use. The long boat was when left upon that craft, after its wreck in the
late
storm.
I
t
was
bitter
cold,
I
r
„
,
.
,
also badly damaged, a portion of her side being
“ I was in the cabin when 1 was called upon 1
Leap YEiR’ has come a Sa:n> when’
stove in; but she was launched and four men
_
to
enter
the
boat,
but
before
1
had
time
to
get
long-established
customs,
ladies
are
privileged
to
sent into her to bale hei a id keep her alive._
A t this time the topgallant forecastle was under '
8*de of the vessel, the sea raised so that “ pop the question.” C rusty old bachelors go
water. The mate thou asked the captain if he i ‘ r,' 5
" as comPtdJ ed ^cut the lashing,: about in terror, giving; a wide berth to every
would not got into the boat,-and he shook bis
a tbe J
was 8')'°Pt towards the shore, leav, ,, •
n
,•
head in dissent, telling him at the same time it I ln“ me on board-.with Mr. Robert B. Mitchell, Prctty Slld tbey meet, and blessing Heaven lor
was no use. The mate then replied that it was ' t^’e otker koy W illiam Williams, and the cook, the invention o f hoo psi, which prevents the fair
the last shift for such as might confide io K t,: "d‘°®e name none o, us knew.
creatures seizing thorn i-i ct armis. Sweet little
and accordingly entered, in company with the !
after the boat left (this creatures, for whom, c, ,y swains have long sighed
third mate and nine men. After this, and b e-' ,WaS ,o ut
0 . ck>tts near « s I can reaictn- .
.
, ,
J
s ,
fore letting go, the mate again asked the c a p -; Jer’) the cook died. The coo'x, when he died, ln vain, pluck up cotcrage, and, by a few gentle
tain if he would not come °with them, saying ' " as seated on the lowest step and fell over on hints, which a re no longer unladylike, bring
th at he left the ship for the sake of his wile in I ,tlle
Bil,ly W dliam8 , d'>ed about half an the modest youths to the point. Manseuvring
New York. The captain answered that he had l ll0ur.a'torward6, and rolled over by the dead
' — * • — so. Mr. Mitchell, who was
as seated on the same step
t die for an hour and a half
ten minutes, trying to get more', but none would ! ? '“ r lu® ooac le.lt- ?ur'>>g all this tim escaree-' har Vest
t f ■ , r , ,1 " ..nd hurrv their
eom ein. ln about fifteen minutes afterward b’ any of us spoke; indeed, we were so benurn- 'la n
n u t ol hashlul lovus, and Hurry their
they saw the ship go down. This was at 12. e<^ wlfc 1 eo a
we l°st
sensibility, and daug ‘l * ers into society, th at they may take
30 P. M. of Sunday, the Gth; alter which time *,ar.dly caI^ w hat happened. They all died advantage of the blessed time. Even papas,
till about 5 P . M. of Monday, the 7th, th<^
, I
rubb'm g.their hands in g k e . rejoice over the
wind continued to blow without abatement.”
P.1” 0?* 1 had three flannel shirts on and an
.
P
M
Joseph Levers, a seaman, gives a long state- ‘”,skln overcoat, which kept me dry and tolera- pri ’’degC8 Oi ' eaP year a3 tb ey calculate the anment in which lie corroborates the reports of ole wiirm.
,
m ial cost of their daughters, and the cent, per I
the mates, that the boats were lost or stove, and
Ab°a t 11 o’clock the tide had fallen so th at r .ent, they could make out of the monev if sav ed .; could bo near her children. To induce this mar
to make a higher bid than than his competitors,
th a t those in the long boat urged others to trust “ ie cabln was fit to enter. 1 crawled in and r i i
i n . 1
’ >
to the boat. Andrew Rackliff a seaman of dund “7 wa>’ to the bed, upon which I lay I Lucky leap y e a r! Propitious leap year ! The she offered to pay the difference, in adv
lie nireu fr- •
.. .
,.
—j
u . m aisuau ,,i n.v. Air. u . w asreierfrom her own pocket. One wished to he
have
a
Bristol. Me., furnishes the
th e most
m u st straightforward
»rr, UH,rr,,r„’,nU “ own. I t was wet and encrusted with ice.— inventor ol the happy custom ought to 1
Bristol,
by the man who hud obtained the services of his
0r7 'ar”® 7:,an_d
L°“
l u.at? Peopl®,uay sti11 b®rescu®d and restored to ring to tho clause of the’ Declaration of Inde
and connected story we have seen, in the fol Ihe next tide in the afternoon floated the bed statute raised to him by the Ladies. Or if the
culiar and entirely new modification of the usual tbe;r friends,
pendence,
that speaks ot securing liberty to us
wife,
and
to
bring
this
about
heshowed
a
recom
-.
Th0
knywn
principles
of
med.
and durir.g the whole of Thursday night nod inventor was a women—for we doubt our sex
lowing :
IIo also says that the ship was not overloaded, and our posterity :—
inendation from the master of h is t year, and ill
Friday morning I remained in the cabin -jp to
license to exhort in the M ethodist Church. j
substances will, of course, be so far avail drawing nineteen feet of water when she sailed,
Mr. Marshall— Does the gentleman from
“ Saturday afternoon, when well off from the
having
sagacity
enough
for
such
a
splendid
coup
m e n w e r e f o r e d e n t e t t h e r a t e n f from S90 u»ble—but the dost calculated for action iu con aad was m as good condition as any vessel tbat 1Ohio mean to say that negroes are our posterland, and running about 8 knots, a gale sprun my armpits in the freezing water, I wished for
up and we closeyeefed topsails and “ reefed tim ‘‘‘®“ ar"tog to break, and the night seemed
de m ain— they should honor her by a leap year The men were hired out at the rate of from $90 nection with the contents of the stomach, can- ever jeft, tbe port.—New York Commercial.
■rial.
' ity ? ’
to $125 ; the women $30 to $70 ; und the boys
courses and furled them I turned in at 1° o ’ ■ ° ® 1 xY0.'-ldd never end. B ut with tl,e moi.. festival, as the ancients honored Geres !
not determine the dose for tho altogether differ
Mr. Galloway—“ I have no posterity of that
from $40 to 80. Tbe girls were hired out us a ent process of the lungs. • * • * It may
Clo;k, and before daylight we were called up to I ’? Wy P0S,t.l?n. h.®0^
m°ra dangerous. The
description myself, but I should not dure to say
furi the mizzentopsaH.“ At thfo riLe the
!i r X
U fr‘f h
l ^ i ’
L*1^® W“S
general thing for th eir board and clothes.'
be stated that in this new development of therChiv alry in Kentucky.—A teacher named the same of 60tne other gentlemen.’
,
•
----------, i1Ub mum ,R r inr nm m hnooniA •
j t
CT" The Fair and Festival, of tbe Ladies of!
was blowing verv heavy. We went down I...- ______nor Dle t0 breathe in, and I came
apeutics there is no specific or patent artiel Brady in one of the city schools at Lexington,
T iie C ontractors for the E nglish A rmy. concerned. It is purely dependent on scientific. Kentucky, being the suspected writer of a letparted and we were called on deck to take it
d ' 10 the 3tateroom, to get fresh -air.
| Hall on the evening of the 17th in st., passed A writer in the London Times, furnishes some principles, and a t present more dependent on in- ter jn an
paper reflecting on slavery.
Generous.—The Advertiser slates that Cap*.
in. While on deck the foretopsail sheet parted ;
i off very happily. There were between four and instructive data by wliish to estimate the profits dividual skill and experience, than any other branch gang of 200 rowdies went and dragged him from 1Lnwher, of the steamer Ericsson, on the lust
. . . we were unable
. . . to- take it -7and
in. Previous to n n n d » n /? rT.|Al; L ,1IN-CiE‘ Tb® Bristol corr-es-1five hundred persons present, to participate in made out of the English army by contractors o f the profession. The tuition o f accumulated ex- b;s lodgings. Then, in the language o f the 7 riP fr0,n Havre to Now York, supplied the hrig
“
Sabrina of Yarmouth, N. S,, with provisions,
this we were called out to lash the water casks i P,ond®,“t
tbe Providence Journal furnirilies
,
1 r
1
■
. ,-c , of various kinds. For illustration, a man lias perience and learning are not al hand to supply a Louisville Courier,
th a t had broken loose from the lee side of the ' le Pt'Howing i nformation, brought by the b rig 416 P'easures
tbe occasion, end to testify to eontracted to lurnish fodder, &e., to the Bashi- ‘substitute for personal investigation.
1He was conducted to the Court House yard and returned the money sent him ns a compen?
deck und were oeing dashed about the deck. I A-.G. IVashb urn, at that port from Port au | tbe fact that it was one of the “ limes ” often
nitel’i nation. The owner of the Sabrina has addressed
The sea was breaking over the main deck, and ' Briuee, Dec. 29 :
. letter of thanks, and insists upon returnanticipated hut seldom enjoyed. The receipts
we were unable to secure them. Myself and my
“ paP?- c illnm etates that the fever and b lack
; an equivalent for the supplies. Capt. Low•watch were called on deck again about 4 o'clock Ivomlt stl11 prevailed among the shipping in port o f the evening over and above aU expense, was '7 ’
• has previously manifested similar generos" -------. . . . . . - ............................------------------------ ........5
was speeuiiy removea irom tne Docly ot Krudy
on Sunday
mizzenmast—had tlie cr®
-•---- ’ two hundred and th irty dollars.
give to the contractor a sixpence a day profit on The importance of guarding all such specialities and tbe pitch applied to the thickness of an inch, By. morning, and the----------------r, ws o. f . all the vessels
-------- being tukeD- down
each horse : and there being a t least 0,900 hors-1 from ignorant empirics, by a careful definition Tbcn the feathere were nicely planted, and Bra
been cut away, and they engaged cutting away 7 ot! a l e r their arrival. The cases w ere most
.red conservation
r.r.ntcri-ajnn of
nf their
tl i» i r B
ra n t limits
li m i t s and
an d vvalue,;
a lu e I d1 .-s bead
, - j shaved
-1---- j clo3eIy t0
exact
BCal. ’ gave tw0
the mainmast.
latal among the Freech arid Dutch vesp.els, sevThe’ alarm of “ Fire ” 00 Saturday last es, this would amount to the snug little daily and
The Cold in tiif. W est.—During
------- v the cold
When the mainmast fell she carried away the L r rhf • ‘ ‘ W6r®m P°rL Two F r®D®b brigs proceeded Jrom the barn of Mr. Spalding on profit of .C125, or about $625 ! This multiplied need not be urged. W e believe Dr. H unter to locka near the fcrehead. He was then set loose
by
305,
tlie
number
of
days
in
the
year,
yields
be
of
such
a
disposition,
but
yet
extremely
anxand
P
u
rg
ed
to
go
and
sin
no
more.
More se-1
*‘l 7 e® ’ ?be thermometer at 1 ittsl.urg
lost
their
officers
and
crew
while
Capt.
C.
lay
in
foretopsail yard and fore tnppinglift, and stove
Sea St., (u sed as a cooper's shop). I t was ex- the handsome fortune for one year's service in ious of advancing the cause in which he is en vere punishment would have been administered. Linclnaatl- Bayton and St. Louig, panged from
port.
The
crew
of
th
e
A.
G.
W
.
sioiened,
but
the life boat and jolly boat, and damaged the recovered
’
t3'-six deSre®3 below zero— Mie
tinguis lied w.’th but little difficulty aud immate- feeding horses—of about $238,000 ? ! So, again listed. His journal already affords a fui and had it not been for the wile of Brady, a beuuti- tV , 1
long boat slightly; the mizzenmast stove the
---------of--------------------T‘
P °st
wa3.never so cold before
exposition
the new system." -I t is in fui...........................
D i7 f ° ^ e , w ason the spot the shoeing of these horses is taken by contract able--------and estimable lady, He left on the morning
stern boat, ar.d the long boat was the only one b o r ^ ' r e r y V ^ g e M ^
for a shilling a hoof, which is about double price. tended chiefly as an avenue for collecting and traia for Covington and the land of Black Re- at
P ac®’ l h .®Ohio River, says the M heel
left The mate was injured about the head bv taken all the avail) tble men out of the city t o ' P ^ P ^ y and n 'ould have done efficient service
A single contractor has been known to clear evolving all that can be brought to bear upon publicans.’
ing Intelligencer, is frozen from head to mouth,
the rigging when the mainmast was cut aw a/. ! in c ? \r e I| .l ne “v““UDn
the ice at that point being nine inches thick.
about $150,000 in six months, by administering the subject, with a view of eliciting eventually
A t daylight tbe gale and storm were terrific the d;
r altny:
, was rumoret | th a t great had it been nee ded.
The Mississippi is also closed.
in some way to the wants of tho soldiers in the the widest basis for a Materia Medico, and the 1
worst I ever experienced in twelve years- and
ssatlsPac?loa Pref ailed among ihe troops, and
Crimea.
largest results, of practice in this speciality.'
every sea was breaking over us and swe’epinn-' n.uin jar8 bad revolted._ A skirmir h had taken
A
S
ingular P henomenon— We were shown
R elief Lodge I^ o 8 ; I . O . of O. F.— Officers
— New York Express.
everything before us. About 8 o’clock on Sum ?la?® between the Dominicans and. Uaytians, in
yesterday, by a gentleman living near F airfax,. T he F amine at the Cape de Verds —The
installed Jan u ar y 4th, 18*56, for the ensuing
C. IL , a species o f bug that fell a t that place i editor of the Portrmoutli (Va.) Transcript has
day morning the three cabin passenger we’.-, wh'ch the latter came near being defeated, being
N ew York, Jan. 18.—Arrived steamship Caduring
the rain of Saturday night last. The been informed by D r Barcely. of the U. S. ship
called up from the cabin and placed in the taken by surprise, and sustaining a heavy Joss in term :
liawba, from New Orleans nnd Havana, bring
Republican N ational Convention.—The no snow for several miles was robbed of its white- Dale, that the inhabitants of San Antonio, Cape
Charles R . Mallard, N . G.,
wheel-house. The mate called all hands and provisions and ammunition. Die J on board the
ing dates from latter port of the 13th.
A.
G.
Washburn
Jan
.
4,
of
fevr
r,
John
Dick
tice
for
an
informal
convention
of
the
Republi
C
harles
R.
W
hitney
,
V
G.,
ness,
and
made to resemble a vast held of col- de Verds, numbering about 30,000, are actually
ordered the long-hoot to be launched, v.hich
Spanish steamer Mexico sailed from Havana
J . A. I ngrmham, Sec’y,
we did; myself, Petty, and James Mu'digan inson. aged 26 years. Ho shi pped on board
for Vera Cruz on the 13. Reported that one of can party a t Pittsburg, Feb. 22d, is signed by ored velvet. W hat is still more surprising, the in a state of starvation. F o r-w ant of other
the
day
previous
to
sailing,
and
stated
tbat
A.
F.
Stone
of
Ohio,
J
.
Z.
Goodrich
of
Massa
intenso coldness of the weather cannot kill them. provisions they were killing and eating all their
J ohn L inds ey, Treasurer.
went down and bailed her out; while w<> vvere
Santa Anna's agents went in her to observe the
chusetts, David Wilmont, of Pennsylvana, Law They apparentljr seem to be stiffened by the raw jackasses, &c., and were really in a mast de
Lodge meets Fri.day evenings.
a t work a sea broke over the ship and fi'.fod the he belonged to Portland, M e., where he had a
state of political affairs in Mexico.
fam ily.”
long boat the second time; Joseph Levers who
The advices from tb at country brought by the rence Brainard of Vermont, and William A. atmosphere, but, if placed near the fire, will re plorable condition. The officers of the Dale
W hite of Wisconsin,—and the National Era lax and exhibitsigns of life. They are very black have been eye witnesses of the intense suffer
was on deck, then cried nut to the cap tain that
British steamer Clyde, wear a gloomy aspect,
F i g t .lin g in 'K a n a a a .
I nterest^ g to Snuff Ta kep.s . The Woon
the boat was swamped. The captain wrung his
British brig Citron, from Halifax fur Havana, says authoritatively, that “ the meeting will be and are but little larger than a grain of coarse ings pf these people.
S t . L ons, J a r .. 19.—The Kicapoo .Pioneer of
hands and said, as if speaking to him self ‘ Our socket Patriot says an in' re terete snuff taker the 18th inst., se ,ys a battle took place last night was lost on Dogs Keys on the 5th inst. The one for consultation and preparation, It will powder. Who can enlighten us ou the “ bug
recognize the fact th at the Republicans consti question?” —AlexandriGa azetle.
time is short.’ Joseph Levers then asked us if in that town, who had me 4 e repeated unsuc nt Easton, betw een a party of free S tate men crew had all arrived at Havana.
R epublican Convention.—A dispatch from
we would take him in if he would ju m p over- cessful attempts, to break 0 ff the habit, applied and some pro-sh ivery men, in which 0 uc of the
I t was rumored th a t brig Cottrell, from Bos tute a national p arty ; it will make known, au
Washington say s: ‘ A Republican Conven
thoritatively, thut'they intend to appear as such,
tfoard. We told him to come on. lie jumped to the ‘ spirits, who told . him they could cure latter was kilim 1 apd several wounded.
A com ton for Havana, had gone ashore near Sagna la under their own banners, in the Presidential
A firm in Worcester advertise 4000 barrels of tion informal has been called to meet at P itts
th a t the desire for
over and swam about ten fathoms to us a n d T him of his habit. ’ He ave
Grande.
No
particulars.
pany from Law rence, under Capt. Brc 'W , and
flour, ou consignment, comprising the choicest burg on the 22d of February, for the purpose of
snuff soon left him, and fie has used none for
pulled him in.
Freights at Havana dull, nnd vessels leaving co n test; and will provide, directly or through a brands, a t from 50 cents to $1 less than eurrent perfecting a National Delegated Cnvencion on
the Kicapoo R j ingers were the parties e ngagea.
Tne Captain and first and third mates came upwards of twelve mont hs. This is the most A large numb) >r of persons had left for Ea6ton. for Gulf ports. 12,000 boxes new crop sugar national committee, for a National Republican prices. This looks like a premonitory symptom a subsequent day, to nominate candidates for
Convention, to nominate Republican Presiden
to tbe side of the ship, and tbe mates tried to utilitarian act we have 1 *ea attrib u ted to the The dis turban ce is supposed to have gro
President and Visa President.*
tai? bad come in. All remaining of tbe old was ip tial and Vice Presidential candidates.
of a decline ia breadstu&ithe band* of «p«oulat9r».
or the eleetioi >of the *6th.
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N ew York, J a n . 24th.
The steamer Africa from Liverpool, 9th inst.,
arrived at her dock yesterday morniDg. She
brings 50 passengers.
The Peace Question remains unchanged, and
the latest accounts are merely an extension cf
the Peace rumors brought by the previous
steamer. There is nothing definite yet known
from St. Petersburg. The feeling in England
°
,
.
continues warlike and in France is becoming
more so. Russia continues incessant prepara
tions for war. Nothiug new from the Crimea.
The French blew up one of the Sebastopol docks
on the 22d ult. Affairs in Asia remain un
changed. Crimea dates are to the 25th.
The Russiaus have increased their fortifica
tions over the Inkerman, and unmasked some
batteries at the left of the Tchernaya.

Anecdote of H ouston.—The Galveston News
furnishes the following anecdote of Gen. Hous
ton
It seems th a t a certain Representative, a few
days since, took occasion to remark in a crowd
that ‘ Houston Was a villian, a coward, and a
traitor, and that he would tell him so to his face?
One of Houston’s friends, hearing the remark,
went to him, when the following conversation
ensued:
Friend. 1 General, Sir.------says that you are
a villian, a coward, and a traitor.’
Houston. 1 Does he v
Friend. Yes, and he says he will tell you so
to your face.’
Houston. ‘ Well, my friend, were he to do
so’ 1 sbould tel1 >!im tba‘ be wa8,a B " n tl« n a n a brave man, and a p atrio t; and would then ask
ium w/l0 t0/d i/ic biggest lie. ’

SAVANNAH—Cld ISth, barque Lelaud, Eldridge, Bos
ton.
Ar 18th, barque Chas William, Hawes, Boston.
GALVESTON—In port 31st, brigs Susan Duncan, Saw
yer, from Bangor; Sea Lark, McFarland, from New York;
Martha Rogers) Carver, from Bangor.
PENSACOLA—Ar 1st, brigs Edward, Rawley, Havana;
7tli, Lucy W Angiers, T o o th ak tt| Belfast. Cld 1st, brig
Iris, Hosmer, Cardenas.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 11th, ships Ostervald, Slieperdson,
Liverpool; George F Patten, Winchell, Marseilles; Ambarsador, McDonald, do; barques Robert, Stagg, Havre; Mo
ses Kimball, Morse, Kingston, Jam . Towed to sea-»7th,
brig E Prait.
Ar 21st, ship Chas A Farwell, Crocker, 35 days from Gibralter.

D r. CURTIS’
IN H A L IN G V A PO R
D r . J ohns, one of the most celebrated Physicians in
New York writes as follows;
Dn* C urtis —Dear &i n —Having witnessed the excel
lent effeats of your IJ yoeana or I nhaling H ygean Va
por and C herry Syrup , in case of a Chronic Bronchitis,
and being much in favor of a counter irritation in affec
tions of the throat, bronchical tubes and lungs, I can there
fore cheerfully recommend your Medicated Apparatus, as
being the most convenient and effectual inode of applying
anything of the kind 1 have ever seen. No doubt thous
ands of persons may be relieved, and many cured, by using
your remedies*
You are at liberty to use this in any wav you indy think
properRespectfully, yours, &c.,
C. JOHNS. M. D..
No. G09 Houston Street, New York
See Advertisement in another column, Headed “ Medi
cated Inhalation.”
CAUTION.—Dr . C urtis ’ II ygeana is the original and
only genuine article.
2tn4"

----------------------------------

E . A . M A N S F IE L D ,

TL will please call and pay the same at mv office. I shall
be at my office each day (Sundays excepted) ftom 8 to 10 Y VISH ES to give notice to the public
o’clock A. M., and all day every Saturday for the purpose
’ ’ has taken a BOOM iu
of receiving taxes. The State tax has not yet kbeen| paid
PA LM ER ’S BLO CK ,
and those persons who are in arrears must pay forthwith
for tile purpose of sellinz
iu order to enable me to meet that demaud.
D. xM.JAMES,
HAY,
Collector of the City of Rockland.
Rockland, Jan. 22d, 1856.
3w4
WOOD,

LUA1LD U LLC

SPOKEN.

4lf

’, barque John

DISASTERS.
Sell Julia Rogers, (of Hampden) Perkins, at NYork from
Jamaica, reports 12th inst, in a gale, lost main topgallant
mast and flying jib, split foresail and jib, and sprung aleak,
which condnues of about GOOstrokes ner hour.
Sell Marcia Farrow, Savannah from Rockport Me, bad
lost sails, stove galley and bulwarks, <&e.

ANNUAL E X H IBIT

M U S IC D E P O T .

Notice.

T H E friends of R ev. A. Church, propose mak- T ’lIE subscribers, grateful for past favors beg
ing his family a

Sale.

E X P R E S S .

S a le .

RIGKER,’

County o f Lincoln in account with II enry Clark, TV 9?^ tying at Camden Harbor, tho good Sch.
-L 1 Pennsylvania, ‘721 tons, carries six hundred barrels
lreasurer.
lime. Has a trunk on (deck, is white Oak built, in good
order and well found in Sails, Anchors, Boats &c.
She will be sold at a bargain for CASH. Apply to
2,146 88
It. W. ARMSTRONG.
235 76
Camden, Jan. 15th, 1856,
3ti
3,653 50 I

Rockland ; and sold by Druggists and Fancy Goods deal-

A R are

4G 28
107 98
98 00

.- V

a

HENRy I'LAZtn, Treasurer.

IXT

.

L A D IE S ’ D R E S S F U R S ,

Attorney and Counsellor at Law,

prepared from fruiis of the best quality, and are so highly
. concentrated that a comparatively small quantity only
need be used. Hence it will be perceived that they are
cheaper than others which are sold in larger bottles.
The attention of C o n fe c tio n e r s, H o t e l
K ee p e r s, and F a m ilie s , is respectfully invited to
/lie ahovs named Extracts.
They have all the freshness and flavor of the delicate
fruits from which they are prepared, and are less expen-

A N D

X J fse 3 r u .i.

W e the undersigned having used Nuttings Pntcnt Ex
j panding Sash would say that for a window fixture, it ex
ceeds every other of which we have seen or heard. It is
es- fur superior to weights and pullies for convenience, tighl-

N ew P ost-office.—A post-oftiee has been
tblished a t Knox, Waldo county, Maine, and “e“A?h®?P.ne“ and durabi,,‘*’
M. S. W entworth, Esq., appointed post-master.
-n

i •

i

rx

tt

3d. Te traiuiu-. aiiy other business that may properly

P

IIS day received and for sale by the single come.before the meeting. A punctual attendance of the

pound or 100 bbls, at the lowest prices, *
C. U. RALES.
Rockland, Jan. 21th, 1856.
4tf

members is requested.

BENJAMIN F. BUXTON,
Recording Clerk
Warren, January 1 1, 1856.
2wd

C o iu iB iis s io n e r’s Aiotice.

3aO St.

tha assurance 00 the m r of

!

The right to use and the fixtures for the above, for Rock-

A gentleman in Buckingham County, Va., land, Thomaston, South Thomaston aud fit. George, can
has among bis domestic animals a large rat behaJof
« rflV 7 n p r p r r v s
which was caught twelve months ago bv a cat • .
_____
„ ALONZO FLLI aINS.
lt„i
nf
t►*i
7
J j
j of Thomaston for 3 t 1 -2 c e n ts per window,
but instead of devouring it tbe cat nursed and
Tboniaatdii March 23, less.
niy
fed it, and they now play aud sleep together like
PEN D L ETO N & HOW ES
cat and kitten.
I
, „ ,, J
’
i Ajinn for Recklaad.

a3

j250

enlerPria“-

3EI

NEW S
the whole
"
-spread country ; the unlimited use of the
utnectic telegrajili.silirough the various lines which cen.io„Torh -V °o“" “s R o ?m of " ur Offlcei ‘he cotntuunicama e d lt'r
“J"1 ,a' ,hful c°"«pondents .it every
material foreign or domestic point; and an experienced
m o fp fo rn ^ T 16" f° r eVVry
event of interest of a
S
In r L S " ? ’!?n* Vnspuriu" eft°rt»w ill always be
ue to reap the fullest advantages of these means, and to
,ment them as circumstances shall require.
THE LITEAARY DEPARTMENT
of the T raveller , which has received the steady com
mendation of its readers, and the public generally, for its
(.irefuland impartial notices and reviews of new books,
«‘ay afi*‘»rd the reader a reliable and useful guide to
the merits of the pub.ications oi our teeming book press.
THE MISC’ELLALEOUS DEPARTMENT
embraces an original or carefully selected tale, with origi
nal contributions from able writers on scientific topics,
from winch our readers may derive improvement in the
mind and the affections.
THE COMMERCIAL INTERESTS
In addition to the regular prices current, reviews of the
market and shipping interest, weekly reports are given of
t us merchandise and the produce markets generally, and of
the cattle markets, made up by an experienced reporter
cpressly for the T raveller ,
Agents supplied on reasonable terms.
THE DAILY EVENING TRAVELLER
l> published at Six Dollars a year, in advance and sold at
Two Cents a copy. This pioneer two cent paper maintains
its ascendency, and with its three daily editions, has an un: ,y v S scs
,r - ?ivi"s i t sui,eriot
-

,
W O R T H IN G T O N , F L A N D E R S & C'O..

R O C K L A N D , M E.

PUBLISHERS,
■^’2 ____ Traveller Buildings, state street, BOSTON.

"D ETWEEN tiie Post Offico in tin’s city, and VX7I1EREAS Seth O’Brien has petitioned the

Slodgiatasi C a rr & C o’s,

K E K N E D Y ’ s

s

a

m

a

s i s w

r a a s ,

THE GREATEST GF THE AGE.
"jVTR. KENNEDY, of Roxbury, has discovered

•‘■"X in one of our common pasture weeds, a remedy that
cures EVERY KIND OF HUMOR, from the worst dcroZ
ula down ton common Pimple. He has tried it in over
eleven hundred cases, and never failed except in two. He
has now in his possession over two hundred certificates of
its value, all within twenty miles of Boston.
Two bottles are warranted to cure a nursing sore
mouth.
One to three hotties will cure the worst kind of pimples
on the face.
Two or three bottles will clear the system of ,ei.
Two bottles are warranted to cure the worst canker in
P EAVES Rockland for Portland and Boston, the mouth ami stomach.
Three to five bottles are warranted to cure the worst
-LJ every MONDAY, at 12 o’clock M., by
case of erysipelas.
One to two bottles aie warranted to cure all humor in
S T E A D IE R K E N N E B E C .
the eyes.
R eturns—FRIDAYS at 12 o’clock M.
Two bottles are warranted to cure running of the ears
Office, 1st door North of Berrv’s Block.
and blotches among the hair.
E. L. LOVEJOY,
Four to six bottles are warranted to cure corrupt and run
ning ulcers.
Rockhind, Dec. 27 1855.
lltf
One bottle will cure scaly eruptions of the skin.
1 wo or three bottles warranted to cure the worst case
Music Books.
of ringworm.
Two or three bottles are warranted to cure the most des
UNTIN’S Piano Forte Instructor,
perate
cases ol rhematism.
Burtiui.
“
Three or four bottles are warranted to cure the salt
Flute, Fife, Violin, and Accordeon. For sale by
rheum.
48
J. WAKEFIELD.
Five to eight hotties will cure the very worst case of
scrofula.
S P aper.
A benefit is always experienced from the first bottle,
and a perfect cure is warranted when the above quantity is
P O O LS CAP, Bill, wide and long, Letter Pa- taken.
-L per of all sizes and qualities. Note and Commercial
Nothing looks so improbable to those who have in vain
Paper—Gill and nlain. by
tried all the wonderful medicines of the day, as that a
48
’
J . WAKEFIELD.
common wee.;, growing in the pastures, and along old
stone walls, should cure every humor in the system; yet it
is now a fixed fact. If you have a humor it has to start. —
I here are no ifs nor anils about it, suiting some cases, but
not yours. He has peddled over a thousand bottles of.it
in the vicinity oi Boston, and knows the effects of it in
IE. SS. S P E A S e ,
every case, it has already done some of the greatest cures
ever done in Massachusetts. He gave it to children a year
S prepared 1& furnish School Books of all old; to old people of sixty; and has seen poor, punny look
ing children, whose flesh was soft and flabby, restored to a
kinds a; wholesale and retail.
perfect state ofhealth by one bottle.
Rocklaud, Nov. 22,1855.
44tf
To those who are subject to sick headache, one bottle
will always cure it. It gives great relief in catarrh and
dizziness, bonu- who have taken it have been costive for
THOMAS FRYE,
years, and have been regulated by it. Where the body is
sound, it works quite easy, but where there is any deraug
Phvsician (ind S n rao ii.
inent oi the functions of nature, it will enuse very singu
/-.Ff-|CF N o.4 Kimball B itw t. o v erih e sto reo f J. Wake lar feelings, but you’ must not be alarmed—they always
xy field Dwelling House on Spring Street, opposite Dirigo disappear iu from four days to a week. There is never a
! House. ALL ORDERS BY DAY OR NIGHT, bad result from it—on the contrary, when that feeling is
gone, you will fcelj yourself like a new person, 1 heard
Eill be promptly attended toi
43 ly
some of the most extravagant encomiums o f i t that ever
Nov. PJ 1854.
man listened to.
No change of diet ever necessary. Eat the best you can
A. PARKER,
and enough of it.
Ill orders should be addressed to II. II. HAY, at the
f l s © , i 1 ■= TVE
S s. ©

X P R E S S .

H

SCHOOL BOOKS.

I

H South Thomaston, a Square Cashmere Shawl, will. • » lion. Arnold Blnney, Judge of Probate/jfor a fur' ”Es
White Centre. The finder by leaving it at this tdlicei ‘.Hail iher time tubring in and prove his claim against the
tate of FRANCIS W. RHOADES, late of Rockland in
be suitably rewarded.
Abe County of Lincoln, deceased, we thereby notify said
Rockland, Jan. 23, 1$56.
-hf
O ’Prien, and all others who huve not brought iu their
i claims against said Estate, that a further time of two
J jY E ^ S T U F i- 3, &o., Constantly on band, ut : months from the seventh day of January, 1556 is adowed
for them to bring in and prove such claims, ns have not
CITY DRUG STORE.
been presented. And for that puri.-fis,c we wilt be in ses
B E R R Y ’S W H A R F ,
sion on Tuesday oi each week at the Market Store of
flA STILE, Cranes and Olive Soaps, at
SILAS KAI.LOCH A. CO.., qii Main Street up to the time
(Rear of Custom House Block >
v/
4tf
CITY DRUG STORE.
specified for that jur?.
In Warren, Jan. 20th, by Rev. C. H. Wheeler, Mr.
ROCKLAND, MEI,
i;. WOODARD, ?
George S. Burgess to Miss Beatrice C. Iillt, all of Warren.
Comm
sioners.
J. I.. LOVEJOY.
5
TAUCK/Trimmings, Bolt Rope and Twine conIn Thomaston 3d inst., by Rev. R. Woodhull, Mr. Phillip fTQAVA JELLY, Macaroni and. Citron,
Rockland, Jail. 16, 1856.
2m3
J
constantly
on
hand
or
furnished
at
short notice.
Coombs, of Bangor, to Mrs. Sarah F. Webb, of Thomas Y _
___
city p ^v a srb R E .
ton.
—A LSO —
ASiRfESSSiS.
In Bangor, 17th inst.. by Rev. Mr. Porter, Mr. James E.
resite o broma and cocoa F o r i
Haley, to Miss Hariett N. Mitchel, both of Bath.
Bunting of all kinds-Cofors anil Flags of every descrip
aale'itt
A. S Y L V E ST E R ,
In Hallowell, John Morrill, of Bangor, to Miss Elizabeth
tion. Tents, Awnings, &c., made to order in good style.
4lf
CITY DRUG STORE,
I
A. Kilgore.
Ortlets in the above line will he promptly attended to.
In Bocthbay, Dec. 20*b, L»y Leonard McGobb, Esq., Mr.
Rockland, Nov. 14, 1855.
6in44
has Opened a
Joreph E. Bouelier, to Miss Surah E. McKown, Both ol TARUGS. MEDICINE &c*, a large and well 1
R
E
J
O
J
A
E
.
Booth|>ay.
-L' selected stoclv of Drug, Medicines. Patent Medicines,
H
A
R
N
ESS
SH
O
P,
In Damariscotta, Dec. 31st, by Rev. II. C. Tilton, Mr. Fancy articles and Perfumery, mav Lt Lund a,i
Ransohi R. Lombard to Miss Emeline R. Hiscock, both of
4tf
v lT Y D R tQ S T Q P .fi.
in fro-t of C- S. BROWN’S Liv
Damariscotta.
In Pittsfield, Mass., 16th inst., at tlje resiflonce of Iris
ery Stable a! the
la . W E E K S ,
m o n e y « r .‘’S o l e s ,
father, R ev. J ames B. Howard, ’^ed 28 years, late pastor
ol the Rockport Congregational Church.
N O R T II E N D
(WING removed from Beeilioven Block, to.

x- ,

P

-,

—

A LL peraanu indebted i., '

II

.

A h„teb, „o„iw ,1m.
Dr- Robinson a re where he will carry on the above business in'all its branch
bills must be settled by the es, and solicits the. patronage of the public generally.
Aunw.. '
or they will positively he left with an
A. SYLVESTER.
________ ______■
...ey for collection. If patrons cannot now pay the
Rockland, Jan. 16, 1855.
___
in Thomaston, 18th Inst., Mr. Pouiel Pftlinoh •. .SFACTOKY NOTE, and,
money they must give a
yeur of hlsufiothe 83d glecting to do either, they
i find fault with no one but
Iu Thomaston, 11th lust
themselves if they are su
James Speed, ueed
^M iss Adelaide, daughter of Mr.
K O C K I-A N D

Miscellaneous and New Books.
LEE,
AMY
Tho Age of Fable.
Passages in the History of a Wasted Life.
The Bridges or Love iu a Cottage.
Our Pastor, or Reminiscences of Rev. Edward Payson
Incidents in the early History of New England.
Our folks nt homeNapoleon and his Armv, by
$8
J . WAKEFIELD.

and made large additions to his former slock of
J . WAKEFIELD.
CROCKERY AHD GLASS WARS.
now invites the attention of purchasers to the best assort OILVER SPOONS, large and small, made for the underment of the above goods ever offered in this city, and at i-> signed, and warranted by him to purchasers to be sil
ver. For sale by
prices with which none can successfully compete.
48
J . WAKEFIELD.
ALSO—A large assortment of

thorhbike hotel,

TH E E .ltf lE S .

N O . 3 , S P E A R ’S B L O C K ,

B R A N C H O F F I C E IN M A I N E ,
1 5 A 17 M a r k e t S q u a re P u r ta u d .
1 his is to certify that It It H AY, D ruggist, Portland,
it the duty A U T H O R IZE D A G E.VT f o r my Med,cal
Diseoveiy, for the S T A T E O f M A IN E , and that he it
supplied leitli the G E N U IN E direct from tny Laboral
‘tryDON ALD K E N N E D Y .
Special Agents,G W PALMER, Rocklaud; G J ROBIN
SON, Tltotiiiultiii-, J II ESTAHROOK J r ., Camden: M B
HUNT, RockpurL.

M A IN E .

'
3l^

TABLE CUTLERY: FANCY GOODS,
PAPER HANGINGS, &C., &C.
Rockland, June 25, 1855.

O N .

c o r n '

,

3-ltf

OLD PENS1 in gold cases, and separate from cases—
gold pencils, and a large variety of gold jewelry.
For sale bv
J. WAKEFIELD.

G

Jnks, Elue, Red and Black.

a .h i t h e r ’s .

VVOOD’B Ink.
11 Maynard & Noyes’ Ink
Rideout’s Ink, in bottles varying from 1 oz to 1 quart.
For sale bv
___48___________
J. WAKEFIELD

I

G iL I

Coal and W ood Yard.
rI''IlE subscribers have on hand and and for
-L Sale at their yard, opposite the
GREGORY SLOCK, NORTH END.

ROOM IX CUSTOM HOUSE BLOCK

Duncan Forbes, of Cumberland, Me , died
last week a t tbe age of 110 years.

•

0

S3

MA R I N E JO U R N A L

QTAfiES will leave KOCKI.AkfD lor BATH everv
<3 niora inc—Sundays excepted—ut 2 o'clock nod 6 1-2
o clock, A. M. arriving at Bath in season to connect with
the 1 o’clock A. M. and 4 o’clock P. M. Trains foi PORT
mAAD same evening
RETURNING—will leave BATH for W iscasset. Dam
ariscotta, Waldoboro’, W arren,Thom aston and Rockland,
PU lit? arrival of each train of cars at Bath.
A Stage leaves R o c k la n d every Morning (Sundays
excepted) at 6 1-2 o’clock, A. M. for CAMDEN, BELI’ASTahy BANGOR.
RETURN1NG—leaves Ban
da-4s excepted) at 6 1-2 and ar;
7 o’clock P . M.
t i Ji* i1' & W * BERRY & CO., VhWniETQRs
Rockland Jan. 3, 1856.
uf

The Lebanon W /dg learns that a W hig con
vention will be holden a t Cqncord N. II. about
the middle of next month, to nominate candi
dates fur Governor, &c,

,

^

“2 ?

Stage a n d R ailro ad N -tice

S U P E R IO R EXTRACTS.

.

0

.. arren, 12th inst., Mrs."Patti >on, wife of Capt. Join:
Patterson, aged about 30, Mrs Putt son was die daughter
— 11 V The Persian Method of cutting Dressof Dr. Hill of Cushing.
s, Basques, Boys Clothing Ac.
In Bangor, 18th, Edwin Russell,
L IN C O L N C O U N T Y , M E .
S . G-. D E N N I S .
of Joseph and Ani gelim- Bither, aged 4 months,
i, ™^ - 4 .■ M ISS S, II. W IL L IA M S ,
Rockiaud, Jail 15, 1S5C.__________________
0 F F I C E — B E E R Y ’ S B L O C K , i In Bangor, 17th inst., John J. Casev, aged 22 vears.
j in Hampden, 13th inst., Job C. Hurling, aged 43.
;r< ^ r
Would respecifullv announce io the P O It T L A N D A N U B O S T
Qoer ike Siorf. o/VTiZ»&n
re s t.
*ii Boonville,. Mo.,, 2d inst., Hon. Jeremiah Rice, associate
V;
LADIES <d Rockland and vicinity, Ihat ;
____ _______
__ -.
,
..
.
| Judge of ths County Court, a native of
of Maine.
.{gH i»ci ■■■ she is prepared to leach Madame Brigga’
O ’ laritcijlar »DenllJll (.ivtn Iu the drawing or I n . ! ln Dexter, Dt inst., Eliza June, y
;est daughter of
“ S New and simple method of cutting
e
-£at- v\7V G
u t e i i n i i'u l e , and to tbe C o llec tin g o f D e u in n d a . Henry Knight, aged 17.
-•
n............
Damariscotta, 8th inst., Mrs. Margaret Huston, aged Dresses, Ba.-qttfs, i c . This art can he learned ill three hours
Auguat 17, 1655.
3Itf
years and 4 months.
so na to 111 Dresses,‘Basques A c satisfactorily, tsaltsfucIn Damariscotta, 13th inst., Mrs. Mary Blake, aged 4f tion given or no tliarge made.
- and 4 months.
C L O A K S, C A P E S , DR ESSES Ate
THE W ELL-KNOWN STEAMER
cut and made to order, ALL WORK taken from her
te —
warranted. Ladies are iuvited to call and see fre
charge.

Chocking.—The Baltimore P atriot, in deseri;
B U R N E T T ’S
(ting the condition o f tbe Maryland State Pris
on, says:—‘ The female convicts presented th e !
shocking spectacle of a lawless gang of the most
degraded of human beings—setting a t defiance, i Prepared from Fruits of tbe best quality and liigltly conin a great degree, the authority of both War- \ centrule<i’
den and Matron, and, for the want of suitable ;
F0R f u ' orino
cells where the greatest offenders can be put J C U T A R IW , PIES, blancm ang e , ic e CREAMS,
away into solitary punishment—the LASH the
JELLIES, Sai CF,S, 4 o „ A-c,
only punishment.'1
■ There Extrncis are u„l only uue u, their names, hut are
fore and aft
schooner Georgiana, built by Elisha Brown, at
Owl’s Head. Me., made the passage from Bos
ton to Smyrna in the short time of thirty-four
days.

" W

IO "

BERRY’S BLOCK, MAIN STREET,

R O C K ti .i x u .

Mr , Mo? roe' s O pinion of R ussia as a Check
upon E ngland.— In the voinmL of lip. Ciay'o
correspondence, just published, is a letter from
J a m e s Monrce to Mr. Clay, under date of Octo
ber 30. 1815. The purpose of t h e letter was
to inform Mr. Clay that tho President was desi
rous of confiding to him a mission to that Pow
er. Tiie letter begins as follows :
“ Since the overthrow of France, Russia has
acquired the highest degree of political impor
tance in relation to these Stales. As a great
Power, frisndly to a liberal system of uputralr
,ty rights, and with whose dominions our com
merce has become considerable she held, before
that event, a distinguished rank, but by it her
weight jn the general scale lias been much aug
mented. Russia forme, in effect, at tiiia time,
the principal check on the overgrown power
of England; on which account, and many oth
ers, it is immensely the interest of these States
to cultivate a good understanding with her sov
ereign,”

- ............—
r
IvEilARKABLE PASSAGE.— l h e new

o ’clock A. M.. to act upon the following business:
1st. To hear the Reports of the Board of Txnsiees in re

ZFL 1 3 1 . lation to the late Annual Fair, of the CJer-k, Collector and
Treasurer.
FLO U R, CORN AND M EAL,
2d. To choose all n^c&i^aiy officers for the ensuing year.

KT S 3

T

executed in the best style.
Particular attention paid to Graining, Varnishing, Polishi II and Enameling.
Rockhind, Dec. 26, 1855.
50tf

ctu io tp u j? Subscriber offers bis entire Stock of
14,259 00 '

JA .

G lazing, G ild in g and Paper H a n g in g ,

Chance

IM E O

SEltl-lVEEKLV,
Will also be supplied to clubs as follows Single copy,
Five copies,
Ten copies,

House, S ig ti and S kip P a in tin g , G raining,

T O

•15 0 0 ' a s

T H E B O ST O N T R A V E L L E R ,

PIANO FORTES, MELODEONS, VIOLINS,

2 s

January 9, 1655.
By Cash reeeivnd of E. Dana,late Treasurer,
“ Uncollected Tax for 1824,
“ Loans by order of Court,
“ Fines and Costs received of Justices of
the Peace,
“ Costs on rejected Petitions fvr roads,
“ Received of Clerk of (’ourts.Iury fees,
“ Received of Clerk of Courts for Licenses
to Pedlars,
“ Received of County of Sagudaiiock for
support of Prisoners,
u State Treasurer for support uf Prisoners,
in Jail,
“ Whole AinotiiKof County Tat for 1855,
u Amount of unclaimed balances more than
three years,
January 9, 1856.
By Amount due and payable
“ Received of Courts surplus fees of office,

.„n,r‘mnn n U 0| | e 'n“dei,'11!'dV'inC'-'’ alld,,le P“P«» W‘E >>«
sent IOone address, and discontinued at the expiration of
the time for which payment is received.
F

leave to inform the public that they have commenced
the year with a much larger stock than before, and they
offer their goods at the very lowest cash prices.

D O N A T IO N V IS IT
On Thursday Evenin’’, Jan. 24lh.

For

• ’ 2°
g
10 00

2000
JAMES Fa RKER, given him his time for the future peri
od of his minority—and I do hereby declare him as free as
if he was twfentyone years of age, that I will claim none annr‘^ UHleli ry ,‘lle flnllerin« countenance and general
of his earnings or any property that he may acquire for i,mra.i h “ ° f " le reudill« community through which their
his own benefit.
“ lem i.ely circulated, the Publishers of the
, ‘ ' ELLER havj determined to withhold no
JAMES PARKER.
St. George, July 8,1855.
3w2
not oniv m t |,tcu'“ ary and industrial means can supply,
d ors have ,:ra,erve V'6 high estimation which their paJi
~ LINCOLN COUNTY- c at on and » -nved’, but
a mar0 exalted appreA v c aicx . Tr" v W|d<’1 patronage, such as shall leave the
notaries T h i n
,E“ wilhout a rival among its contemKca e S s .:
s
, : h, r h-a
■?“»-

A general attendance is desired.
Per Order,
COMMITTEE OF ARRANGEMENTS.
Rockland, Jan. 1G, 1856,
2w3

For sale in Rockland by C. P. FESSENDEN. Special

Total.
250,000,000.
The estimate is believed to be Andcr, rather
than over the actual result.

Freedom Notice.
'T H IT may certify that I have this day, in con-I- sideration of one dollar paid to me by my son LINDEN

L

The man wito hud no music in his sole, ijore Agent.
”
?rtt31
D iscovery or R are Minerals at Salem.— seasoiikd iettihe..
W 1 G- G I
~
Last tail, while workmen were blasting rocks
on the Neck ju st below the Alms-house, for the
11 H L U M A T I C L r N I M E N T .
new road, a small seam or vein was exposed to
Lime
Market.
view
in the seinite, containing
a beautiful
min-i Corrected
_
, , u eild,,y for
. the
„ Gazette
_ ,, by
, G.
„ J.. lIL R liS , Gen
, c
,
r
• i
This is one of the meat valuable Medicines ever offered
eral of rare occurrence. It was ol a rich and
inepectar.
to the afflicted for the following complaints :
deep azure blue color. It proved to be cancri- Lime 75 ® 78 ct». per i-jutlr, iVooJ at 3 00 IS) |$3.50 oer
RHEUMATISM,
SPRAINS, BRUISES, BURN’S, CHIL
nite, a very rare mineraliu this country.
The cord Casks at 21 ® 28 c u .
BLAINS, SORE THROAT, HOARSENESS,
Cancri nite was found in connection with elaiolite
CRAMP,
PAIN in the ^TGMACH,
plica, white iron, pyrites, leldsp.tr, and minute
S P E C IA L N O T IC E S
T o o t h A« h c , E a r A c h e , & c«, Xtc.
crystals of zircoi;, the firgt and last also rare
P R IC E 2 5 C ENTS.
minerals. Some of the siccite found here is
SA RG ENT,
well known for its fine texture andbeapty. D ri
L.Lri □ i -’ .
Prepared by N. W IGGIN ,and for sale b y C . P. FES
Jiently iu 1820, had a chimney-piece made ofit,
pay CAfeH, ar.d the highest price for SENDEN. No. 5, Kimball Block, Rockland; .1. II. ESTABRQOK J r., Camden,'Special Agent.
41y
and the polish was so perfect tiiat large print
BOUNTY LAND W A R R A N T S.
was reflected iu it at a distance of twenty f e e t! Bockianil, Jur.e 22,1855.
22tf

G rain Groi>of I llinois.—The Chicago press wjiich |e
of the 29th ult. says:— L’pon the subject of the
W A R R A N T E D TO CL R E
crop of 1855, we are in possession of direct int'*e money paid will be refunded,
loruiatiou from some of the most intelligent men pr l'or
sale ot the Drug Store of C. P . FESSENDEN.
of the State, anti from nearly every county in it,
P R IC E 2 5 CENTS PKI< B p X .
on which we venture the following estimate :
Rockland, Jan. 1, 1656.
Iff
Indian Corn, bush.,
180,000,900.
W heat.
20,000.000.
Oats, Barley and Rye,
50,000,000.
W. G. FRYE,

with Furnace and Gas. For terms enquire of
WM. G. SARGENT
2tf

RDcklaud, Jan. 8, 1855.

FLUID.—The best in

Me learn from Augusta, that Gov. Wells ded by a depression of temperature. A t the |
at COST, in order to make room for ice w G ooi In*
79 68 ■
T . A. WENTWORTH*
sent a message to the legislature yesterday in- usual temperature of the dairy— fifty degrees o f
M n s a n s o ii S a lv e C u r e R in g w o r m s .
No. 2, Spofford Block.
formin’1- them of the recent decision of Judge i 1‘ahreuheit all the cream will probably rise in Paul Cliilsoti, of South Bellingham, a celebrated Boot
1,049 52 i Rockland, January 15, 1856.
3tf
184
56
I
-----r. • °
,
c
1
thirty-six hours : bnt a t seventy degrees it will Manufacturer,-writes that lie llail been afflicted for years
Davis, and that tae message was referred to tbe Derbang
: . . . i f t b .l t
. ,ln d w b e n
will! a Ringworm, had tried every tiling, but without help.
B
o
o
ts,
S
h
o
e
s
„ .La
perhaps rise m na i tn.it, -tme, .tnu w tienine The .Masbasoil SalTe, h,ld
dt, ired effect .ind r„r, d
$23,292 61
tcm m ittec on the Judiciary.
milk is kept near the freezing point, the cream him.
AND
_______
—
will rise very slowly, because it becomes eolidi-i l’rice.gs cents per b»x, mid sold by the Agent.
State o f Liabilities and Resiurces o f the County
I
J. P. SULLIVAN, PrtjprielBf.
H . U
B
3
E t H . S
,
o f Lincoln as they existed on the 2th day o f
B rave N egroes—A letter frem Columbia, N. lie<2 ’
,
... . ,
. , I
J20 Washington street, Boston, Mass.
C.. dated Jan. lGtli. in givino- an account of the
In wet and coId weather the milk is less rich • J. DINSMORE A SON, General Agents, Skowhegan
January, 1850.
F O R good custom made Boots, Shoes and Rubwreck of schooner Victoria. £ m g , fromSt. Jago tlian ln drJ . and w.arm? ,and , ° n ,tb is. accol,nt!
2w4
L IA B IL IT IE S .
-L bers, of every descridtion, very cheap for CASH, call
de Cu’n for Philadelphia says •
more cheese is obtained in cold than in warm,
__________________
To Amount due and payable to Individuals,
1,049 52
’• The captain^ passengers'and crew are in- ‘ll011S1>
in tl,ander-v„ "'.uatlier P le sea8°" ’
D E L 1 G J l'f' S
T . A W ENTW ORTH’S,
“ Amount due Countv Lonn and Interest.
1,828 50
No. 2 Spcfford Block.
“ Balance iu favor of the County,
2,084 91
dobted to the negroes on the beach for their has its eflects. lh e milk, in springes supposed
Roekland, Jan. Vb 1856.
3tf
lives, who. on ascertaining of the disaster, swam
b,e tb? best, for J n u k m g ; hence i t would be
~
L IN C O L N A G R I C U L T U R A L
Lu th e wrppk la u n c h e d i r i f t -ind w ith -ill «.n tile best for Calves; ID summer it IS best suited for
a sure article to
LO toe urec„ uuncuea a rait, ana With ail on
. d j uUtumn the butter for k eeI)infr :s make t h e h a i r g r o.w o n b a ld heads ,
board on it, towed it ashore. The passengers, cutest , anu in autumu vuo o u u u r lo r k e e p in g is
.
AND
RESOURCES^
captain and crew saved nothing but a portion better than that of summer—the cows less IreGive a Soft Gloss to the H air,— Prevent its
By balance in tiie Treasury,
1,291 88
HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.
of their clothing, after an exposure in the rig- 9uentv milked, give richer milk, and conse”
rA
CP and
- J arrest its
1 ™
Falling
Off
Premature
“ Uncollected Tax for 1855,
3,518 65
“ Fiiies and costs estimated at,
60 00
ging for 24 hours. The heroism and gallantry quently more buttej. Hie morning s milk is
Decay
“ Costs oji rejected petitions,
KTOTICE
is
hereby
given
time
the Annuel
90
00
displayed by the colored mariners have an un- richer than the eveipng s. 1 he last drawn milk
f ’ Meeting o f the Lincoln Agricultural and Horticultu
P 0E T H E
T O IL E T ,
iversal claim for noble daring and philanthropy, °.‘ eac“ milking, at all times and seasons, is
$4,962 93 ral society will be holden at
It is highly recommended fot its fragrance,
T
reasurer
’
s
O
ffice
,
Comity
J
cn the community at large, for such noble con- ric^,er than the/hrsfc drawn, which is the poorW I L L E T ’S H O T E L ,
of Lincoln, Jan. 9, 1856,
Prepared by J . C. WADLEIGH, Druggist,
es^-— Western Agriculturist.
duct.’’
*
ut Waldoboro’, on WEDNESDAY, the 30th inst., at <J
No. I Appleton Block. Lawrence, Mass.

CORN SA LV E,

Q N the corner of Elm and Union Streets,

D1TY DRUG STORE.

For

T w e e n 'S
Five copies,
,,Ten c°p*e®

W ^ e n ClO
yP.five Iropf^he peraon sett'n” UP «>le ^ “oo

For Sale.

Notice.

Every Bottle of the Genuine has on it the Lithograph

W IG G IN S M E X IC A N

^ ,ie Publl,her’ of the Traveller have decided to fur
nish their paper hereafter to Cluba at the following rate. ,

POWDER.

House

REDUCED.

t h e cash sy stem a d o p t e d .

FLUTES, GUITARS, and MUSICAL
—o r —
INSTRUMENTS
of all kinds, together with Sheet Music, Violin, Guitar and
TH E TREASURER
Violencello strings, Rosin, Bridges, and everything that is
usually found in Music Stores
— OF —
The Picture department is now very extensive, consist
T I I E Annual Convocation of King Solomon's ing of more than one thousand pictures worth from 12 1 2
L IN C O L N
C O XJ N T Y ,
A Royal Arch Chapter will be held on
cents to $5,00 each ; and frames of all sorts and sizes will
be made to order.
T h ursd ay th e 2 4 t h day o f J a n u a r y ,
County o f Lincoln in accour.t with H enry Clark,
Ladies and Gentlemen are respectfully invited to call and
at half-past six P. M.
Treasurer.
examine ourgoods, whether they wish'to purchase or not.
I Royal Arch Masons, Members of the Chapter will govSheet music anil pictures at wholesale as well as retail.
p
r
ern
themselves
accordingly.
January 9, 1855.
Sheet Music bound at short notice, and those who pur
loo?
1>er Order
chase sufficient for a volume can have it bound gratis.
For Amt. of unclaimed balances for 1854,
Jcko
A n,ecline of tbe petitioners for a Council of Ro-al .'and
J ohn K ing ,
)
“
“ paid Justice Criminal bills,
; Select Masons win be held at 1 o’eloak P. M., the same
J.
T. W a ipple ,5
KING A WHIPPLE.
“
“ “ Grand and traverse Jury,
>sot:z oh j flay.
“
“ “ County Commileioners as a
Rockland, Jan. 7, 1856.
2tf
n„ ! itfckfa'iti. Jan. 15, 1850.
2w3
Court,
B
R
Y
A
N
T ’ S-”
“
“ “ Constable serving Venires,
“
“ “ Coroners bill,
37 ’
“
“ “ Support of Prisiatiers in Jail,
“
“ “ Sheriff and his duties attend
ing Court,
629 47 ,
“
“ “ Damages by location of roads,
1,235 45 !
W IN T E R A R R A N G E M E N T
“
“ “ Bills of Sundry amounts allow
P OOD SCIIR. BOLIVER, 92 tons, well found
ed by Courts.
V in Sails and Rigging, Chains, Anchors, Ac. Will be
EAVES Rockland for Portland and Boston
“
“ “ County Loan ami Tax,
4,726 34 i gold low if applied for immediately.
particulars apevery MONDAY at 11 o’tlnek, A. M., per
“
“ “ Salary of Judge of Probate,
500 00 ply (o
“
“ u Register of Probate,
«
650 00 .
STEAM ER K E N N EB EC .
ROB1NSON.
400 00 I Rockland, Jan- 15, 1856.
3tf
R
eturns Friday at 12 M.
511 33
Oliice, at the Store of Pierce «fc Kaler.
Rockland, Jan. 9, 1856.
2lf

F acts about Milk.—-Cream cannot rise,
through a great depth of milk. If, therefore *■
milk P
t <
)
&
,
CHAS. B0WEV
should be put into a deep, narrow dish ; but if
C’
*TWELL, Deering’s Block, Congress Strec,
it be desired to free it most completely of cream, North Side Market Square, Portland, General Agent for
it should be poured into a broad, flat dish, not
much exceeding ono inch in depth. The evoluc *' FESSENDEr> “nd J - c - MOODY, Agents for

Mr. A. Brbnson, uf Meadville, P a., says, from
fifteen years’ experience, lie finds that Indian
poultice, covered with young Hyson tea, softened
A c b .e s
with hot water, and laid over burns or frozen
fro m
flesh, as hot as can be borne, will relieve tho
pain in five minutes. If blisters have not risen
before, they will not after it is put on ; and one L I T T L E T O E - C O R N S G R O W . ”
poultice is generally sufficient to effect a cure.
But there is a remedy, and it is io be found iu

P R IC E

All orders attended to
Rockland, Jan 8, 1855.

CITY DRUG STORE.

COUTER’S BLRNLNG
L use. Always on hand, at

T S E
AITIERICAN TRAVELLER.

that he

COAL and

PO U G H PREPARATIONS.—Ayer’s Cherry

Pectoral, Hunter’s Balsam, Hardy’s American Reme
dy, Schench’s Pulmonic Syrup, Wistar’s Balsam Wild
At Havana 13th inst, barques Mary Chapman, Hill, and Chtfrry, Vegetable Pulmonary Syrup, Down’s Balsamic
Paul Boggs, Dizer, disg; C B Hamilton, Chase; Wyandotte, Elixer, Blood Root Candy, constantly for sale at the
4lf
CITY DRUG STORE.
Bryant; R II Knight, Luscomb; St Jago, Means, and Star,
Crockett, wtg; Aurelia, Beattie, about ldg.
Ar at Cicnfuegos, 4th inst, barque Laura Snow, Keller, TplGb, F I mS.—Cartons of Erbelia, and Drums
Newport.
-L of Elma Figs, ol the nicest quality, at the
Ar 9th inst, barques Paul Boggs, Dizer, New York.
CITV DRUG STORE.
Sid 9th, brig Maine, Merrithew, Boston; 10th barques
Susan W Lind, Collin, NOrleans.
Cld 12th, brigs B R Eaton, Eaton, Cardenas; Mansanilla, p iG A R S , CIGARS.—Cigars of the choicest
Kellar, Bahia Honda; John Fieuce, Melville, Savanalr, Jon Vv brands, may always be found at
athan Cilley, Wilson, Mobile.
4tf
CITY DRUG STORE.
Ar at Ma’tanzas, 8th inst, barque Frank, Haskell, Port
land; sells Matron, Taylor, Bristol, RI; II G Berry, Rice,
Portland; 9th, brig Jus Davis. Staples, do; loth,’ barque TA M A R IN D S, TAMARINDS.—Recently imDavid Lapsley. Bishop, Philadelphia; sch J W Lindsey, -A ported, just received, at
4lf
CITY DRUG STORE.
Clark, New Orleans; 11th, barque Peri, Curtis, Portland.
Cld 11th, brig Brothers, Abboti, New Orleans. Sid 11th,
brig Mecosta, Haynes, NOrleam; sch II Curtis, Johnson,
J JE M P , Canary and Rape Seeds, just received,
Boston.

D R . S M I T H ’S

tio n o f c r c a m ,g fa u il. ta te d by a risg) a n d r e , a r .

C O M M IS S IO N O F F IC E .

FOREIGN PORTS.

H ints to H usbands.—Do not jest with your SUG AR P O A T Ifn P t t T.S
wife upon a subject in which there is danger of
wounding her feoings. Remember tbatsho trea- i
For the Correction of
sures every word you utter, though you may |
A l t irregularities of the sistem .
never thinUof it agaiD. Do not reproaeh your
wife with a personal defect, for if she has sen
Those Pills operate most wonderfully upon]
sibility, you, inflict a wound difficult to heal. I
the w ho le sy st e m .
Do not treat your wife with inattention in com- j
They Cleuse the Stomach.
pany ; it touches her pride and she will not re- ■
They Regulate the Bowels.
spect you more or love you better for it— Do not
They Improve the Digestion.
upbraid
your
wife
in
the
presence
of
a
third
W ashington Jan. 24th.
They Remove Costiveness.
. person. The sense of your disregatd for hei i
They Stimulate the Liver.
No choice of Speaker. Thu democrats went fceu ngS ,vill prevent her from acknowledging I
They Correct the Bile,
into caucus last evening immediately after the her fault. Do not often invite your friend to |
They Proinotea Healthy Action of the Lungs
adjournment of the House, and after two hours jaunt, and leave your wife a t home. She might I
And Restore the Patient to
d e w m ™ , Mr. K ie ta d ,™ h - C g r a h d r , . . .
,
P E R F E C T
H E A L T H .
Mr. Orr was unanimously nominated a& the gant j10me anj cheerful wife, pass your eveuinga
They never Gripe like other Pills, and if you give them
democratic candidate for Speaker,
on the -princi- i ,under
your own roof.
Do , not be, stem
and si- ' JUe trial, you will unhesitatingly pronounce them the best
•
. ,
,, r
pies which governed the selection of Richardson ' >ett? m jo u r °wn house and remarkable for your Family pilyij.c (n the
°
' cnptflhilit.v
Kpm pniIipp rhn
nnr w
itn
~
. _ell , Deering’s Block, Congress street
sociability nlcpivnorp
else where Remember
thatt vyour
wife
c . ...
w. a_tw
at the first caucus.
| has as much need of recreation as yourself and | Nortb side Mnrket Sq
1>orllalll| Geueral A
for
devote a portion at least of your leisure hours Maine
to such society and amusement as she may join. ' c . P FESSENDEN and j. c . MOODy , Agents for
From H a v a n a .
By doing so you Will secure her smiles and in- , Rockland; and sold by Druggists and Fauev Goods dealerN ew Orleans, Jan . 22.
generally.
4tf
The Black W arrior has arrived at this port : crease her affection.
with Havana dates to the 18th inst. She ex- '
D
R
.
M
A
R
S
H
A
L
L
’S
perienccd heavy weather during the entire pasI t is a curious fact, but no les3true, th a t love
sage.
scarcely outlives bad bread, smoky tea, thick
HEADACHE AND CARARRH
Mdlle. Rachel still remains a t Havana.
coffee, hard boiled eggs, discolored silver, and
The weather recently has been the coldest' soiled table linen. After all the romance and
S KT U F
F
!
ever experienced in Cuba.
j rapsody laid to his charge, the little gentleman
More Ilian twenty year’s experience lias shown that this
The sugar market is active and the supply deals in practicabilities. lie likes bread and
unequal to the demand. White 11 1-2 a 13 1-2 butter, and he wants the bread light and tbe '‘“ icle far excells all others known for the
P re v e n tio n n u d C u re
Rials per arroda, yellow 9 1-2 a 12 1-4. Rials butter sweet, lie is a little exacting,^too ; in- j
per arroda. Molasses clayed 8 reals, Muscovado sisting that gaiters look better neatly laced . “r tllat " llole cla’s of Complaints, known ns
than when open and flapping a t the sides, with ,
C A T A R R H A L D IS E A S E S ,
9 reals per keg.
the strings trailing on the around. He was
It is recommended by the best Physicians throughout
even once known to take abrupt leave of a lady the country, and used ith GREAT SUCCESS for the
r ^ T o r the benefit of our rtfiy ameteur pork- on the ostensible plea ol dissimilarity of dispo- j cure of
growers, we would enquire if they have seen sition; but the shrewd people suspected the
Headache and Pressure of Blood to the Head.
‘‘ the animal,** being raised by our suburban
reason was because she wore dirty collars, j Giddiness and Dizziness in the Head.
, v i • T-1 a r
tc
ii He may be whimsical, flighty, and extravagant
Whizzing and Buzzing sensation in the Head.
inend Ephrann
tim
e
r
Es<t.
If
not,
we
would
.J
°
.
1
1
’
sjmetimes, but he is just as sure to leave his air
Stuffing up of the Nose and Head.
advise a ride out, not only to see the beast, but castles and settle down quietly to three meals a
Bleeding at the Nose, and Itching Nostrils.
to solicit the secret of his success in this line, day and a cigar in the evening,as a feather is to
Pain in the Forehead and through the Eyes.
The •‘ critter ” is estimated to weigh large eight ° bey tiie laws of gravitation. He writes tender A Cold in the Head and Headache.
.
, .
’• i • * i
411
,
j j poetry, too v out generally inspiration seizes
Watery Eyes, and Sore and Weak Eyes.
hundred, to which is to be added one hundred Ejm
eatjng ,)eartj|y of
baef_ tbe sly
Deafness and Ringing sound in the Head.
more before he bleeds. Ephraim lias bis Idol, rogue knows that an empty stomach is not faLOOK OUT FOR II. C. GRIDLEY’S
go and see it.
vorable to soft sentiment or smooth rylnne.
r j p For the benefit of absentees, thin skinned
,
,,
, ,
,.
,| ,
and cold souled worsh.pers, we announce that
the 1st Baptist Society are putting in and will
have in active operation by Saturday Evening,
two fine coalfivrnac.es.

Collector’s iVotice.
A LL persons who have not paid their taxes

PORT OF ROCKLAND-

over Miss Kirkpatrick’s Shop, Mail, Street.
Rockland, Jan. 23, 1856.

A rrived,

lif

K E N N E B E C ,

,1

f?

IF O O D

of extra quality nt the lowest rates for C.'.SH.
ALSO,—HAY. LUMBER AND BUILDING SAND.
O ff ic e on the street, opposite N. Leeiiian’s.
N. SLEEPER A CO.
Rocklaud, Sept. 26th, 1855.
3m37

• jljii

CA PT. W M . BLAKE,

ON M A N H O O D ,

January 18.

COHL

leave Foster’s South W harf, Boston,

W 'S
tl I
FRIDAY
o’clock, P. M.; leaving PORTLAND eve
about 12
morning at 6 o ’clock, arriving at Rocklaud
J
u
s
t
Publialii-tl,
CrnliH,
th
e
2
0
th
T
h
o
u
sa
n
d
:
o’clock, M.
Sch Ellen,--------, Waldoboro.
R etl-uxiso —Leaves FRANKFORT for BOSTON, via
Brig D B Doane, Veazie, Savannah.
F , PACKAGES of 300 and 500 lbs., for sals
FEW WORDS ON THE RATIONAL PORTLAND, every MONDAY at 6 it'clock, A. M., arrnSch G M l’atridge, Dorr, Norfolk.
TREATM ENT, without Medicine, ofStlpermutorrliea l„ir at Rockland ut about 11 o’clock, A. M
hy
(Dec. 13)
G. L. SNOW.
Z W E s tz S to le • V S T o i r ls L S ,
^ocal Weakness,
Weakness. Nocturi
Sch Chieftain, Brewster, New York.
Local
Noctural Emissions, Genital and NerR „n k l'in d 2o Boston
$ 2 ,0 0
us Debilltv, Impotencv, and Impediments to Marriage F A R E — t i o n . R o c k la n d io u o su
n
i
r tla n d , 1,0 0 M A IN S T R E E T , R O C K L A N D , M E .
Sailed.
uerully.
River fares as usual. Freight taken nt usual rates,
ALLELUJAH and Cythara, by
ittv tr
w FARWELL, Agent,
January 18
FR O M B. D E LA NEY, M. D .
c 1Q__
First Door North of F. Cobb it Co’s Store.
J. WAKEFIELD.
Sch Freeport, Sherman, Wnldobora’.
,
,
, ,
,
Rockland, Dec. 5; 18ao.
_____________________ __
Israel L Snow, Conyry, Deer Isle.
The important fact that these alarming complaints o n g - -----t
f n i « nAWflMW
u Paw tucket,--------, New York.
mating in the imprudence and solicitude of youth, may he i
JiSHIiSCiY'S ili6QlCS.i JJISCOvciy*
[Reported by N. T. T albot.]
easily removed w ithout Medicine , is, in this small tract,
or,/I P llla o il -vov.
P1IARTS of every description, also Navigatoi
clearly demonstrated; and theencirelv new and highly s u e -! K YER S Cherry I ectoral and l l l u , < . 41
and the usual varieties of Marble Work.
Coast Pilots, Nautical Almanacs, Dividers, Scab
ROCKPORT.
cessful treatment, as adopted by the Author, fully explain- 2a. ranted genuine, by
v -m r
Specimens mav be seen at our SHOP and in all the Log Books, bv
ed,
by
means
of
which
every
one
is
able
to
cure
ihmself
_
__AKEI«1ELI>.
Arrived, 17th, sch Mahala, Flagg, Steuben; Despatch,
CEMETERIES in’ this vicinity.
J . WAKEFIELD.
Milbrirgej 16th, Fanny, Lindsey, Gouldsboro’, 19th, I perfectly , and at least possible cost , avoiding there-,
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L
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L
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T
,
N.
B.
All
work
delivered
and
set
up
without
additional
Venture,- Lindsey,■hit
nostrums of the day.
„ Desert.
„
„
„
,j by'**all the advertising
expense to the Purchaser.
' '
"
’
'*
tis, and post free m a seawa en-1
COBB «fc MATHER.
THOMAS’
paid) two postage stamps to Dr. I j Store on the corner of Maitland Zion Streets. Tiie
_
Rockland,
Dec. 27,1655.
50tf
ROBINSON’S,
ipenard Street,New York. City. Store
22d, Fanny, Lindsey, Gouldsboro’.
B. De LANEY, No. 17 Lispei
is the same recently occupied by CALEB STORER, | —
CHRISTIAN,
inst., „,
at Rockport, r„.„
from the ......
yard „r
of
New York r.,...
City, Sept. on
28, 1855.
*6m37
1Launched
............... , 10th’
. a, u ™.,
at„„
! ami is’xvell situated for a genera! GROCERY BU SINEoS.
BAPTIST.
C arleton , Norwood <fc Co. , barque “ R A Allen,” 450 '
Immediate possession given on application to
MEMORANDUM,
tons, owned by Carleton <k Parsons of Savannah and o th 
FEARING & CO.
BENJAMIN CLARK.
18
J. WAKEF
AT A
ers, and will be commanded by Capt. Geo. II. Carleton.
3tf
Sell Marcelia,-------Virginia.
“ Cion, Gregory, Boston.

A N U IT S P R E M A T U R E D E C L IN E .

€i round Plaster

A

______

Singing Books.

H

Charts.

MONUMENTS, GRAVE STONES

Almanacs.

TO B E

DOMESTIC PORTS.
HOLMES’S HOLE, Jan IHllt. Ar si lts F M Dyer, Brown.
Boston for Tangier ; Harrison Price, Johnson, do for Next
York.
Sid kcIis Janies Lawrence, Music.
In port at 12 M, calm, barque Warren Hallet, repairing;
brig Ava; sells Arcturtis; Ariadne, repairing; Lake; Helen
Mar, repairing; Samuel Nash, Speedwell, Elizabeth, 1)
Ellis, F M Dyer, Harrison Price.
Ar 17tli inst, brigs Lydia Frances, Dagget, Mobile30th ult,
for Portsmouth; David B Doune, Veazie, Savannah 8 days,
for Rockland.
18th—Ar sells Chas William, Torrey, Richmond for Boston; Mary Monkin, Beers, NYork for do; R R Freeman,
Purvere, Boston for Tangier; Southerner, Dinsmore, New
York for Portland; Seamark, Sherman, Rockport for Sa
vannah; Honduras, Cross, Provincetown for Norfolk.
NEW YORK, Jan. 19.—Ar sell Win C S Brown of Rock
land, Card, late Fuller, who died on the passage from Port
Au Prince.
Ar 2dth, barques Benj Ilallct, Little, NOrleans; Jasper,
Bennet, Charleston; E A Rawlins, Beaman, Norfolk; brigs
Putnam, Mundy, Savanilla; Lanrurotte, Herriman, NOrleans; sells Julia Rogers, Perkins, Savanna la Mar (see Dis
asters;) Marcia Farrow, Spear, Rockland.
Ar 21st, brig TaluJah, (of Camden) Amesbury, from New
Orleans; sell G Tinktr, of Tremont, Boothe, from Attakupas; Sarah A Rayinoiil, of Boston, Ross, from Malaga via
Newport.
BOSTON, Jan 21.- U r sch N Berry, Hall, Jacksonville16th inst, lat 38 16, Ioi»72 30, fell in with sell Henry Freeling, Gill, from Bath for James River,
^cr^ co n
dition, having sprung a’ieuk 9th in a
captain and ersw, sixigtall, and broi
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JM A N V F A C T U H B R S
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«fc NAVAL ARC IIITEC-|
and practice blended in Ship Burni
ng, by Griffith. Iforsalehy
w x k ’F F IF II)
!

_L TURK, or theory

AND
OF

CORDAGE,

importers of

JL his assortment of teas at low prices.

W rapping Paper.

OlFer fo r Male a t S LONG A V H A R F a n d 2
CO BIM ER C I4.U S T R E E T BO STO N
0 F nil sizes nud prices.
.
Chains, Bolt Rope, Twine. Bunting, Windlass Gear,
: Paints, Oils, Naval Stores, A t., &c.
Boston, Jan. 16, 1856.

IV ritin! School.
'J'H E Second term of
M I S S P I T C H E R ’S*
W ritjng School will commence on MONDAY EVEN
ING, Jan. 28, in the

R A N K IN

H A L L ,

over Mrs. Conant’s Millinery Shop.
T u itio n 5 0 Ceuta, for 12 Evenings, including
Books.

Rockland, Jau. 23, 1856.

I

N-

VCTRAPPING PA PER, Manufactured by
’ » Hampden Co., of the very best quality. Comm
Coin

E. R. SPEAR
_____________ ________ /* WAK
I 0ITUATED in Rockland, on Grove Sfc. Said
’DAS._The subscriber continues to keep up O lot is loo feet square, in the centre of the city, and
D UTTER AND CHEESE, cot in large quanrFEA!

C H A IN S, A N C H O R S A N D BUNTING?

A LARGE assortment ol Duck, Cordage, Anchors and

A
A LOT O F LAND

4g

Fine wrapping Twine
.1. WAKRl'IELD.

pleasant building spot.
For information inquire of ENOCH DAVIS
WOODBRIDGE’S Shop, North End, t “ *
at Thomaston.
Thomaston, Jan. 7, 1855.

Dictionaries.

W TOODEN WARE.—A complete assortment TU EB STER unabridged,

VV47tfof all kinds, for salt hy

E. A.SNOW.

~” RY A PPLES.—A very superior article of

D
EEF,— Western and Vermont Mess, aud FulB
nice sliced Dry Apple, for sale by
47tf

P O F F E E .—The celebrated old Mocha aud JaV vii mixed, for sale hy
47tf

E. A. SNOW.

Coke! Coke!

OR SALE at the GAS WORKS for the low price of
12 1-2 cts per bushel.
1855,

FRoekluAd, D«c. 36,

^E V V BOX RAISINS.—Ju s: received of a
superior quality, and for sale by
Corner Main and Spring Streets.
Dec, 6,1855,

Royal Octavo,
University Edition,
School. For sale by

To

J. WAKEFIELD.

E. A. SNOW.
47tf

Let

S a sk

E. A. SNOW.

ton Market Family, a good article, for sale by

—* tities, but in small I’ackuges, and of a superior quality,
47tf
by E. A. SNOW.

AND

“ B It I W D 8 ,

DWELLING on Main Street, in the nt
Bide of my brick building. Possession gi
immediately
0 . B. FALEi
Rockland, Nov. 16, 1855

A

p O R sale by tbe subscribers, in
M A L L E T ’S B U I L D I N G ,
Opposite Cougregational Church, MAIN STREET.
Rockland, Dec. 7, 1855.

HEMENWAY <fc JONES.

N autical Books aud Instruments,
D O AST PILOT, Navigator, Nautical Almanao,
V Ship Maaten Ajuistaut, Lug Books, Scale.,(Divider.
&C. drc.

45tf

E. B. SPEAB.

I

HEAR

THY

V O IC E .

BEAN STABLER & BROTHER,

I hear thy voice, fond 6leeper, now,
Not as it rose in gladsome hour,
When Joy illumed thy radiant brow,
And life bloomed fair with many a flower
But now with solemn tones and still,
That wake each chord with finer thrill,

A

W H A T W E A LL DO.

WILSON & CASE,
IVO. 1, BEBSRY’SBLOCK.

Spofford

T J AVE this day received from N EW YORK,
a large and complete Stock of

M

f o r e ig n

B L0C K '

and

DRY

d o m e s t ic

G O O DS,

Direct front AUCTION SALES and Ute latest IMPORTa TIO \S , consisting of every variety of

YVOULD call the atten tio iu o f their lriends

VV and the public generally to their place of business, such us all WOOL THIBETS, BLACK and W H ITE,
I and examine the well selected Stock of
BROWN and PINK, GREEN and RED. BLUE
and ORANGE, Maroon and ROSE.
Also all llie trimmings to mulch.

G O O D S ,

“Z ' x x r c s T a Z x x z i c a L r e c a L

well adapted for the present season: consisting of

’FRENCH, GERMAN AND FNG* '
EISA. BROADCLOTHS, DOESKINS
AND CA8SIMERES,
also t large variety of

V E S T IN G S ,
in plain and fancy VELVETS, plain and fancy

S A T IN S A N D G R A N ID IN E S ,

pieces of beautiful styles COBURGS in all the rich nnd
shades. Of all prices and* descriptions from

l o c e n ls to o n e d o lla r p e r y a rd .
M

.

One hundred
and desirable

W

B

and fifty

D R E S S

•

AND W INTER GOODS.

S

,

pieces o f R IC H

S IL K S

R EM A R K A B LE DISCOVERY

Is your PR O PER TY Insured.
Are you Insured in Safe Companies?

BY

NEW YORK
NO. 3
A u c tio n S a le s .

1 hear thy voice in melting song.
Not as its cadence charmed the car
Amid the gay and happy throng
Who gathered round thy beauty here.
A spirit’s joy, a spirit’s lyre
Thy strains of melody inspire.

1 hear thy voice ! It corneth oft
In sorrow’s gush and memory’s swell,
W hen sigh we for its welcome soft
Or whisper of its sad farewell,
It comes with happy tone and blest,
And bids us to thine own sweet rest.

OF

D IR E C T F R O M

.-■W

FIRE, FIRE.

N EW STO C K

FALL GOODS, FALL

M erch an t T ailo rs,

1 hear thy voice in many a scene
Where thou in buoyant hope didst roam,
Not such as when thyself hast been
The cherished idol of thy home
But now in accests richly deep
From the low grave where thou dost sleep.

1 hear thy voice in fondness call,
Not as it gave its witching tone
To sway with soft and gentle thrall,
And soothe the sorrows of thine own.
But quivering now with pure love
Forus below, for those above.

E3 w

ZKT

BY W. B. HOMER.

E. H .

IN

FO REST

PLA N TS.

AYER’S

R . H A L S E 4 , (of New York,) has discovered me
dicinal properties in certain plants found growing wilJ
FO R T H E R A P ID C U R E OF
ill the forests mid Helds, from which he has produced Two
Remedies which cure the worst forms of Disease. These C O U G H S, C O L D S , H O A R S E N E S S ,
popular remedies are

D

C O C H R A N 'S ,

No. 1 Barrett’s Building, opposite Brook W harf

Bronchitis, W hooping-Cough, Croup,

D R . H A L S E Y ’S

ASTHMA AND

Forest W in e and Forest Pills.

CONSUMPTION.

This remedy is offered to the community with the conwe feel in an article which seldom fails to realize
T he F orest P il l s .—There i three things peculiar to lldence
W
^ KE may be found a good assortment
the happiest effects that can be desired. So wide is the
these Pills alone.
field of its usefulness and so numerous the cause of its
1st
They
neither
gripe
nor
weaken
the
system.
This
I
INSURANCE AGENCY,
because they contain no Drugs or minerals, but that they persons, publicly known, who have been restored from al
ure the pure virtues of Plants which are as wholesome as arming and even desperate disease of the lungs, by its use.
SPO FFO RD BLO CK ,
the food we cat.
adapted to the present and approaching season, such as,
When once tried its superiority over every other medicine
2d. They purge most when the stomach and bowels are
its kind is too appurent to escape observation, and where
most billions and foul, after this their efiicacy enters the of
n
e
w
s
a
w
virtues are known, the public no longer hesitate what
blood, and the process of purifying goes on until all humor iis
antidote to employ for the distressing and dangerous afl'ecand
disease
are
expelled
from
the
system.
Cashmere, Long and Square Shawls, a good assortment
3d. A cure is certain in all cases, for which they are tions of the pulmonary organs, which are inedient to our
of Scotch and Bay State Long and Square Shawls; Silk f i . II. COCHRAN, thankful for the liberal recommended, and they cure without affecting the bowels climate.
Nothing has called louder for the earnest er.puiry ofmedVelvet and Lady’s Cloth for Cloaks; nnd the latest style of
a . patronage he has heretofore received, in- i bu' slightly
than the alarming prevalence and fatality of
Ladies’ Ready.made Cloaks always on hand
T he F orest W in e . -The medicinal properties of the icalmcn,
consumptive complaints, xor has any one class of diseases
tends for the future to devote his jvhole time Forest
Wine are different from those of the Piils, but the hadVnore of their investigation and care. But as yet no
exclusively to the
•
efiicacy of each remedy harmonize together; and in the adequate remedy has been provided, on which the’ public
cure of some disorders one Reinedyls us important to the could depend for protection from attacks upon the respira
A fine assortment of All Wool, Plain and Plaid Thibets, ’
other as water nnd food are for our existence. I have point tory organs, until the introduction c f the Cherry PectoralINSURANCE BUSINESS,
Coburgs, Cashmeres, Smyrna and ^Caledonian Clath, De ,
ed out in the following directions some of the cases which This article is the product of a long laborious, nnd I be
Laing, Alpacas, mohair, Ac «fcc
require only the Pills, and other cases which require only
A large lot of All Wool und Cotton and’Wool Cashmere in all its branches, and holds himself in readi the Wine ; also some of the cases which requite both the lieve successful endeavor, to furnish the community with
a remedy. Of this last statem ent the American peo
DeLains, Plain, Plaid and Figured.
ness to give any information relating to tbu Wine and the Pills to ensure the cure The combined ac such
pie are now themselves prepared to judge, and I appeal
of both Remedies have a more powerful and search with confidence to their decision. If there is any depen
same, and carefully and promptly to attend to tion
ing efflcacacy, and cure sooner than either remedy alone in dence
to be placed in what men of every class and station
all business entrusted to his care.
all such cases as 1 have recommended them together.
it has done tor them, if we can trust our own sen
E. IL 0 . would call attention to some of the One purgative dose of tiie Forest Pills is warranted to certify
Red, Yellow, Grey, White and Figured Wool and Cot
when we see dangerous affections of the throat and
any Bilious disorder, or any complaint arising from ses,
ton and Wool,
i Companies for which he is agent, the same be- cure
lungs
yield
to it, if we can depend on the assurance of in
foul stomach or morbid condition of the bowels.
telligent Physicians, who make it their business to know,
' ing near home and known to be periectlv safe
One or two purgative doses will cure Fevers.
Bleached and Unbleached
in short, if there is any reliance upon anything, then is it
One
Box
of
the
Pills
and
a
Bottle
o
f
the
Wine
are
war
and honorable in the adjustment of their losses.
irrefutably proven that this medicine does relieve and does
ranted to break lip and cure the most severe Golds, Coughs cure
C O T T O N
F L A N N E L .
the class of diseases it is designed for, beyond any
ami Pain in the Breast. (I have never tried my remedies and all
others that are known to mankind. If this be
iti the most advanced stages of Consumption, and cannot
irue,
it cannot be too freely published, nor be too widely
A large lot of
Holyoke Insurance Company,
warrant them to cure it,) but old and seated Colds, and : known.
The afflicted should know it. A remedy that
Coughs,
and
Pain
in
the
Breast,
these
remedies
cure
sooner
I cures is priceless to them. Parents should know it, their
|
SALEM. MASS.
than anything I ever knew or heard of.
are priceless to them. All should know it, fur
One Bottle of the Wine and a Box of the Pills are war- !' children
health
can
be priced to no one. Not only should it be cir
C
a
p
i
t
a
l
,
.
$
4
0
0
,
0
0
0
.
I
© © 2 K 1 F 3 &
© ® © © S>
ranted to cure the Asthma, but some bad cases require culated here,
hut everywhere, not only in this country but
more*
countiies. How faithfully we have acted on this convic
A. Stosy , President.
J. T. Buuxiism , Sec’y.
The Forest remedies give immediate relief to Dyspepsia all
tion,
is
shown
the fact that already this article has made
Bleached and Unbleached Sheetings and
and indigestion, and one or two Boxes and as many bot the circle of theinglobe.
sun never sets on its limits.—
tles are warranted to cure the most severe cases of this No continent is without The
it: and but few peoples. Although
; S h irtin g s, Tickings, D rillin g s, §-c. f c .
Conway Insurance Company,
distressing complaint.
in so general use in other nations ns in this, it is em
The efficacy of the Forest Remedies in Rheumatism is not
ployed
by
the
more
intelligent
in almost all civilized coun
CONWAY,
MASS.
very singular; some of the most distressing cases lever tries. It is extensively employed
M
R
W B S .
in both Am ericas-in
saw have been cured by them in ten or twelve days’ time,
Asia, Africa, Austraila and the far off islands of
C a p ita l,
2 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
while some other cases, (apparently not so bad.) it took Europe,
the
sen.
Life
is
as
dear
to
its
possessors
there us here, and
nearly
three
months
before
the
complaint
yielded
to
the
ef
Table Cloths. Napkins ; Damask for Toweling, Damask ; J . S. W hitney , President.
J, II. S prague. Sec’y.
grasp at <i valuable remedy with even more avidity
ficacy of the Remedies. This sometimes may be owing they
Covers, Check’d Cambric, Lawns, Muslins, Linen and Col !
_
than ourselves. Unlike most preparations of its kind, k
to a broken-down constitution, but more frequently to is
an expensive conposition of costly material. Still it is
tou shirt
Lad) ’“ Handkerchiefs.
some kind of narcotic drug taken at some former period, afforded
Fentucket Insurance Company,
to the public at a reasonably low price, and what
for I have always noticed it took longer to cure patients is of vastly
more importance to them ,its quality is never
who hail taken mercury and other poisonous drugs.
HAVERHILL, MASS.
buffeted to decline from its original standard of excellence.
Ulcers, Boils, Blotches, Scabbed Head, Ring- Every bottle of this medicine, now manufactured, is as
. Rich nnd Cheap Curtain Muslins, Cambric and Muslin
Godell , President.
A. I. Sawyer, Sec’y. Worm, Erysipelas, Salt Rheum, Sore Eyes, and every good as ever has been made heretofore, or us we are capa
bands, Embrnideied Handkerchiefs, Chemisette, Under*
kind of Humor. I have never witnessed anything so cer ble of making. No toil or cost is spared, in maintaining it
' sleeves, Collars njtd Infants Waists
tain and complete as the Forest remedies in the cure of
the best jierfectiou which it is possible to produce.—
Atlantic insurance Company,
these complaints. They all arise from the common cause Hence the patient who procures genuine Cherry P ector
M
M
M
IMPURE BLOOD. Generally, nothing but the Pills
al , can rely on having as good au article as has ever been
EXETER, N. II.
requiied for the cure of most of these disorders ; but if had by those who testify to its cures.
Black. Grey. Mixed, und White all sizes Ladies’ Hose, I M. Saunders, President.
By pursuing ibis course I have tin: hope of doing some
W m. P. Moulton, Sec’y. both Remedies are used, two Boxes of the Pills and two
Children’s llose and Leggius, Knit Scarfs, Hoods and
or three bottles of the Wine is warranted to cure the very good in the world, as well as the satisfaction of believing
1 (g^ T V te above Companies Insure on the Slock worst cases, and frequently by less than half the quantity. that much has been done already.
Jackets
Two Boxes of the Pills a: d as many Bottles of the
PREPARED BY DR J. C. AYER. PRACTICAL AND
i Principle.
Wine, is warranted to cure the worst case of Jaundice.
ANALYTICAL CHEMIST, LOWELL, MASS.
T R IM M IN G S .
Female obstructions, produced from bad colds or weak
Sold in Rockland by C. P. FESSENDEN and F; Gly
constitutions.
a
few
doses
of
the
Forest
Wine
is
war
Fanry Buttons .vitliTasscls, Nouviante Caloon, Velvet TllOmaStOn IftUt. Fire Insurance Com.
COOK; Camden, II. Estabrook, Jr.; Thomaston, O. W.
ranted
to
cure
the
most
distressing
forms
of
these
com
lastic •Ribbons, Velvet Ribbons, nnd Velvets in great
i Elastic
Jordan; Warren S B. Wethcrbee 4* Son and by Drugplaints ; and if the wine be followed up a 1c
variety. Also an extensive stock of Bonnet Ribbons at
i gists everywhere.
4ra42
THOMASTON, ME.
these derangements will not occur i.gain. The
less prices than ti.ey can be bought of our neighbors.
I E . R ohinkon, President.
W. R. K e ith , See’y. actly suits the female constitution, and gives strength, vigor
Rockland, October 5, 1855
38tf
slid blooming health.

FIK E, M ARINE a n d L IF E

I3ry

G rood s,

J fln in S tr e e t, K o c k lu n d .

D R E S S G O O D S.

i? a & s r s r

a e o

Gitaghnaits anil P rin ts.

A n am using and instructive hour m av be ani} a variety of others not mentioned here, which they Which for beauty of finish and texture cannot he eq alld
1 a
l
, n
J .i ' will make to order, in STYLE and WORKMANSHIP, and 1in New England, and thev can be sold from 10 tn 15 per
II one W ill- -but search out,, lrom the ____________,
sell for G atsli, __
at ssueh
neb prices
prices as
as to defy the competition ' cent lower than the same qualit
oeds can be sold in
- —
- '
tlixa
«TATI,’
the STATf
confused figures of the census, the num ber o f of a"5 of the 6ame craft
Also
a
large
quantity
of
persons following various occupations in the
S 2 SB, E
g a,
3 5?
U nited S tates. Thus we rejoice as a nation,
READY-MADE CLOTHING,
E Cl Pt
C 1 T Ci I T f V
in having two thousand persons who pro’
own manufacture, of excellent quality and worknounce themselves artists, though there arc niauship which we will sell at extremely low prices,
i Ten pieces o f B lack, G reen, B lue and M aprobably not a score who will live in men’s
roon Silk V elvet
Gentlemen’s Furnishing Goods,
memories, and certainly not one who appears
rent variety.
likely to dethrone R aphael. 01 authors we j ■ The subscribers would say that their success in busisince their removal to their present loca’i , has far
F R IN G E S
TO M A T C H
have, according to the census, only eightysurpassed their most sanguine hopes or expectations, that
ve have these fringes made expresslv for onr trade, we
tw o; th a t is, but eighty-two who arc w____
illing thev will still continue to apply themselves with the tame
have no hesitation in saying to our customers that we can
to confess to “genius and a garret.” though" S ^ &
n ^ S ^ : ,y’ W,“Ch ““ * "
aa“
C L O A K T R IM M IN G S ,
it publishers’ advertisem ents are to be cred-i Rockland, Nov. as, IS55.
4,tf
twenty-five per cent cheaper than any other HOUSE in
ited, every new month gives birth to a new
j in this city.
ROBERT RANKIN,
EDWIN R. MILLAR.
ALSO, -A ll shades of
literary star, and one more b rillian t than
R A N K IN & M IL L A R .
ALL WOOL AND COTTON AND WOOL
any th a t ever went before. To pass to bank
COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
LADIES CLOTH,
officers and brokers is a n atu ral transition,
— AND—
, of all prices from 75 cents to $3,00 per yard.
and of the form er we are favored w ith four
S H IP
B R O K E R S
One hundred pieces
teen hundred ; o f the la tte r w ith six thous S T E A M S H I P A G E N T S , & C . ,
ALPINES.
and, exemplifying the old adages, th a t “ it i
R IC H M O N D . V A .
ALPACAS and
FALL AND W INTER ~
Debility, Emaciation, Night Sweats, and
never rains but it pours,” and th a t “ bless
Great Falls Mutual Insurance Company, Weakly State of the Constitution. The Forest Wine is a
Consignments of Eastern Produce,
MOHAIRS,
FOR THE CURE OF
some beautiful STYLES at very low prices.
popular remedy for all these complaints, one to three Bot
ings never come singly.” Luckily, there
___
HAY, LUM BER, LIME, BRICKS, Ac..
SOMERSWORTH, N. IL
tles cure the worst cases without the use of the Pills ; but
ASTH2IA AND COAiSUHPTION.
F
ifty
pieces
splendid
Shades
a re a hundred thousand honest, stout-heart- solicited
.
O*
J
ordan , Preside:
II.
Y.
H
ayes , Sec’y. when the complaint is accompanied with some other dis
lOlv
N E W A N D V E R Y W O N D E R F U L ::
order the Pills also will be required
ed blacksmiths, as a make-weight against _ R““
’ Mardl ,1655.
ALL WOOL AND COTTON AND WOOL
Over a million of Boxes and Bottles have been sold with
BROADCLOTHS, DOESKINS,
H Y G E A N A
L U T H E R L IB B Y ,
this Egyptian plague o f flies in the shape o f
Farmers &- Mechanics Mutual Company, in the last two years in the United States and Canadas.—
D E L A I N E S ,
C A S S I .U E R E S , V E S T I N G S & C .
Letters and certificates to the amount of many thousands
brokers and bankers. M oreover, there are S
g H I P C H A N D L E R , very cliea]i
GORHAM, ME.
have been received testifying to the cures and good effects Brought home to the door of the Million.
o
f
these
Remedies.
six thousand barbers to “ shave” the six j
J . H anson, President.
J. P ierce , Sec’y.
C. G, M O F FIT T ,
My Forest Wine is in large square bottles, One Dollar
_______
AND
thousand brokers, and thus revenge the com
per Bottle, or Six Bottles for Five Dollars. Forest Pills \ MOST WONDERFUL DISCOVERY has recently
A large Stock o f
NO. 1 WILSON BLOCK,
Twenty five Cents per Box.
f l been made by DR. GURTIS, of this city, Jn the treat
R o c k in g h a m m u tu a l C om p an y ,
m unity, which is so essentially “ shaved” bv
Com m ission Merchants,
CASHMERE LONG & SQUARE SHAW LS TS now offerin' for sale a t COST, a new and
General Depot. No. 64 Walker Street, New York.
ment of Consumption, Asthma, and all diseases of the
of all grades and prices from $3,50 to 35,00.
th e latter.
AGENTS.— C. P. FESSENDEN, Rockland ; G. I. ROB
A well selected STOCK of
Lungy. We refer to ‘‘ D r . C urlijxS H y«jcu», or I ; j R IC H M O N D , V A .
EXETER, N. II.
A
L
S
O
,—
A
ll
description
o
f
INSON,
Thomaston.
421y
S
ia liiig H y g m u V a p o r mid C h erry S y ru p .’*—
W e have two millions and a h a lf o f farm  W I L L receive consignments of LIME and
FALL AND W INTER GOODS,
, M. S anborn , President.
W . P. Moulton , Sec’y ! -----With this new method, Dr. G has restored many afflicted
L O NG
A N D
S Q U A R E
ones to health, as an evidence of which he has innumerable
ers, seventy- thousand mariners, one hundred ’ * will give particular attention to the selling of the
enili
T S J ftK T Y
Y S3A K S’
certificates Speaking of the treatment, a physician re
Any person having
Lime
sell, he solicits their
thousand merchants, sixty-four thousand ma- same.
...... .......................
...........
r .,jto................................................
I ___________ _________
S l S d & W E d S a .E N G L I S H , F R E N C H A N D G E R M A N | E IL Cochran will also take risks for Phila-1 EXPERIENCE OF AN OLD NURSE.
marks, u I* is evident that inhaling—constantly breathing
patronage, which will be promptly aitended to, and thank
an agreeable, healing vapo-—the medicinal properties must
sons, and nearly two hundred thousand car- fully received. For reft
reference, apply to any merchant in which will be sold cheaper than evtr before.
delphi.1 Companies and Hartford, Connecticut. ;
the City of Richmond.
come in direct contact with the whole a»rial cavities of the
M
R
S
.
W
I
N
S
L
O
W
,
BR O A D C LO TH S,
penters. W e have fourteen thousand bak
lungs.and thus escape the many and varied changies pro
LUTHER LIBBY.
L
I
F
E
I
N
S
U
R
A
N
C
E
,
An
experienced
Nurse
and
Female
Physician,
duced upon them when introduced into the stomach, and
ers to make our bread ; twenty-four thou
subject to the process c.f digestion. The Hygenia is for
Plain.
Black
and
Fancy
Cassimeres,
presents
to
the
attention
of
Mothers
her
effected
in
Companies
of
good
standing.
E
N
G
L
I
S
H
,
S
C
O
T
C
H
A
N
IJ
A
M
E
R
I
sand lawyers to set us by the e a rs ; forty
sale at all the Dtucgist’s throughout the country.—[New
.t choice n..u.
...cm ui
N
-5-ft npplicatinos for insurance will be ,
CANS PRINTS AND GINGHAMS
York Dutchman of Jan 14.
assortment
of u
Doeskins.
thousand doctors to ‘ kill or cure,” and fif- ( ’oHI, F lo ii r 811(1 General Pl'OVisiOll of
rices from 5 to 20 cents per yard.
i
The Inhaler is worn on the breast, underthe linen, w ith
attended ta with the utmost care and prurnptout the least inconvenience, the heat of the body being suf
teen huuderd editors to keep this motley
PLA
IN,
FIGURED
AND
FANCY
VESTINGS,
ness
T
I
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,
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R
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ficient
to evaporate the fluid Hundreds of cases of cures,
—a n d —
mass in order, by the potent power o f public
Rockland, Nov. 7, 185.
4.3tf . I t will immediately relieve them from pain, al like the following might he named
Superior S atin and A lpaca do.
Bleached and U nbleached Sheeting and
package of the Hygeana has cured me of the Asth
opinion, controlled and m anufactured th ro ’ G a r : • o c o i t y
S t o r e
i lay all spasmodic action, soften the gums, reduce maOne
of six years standing.
J F Keesbkurv ,
shirtings in great abundance.
the press. W e have eleven thousand hatters;
; infiamation. and is sure to regulate the bowels.
CS^OTHELLOiS OCCUFATIOMjSGpNEF \
P M. of Duncannon, Pa.
R E A D Y H A D E G L O T H IP Ji
IN G R A H A M & B U T L E R ,
£
7
®
©
2
«
§
•
Depend
upon
it
mothers,
it
will
give
rest
to
yourI
am
cured of the Asthma of ten years’ standing by Dr.
ten thousand tobacconists, and thirtv-one
Curtis’s
Hygeana
M
aroa
ret E aston,
,• fcr the marker, which in style
' selves and relief and health to your children.—
thousand weavers. A gainst th irty thousand lA U ’ULD announce to the public th at they B lankets o f all sizes Tweeds S atin etts and
Brooklyn, N Y
is equal to most custom work,
Price 25 cents per bottle.
have taken
STORE
Mrs. Paul, of No. 5 Hammond-street, N Y was cured of
among which may he found
teachers we can set off fifty thousand tailors,
have
taken store
good. stock. of. ...........
STUFF for
We have sold very large quantities of Mrs. a severe case of Bronchitis by me Hyageana
OVER COATS, GOATS, FROCK COATS,
Tiie Rev Dr C heever , of New York, testifies of our
N o . 2 G r e g o r y ’s B u i l d i n g ,
so th a t we care nearly twice as ntueh for
j Winslow's Soothing ’Syrup during the past six
B O ¥ S ’ W E A R ,
! years—over 200.000 bottles the last year We medicine in the following language:—
HACKS, PANTS A.\l> VESTS
adorning tlie body a t we do for decking out
(formerly occupied by N. S. Leemon,)
New York, Nov. 15, 1354.
RED, BLUE, GREY, WHITE AND FIGURED of all styles and qualities, prices, colors and styles. Also
: believe it the best medecine in the world for
the mind. Only twentv-two thousand people
FRONT STREET. NORTH END., | WOOL AND COTTON AND WOOL FLANNELS.
1)e \ r S ir —I think highly of Dr Curtis’s Hygeana, as a
1Children teething or for the cure of Dysentery ; remedy
in diseases of the throat aqd lungs. Having had
IN DIA RUBBER COATS, PANTS & C A P S .,
have been w illing to set themselves down as nnd are now prepared to sell at the lowest CASH price at B L E A C H E D A N D U N B L E A C H E D
: or Diarrohuea in Children whether it arises from some opportunity to testify to its efiicacy, I am convinced
5teething or any other cause. It gives universal that it is a most excellent medicine, both the syrup and the
servants, though most o f us serve others in
Tn the Gents F u rnishing L ine
C O TTO N FLANNEL.
\Y H O L E S A L E or R E T A I L ,
application to the chest
i satisfaction—never heard a complaint from any inhaling
some capacity or other, from the boot-black
Also, all the shades of
we have any quantity o f
»
ProfS Center writes us as foloows: —
' one using it —never sold a medicine so univer
Gentlemen :—I have recently hau occasion to test your
their line of business. They have a full supwho polishes our shoes, to the bookseller who
W
o
o
l
e
J
M
Y
a
r
n
s
.
S hirts, Bosoms, Collars and Ties, Suspend
sally successful in relieving pain and effecting Cherry syrup and Hygeana Vapor, in a rase of Chronic
C O S T A
R ’ S
ply of
brightens the public intellect. Nobody, ac
! cures In all cases above stated, if taken in sore throat, that had refused to yield to other forms of
W H IT E
G O O D S.
ers, Ild k s ,, Gloves and H osiery.
GENUINE RAT AND MICE
and the Jesuit has satisfied me, that whatever
cording to the census, follows the tra d e of a t CORN.
season, relief is|immediate and absolutely certain. treatment,
iiimv he the composition of yourpreparntion, it is no im
, W h ile L inen. Linen Bosoms. T -inen T tum nsf:,
FLOUR,
CURTIS & PERKINS.
{ [ S j S. "T A j _ i i i d J E l A J* © A 5
politician, though there are enough, Heaven
position, hut a,i excellent remedy, I wish for the sqke of the
D umask f o r T ow eling, D am ask Covers,
I T R U N K S , V A L I S E S , C A R P E T B A G S ,;
MEAL,
Druggists, No 40 Courtland St.
afflicted, that it might be biought within the reach of ail
knows, in this city alone to have condemned
FOR THE TOTAL ANN1ALATION OF
f UMBRELLAS, &c„ &c.
BEEF,
New York, J any, 20th, 1854.
N a p kin s am i Doyles, Check d Cami
Dr J ohns, ope of the most celebrated Physicians in New
a dozen Sodoms a nd G omorrahs. The census'
York, writes as follows:—
l i t
M X O ZE S.
PORK,
i n c and Law n, NancsookM usThe above goods will be sold far CASH much lower •
D r C i a r ts —D ear Sir -. -Having witnessed the excel
fails to record, likewise, the existence o f a n v ’
The eilicacv of this preparation lor destroy’ng Rata A L A D Y O F T I I E F I R S T R E S P E C 
LARD,
than
the
same
quality
can
he
purchased
east
of
Bostoi
lent-effects cf your Hygeana.or inhaling Hygeana Vapor
lin Brow n L in en and
| Mice, and Roaches is astonishing. Places that have teen
Customers are invited to call and prove the fact.
patriots among us, though we have long
CHEESE,
and Cherry Syrup, m a case of chronic Bronchitis, and be
T A B IL IT Y W R IT E S .
! ’ifesteti with numbers of them have been completely clenrEmbossed Table Covers.
Rockland. Sept. 21, 1855.
3in26
ing much in favor of counter-irritation in affections of the
BUTTER,
' ed by one. or not more than two applications of this artithought th a t patriotism was especially a pro
D e a r S ir :—1 am happy to be able tn certify throat, Bronchial tubes and lungs, I can therefore cheer
I cle. ’ Unlike other preparations,they are attracted by this
DRY FISH and MACKEREL,
D A M A S K ,
fession— a profession and nothing else.
MORSE BROTHERS,
article, and eat it with the greatest avidity, and will not to the efficacy of Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup fully recommend your Medical apparatus as being the most
I Silk and W orsted, W orsted, and Cotton and
lie io their hiding plates—U nis obviating that disagreeable and .’ o t ho tru th of what it is represented to ac convenient and effectual mode o f applying anything of the
The forty thousand physicians support five ] lr,- Mhrr" a s-;ood stock oi
ever seen. No doubt, thousands of persons
;,J l.y other preparations. Not dangerous to complish
DAMASK, FOR CURTAINS
Having a littlc*boy suffering greatly kind 1hehave
hundred undertakers, which gives theim por- COMMOX G
G R O C E R Y & R E T A IG G O O D S , in all the fashionable
relieved, ami many cured by using your medicines.
shades.
he human lautilv. Forsale by
from teething, who could not rest, and at night mayI must
here he allowed to confess that I*am opposed to
C, I’. FESSENDEN, Age
ta n t fact, th a t it takes eighty doctors to keen all of which were selected \ ith care, and will be sold at I
by his cries would not permit any of the family prescribing or using secret compounds, but this little neat
P Tl T 1? *p Q ? P P ‘0 T ,ri n
such prices as shall s
I Rockland, March, 31,1854.
r us a share of the patronage
ZEOI.IAN6 SER.U’IIINES AND MEI.ODEONS.
all d .Tb O U U v, L? id
i £l u 7
one undertaker in a brisk business. W e
to do so. I purchased a .bottle of the Soothing ly contrived article, und its effects in the case above alluded
have induced me to speak in its favor.
ALSO IIEALLKS IX
I I E A U Y Ac A C H O R X ,
Syrup, in order to test the remedy , and when t o .You
have fifteen hundred wagon m ak ers; three (
‘"’end to make thia a permanent btuineu tve NICE AND CHEAP CURTAIN MUSLIN,
are a t liberty to use this in any way you may think
erned by the motto
MUSLIN AND CAMBRIC EDGING AND IN -•
P I A N O F O R T E S , S H E E T M U S IC
given to the hoy according to the directions, its propel.
Respectfully, yours, Ac.
thousand watch m a k e rs; seventy-eight vine
SERT1NG, EMBROIDERED HANDKER
“ quick sales and small pr o fit s .”
effect
upon
him
was
like
magic:
he
soon
went
to
C. JOHNS, M. P .
and in stru ctio n books .
CHIEFS AND (O i LARS AN|)
g ar makers, including, we suppose, all the Rockland, Dec. 7,1355.
No 609 Houston street N Y
47tl
sleep, and all pain nnd nervousness'disappeared.
R ocxlaxd , Maine .
UNDERSLEEVES,
IL—l)r Curtis’s Hygeana is the ORIGIN AL and ON
cross wives, crusty bachelors, and verjuice
We have had no trouble with him since, and the LYN.GENUINE
j ogethcr with all the etceteras usually called for uuder
Alt r i t ’LE; all others are base imitations
hi> head.
little l'eilotv will pass through with comfort, the
ROCKLAND CITY BOOK STORE.
old m a id s; th irty thousand wheelwrights;
vile ami INJURIOUS counterfeits. Shun them us vou
Vv fi « « © » ! § , G K O C S 3 R IE S , excruciatiug process of teething, by the sole or
would POISON.
and thirty-three showmen.
e have four
J . W A K E F IE L D ,
aid of Mrs Winslow’s Soothing Syrup. Every
PICKLED AND DRY FISH,
thousand c u tle rs ; tw enty-three thousand
A ll description and prices.
mother who regards the health and life of her
NO. 3 K im b a ll Bloclt
BEEF. 1‘IIRK. i.ARD, BI TTER , CHEESE, PAINTS
saddlers ; and five tliousaud railroad men.—
chil ren should possess if.
A
Nl)
OILS,
NAILS,
WINDOW
GLASS,
Ac.
Ac.
V & © '0 X1
4 Si
The world is astonished at the \ .onderful cures performMRS. II. A. ALGER.
W e have one hundred and fifty-four opticians A complete assortment of
•d by the CRAMP AND PAIN Kll.LER, prepared by
On iuuul a good assortment of tiie above mentioned
Lowell, Mass., May 20. 1853.
JURTIS AND PERKINS.
Its equal lias never been
_______ _
and ten oculists, but nearly four thousand
oods which;we wiil sell as low as can he bought elseV E L V E T TA PESTR Y , T H R E E PLY ,
F o rsa le by STEPHEN PAUL & CO.. 149 : known for removing pain in all cases; for the cure of SpiBOOKS
AMD
STATIONERY,
confectioners,, proving th a t we care infinite
Chamber St.. N ew Y o rk , and by C. P. FESSEN- • “al Complaints, Cramp in the I.imhs and Stomach, Rheu
E. C. HEALEY,
S U P J E K F IN E A N D COMxlION
matism
in
all
its
forms,
Billious,
Colic, Chills and Fever,
AT
WHOLESALE
<
i
D
RETAIL,
M. A. ACHORN.
ly more lor eating than for ey e-sig h t Thi
CARPETING.
DEN, Rockland; W. M. COOK. E. K. O’BRIEN, i
N o. 1* C r o c lte tt’w B u ild in g , N orth End. Thomaston: IRA GILMAN. .JOSEPH LONG, T Burus, sore throat and Gravel, it is decidedly the best remrem inds us th a t there a r e 'f iv e ° thousand cl“'ap
be ■lurcllaaedan> finer eatabiuhmen
iy in the world Evidence of the most wonderful cures
Also—COTTON AND W OOL; OIL CLOTH, STRAW
t circulars in the hands
and HEMP RUGS of all desexiptious.
MARSHALL, St. George: J . IT. ESTABROOK, j performed by any medicine, t
brewers and seven hundred wine dealers;
lY o t ic e .
of Agents.
Ah we purchase th o e goods at agents prices, we can sell ;
151v
CARLTON & NORWOOD, Camden.
but the census, strange to say, is silent as to q ’ HE Co-partnership of
C. P. Fessenden Agent for Rockland; Carlton «L Nor
cnont
n p c u i,
"
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SY RUP,

CHURCH and PARLOR ORGANS.!

i;c o l i X , M E A L , F L O U R ,

H O SIE R Y & GLOVES,

the number who drink the "beer and ‘ quaff
the rosy.’ In all, we have about five mil
lions and a half, above the age o f fifteen
years, who are busily employed a t some
trade, profession, or other occupation, by
which to earn a livelihood. I t is plain that
we are not a nation o f sluggards. W e near
ly all do something. N ay, to be an idle
drone is, happily, no reecom m endation in
A m erica, as it is in the aristocratic and mon
archical countries o f Europe.— Philadelphia
Public Ledger.

them at a lower figure than the trntnc goods can be Loughl
for elsewhere.

F E AT H E RS.

LOWELL, TEACHER & FOSTER,
As Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,

3 0 0 0

P o u n c ts

o>±"

dissolved by mutual consent. The business of the firm
PURE LIVE GEESE FEATHERS,
ill be continued at the qld stand, bv Thacher A Foster.
Constantly on hand at prlci
tig from 17 to 50 cents
HENRY C. LOWELL,
per pound.
PETER THACHER,
JAMES O. L. FOSTER,
BSATTSR’G .
Rockland, Fee. 6, 1855.
3in48
We manufacture the best article of BATTING in NEW
ENGLAND, which is made from the best of material, and
put up in POUND BUNDLES, and wiil be sold to the
Trade or at Retail nt a very small advance from cost.—
ONE AND A HALF TONS NOW IN STOREAttorneys and Counsellors a t Law,
The above mentioned Slock with a host that we have
not enumerated, were bought the past week for CASH,
O F F IC E , XO. 2 K IM B A L L B L O C K .
at the very lowest mark, mid will be sold to all who may
...ROCKLAND ME. 1fiiv‘ir us with their patronage at a small ADVANCE
.MAIN STREET................
take this opportunity to say to our numerous friends
and customers, that feeling grateful for the liberal pat
F oster .
P eter T hacher ,
ronage that they have been pleased tn bestow upon us, du
48tf
Rockland, Dec. 6, 1855
ring tiie past few years, we hope still by strict application
to our business to receive a fair share of their favors.
Rockland, Sept,17,1855
’
36 tf

TEA CH ER & FO STER,

S ad D isappointment . — W e hear of a
young lady in this city who was engaged to
he m arried to a gentlem an, a resident o f
Blank Eooks.
Long Island, sometime since, b u t the ceremony
was 1postponed
o f the death J
Z> 1 1
~
~n 1 •on account
J
•
****
“*•** qnalit.v.T. At. t.KAk IUIIV1V A«..«
Ol the brother o f the intended bride. A fja n r^ B 00*! bargain, and warrant the stock. For sale by
j. Wa k ef ield .
the day was appointed for the matrim onial
ceremony to take place, when lo ! the sudden
decease o f a sister o f the b rid e occasioned
another postponem ent. A gain was the day
fixed upon, and as the tune drew nigh w hen
COMMISSION 5 MERCHANT,
she was to be called ‘wife,’ the m ails brought
th e sad tidings o f another interruption o f the X UlS LARGE NEW BUILDING OPPOSITE THE OLD
STAND o r
ceremony by death— her intended had gone
in the w ay of her brother and sister, to ‘ th a t
AND IN FRONT OF TIIE STEAMBOAT W H ARF,
bourne from whence no traveller re tu rn s.’__
R IC H M O N D , V a.
W h a t painful feelings m ust these sad events QZrN.
_________
B. He will attend particularly to the sale o f Lit
— the loss o f a brother, sister, aud intended
or
other P«»i“ce eutruited to h i, care and
j
VAV.VA njajie proll,pt returns of the sam e.
3. li'•
husband by death, occurring within so b rief
CARLTON & PARSONS,
a space, too, occasion in the b reast o f her
who was doomed to so m any disappointments'.
How strongly do the circum stances show the
SAVANM AH. G a.
uncertainty o f life.— T ro y D aily B u dget.
Particular attention given to the purchase and shipment

S. 0.

HASKINS,

[C has A. F/

EEVY.i

VEL

CREEVY & FARWELL,

W

2 2 S o u th S tr e e t, (U p S ta ir s ,
NEW YORK.
J . L . G IO E R A Y ’S ,
MANUFACTURED FROM

R O O T S
A N D
I-IE R B S
Fosiud o n ly su th e ISL A N D o f SIC IL Y .

T H I S HOUSE is pleasantly situated on Lime T T '.v J u T l M R ^ b r a A lT 's a ^ i t™

A

T .

3 3

®

WEdWrVFO&TSB,
DEALER IX

H A T S, C A P S , F U R S , B O O T S, SH O ES
Rubbers, B uffalo Robes, Umbrellas,
H in d kerch iefs, Scarfs, Cravats,
Gloves, M itten s, Suspenders,
4’C 4 'c
just returned from

XEW YORK, BOSTON AND PORTLAND,

L Rock Street, in ih e’immedinte vicinity of the Post and
ufound it to prove effectual in every case that i have i ith a large Stock of Desirable Go
vhich \ j selected
Insurance Oflices and Banks, in the business part of the
Therefore we deem it justice to make the virtue I wjth gre:
xpressly for this 1 arket, and will be sold
i and extensive additions have been made to the oj this great und invaluable remedy known to the public. at unheard of low PRICES for CASH. Only please call
Old House. The Halls are large and spacious, the Dinin;
and
examine
goods
and
prices,
and
}ou
will he convinced
DISEASES.
Room commodious and of the most modern style. The
roomy and newly furnish- Rums
Parlors and Drawing Rooms
Fresh Cuts,
NO.
2.SPOFFORD
BLOCK,
ROCKLAND,
ed. The Sleeping Apartments are pleasant and conven- >Scalds
Sore Nipples,
In the New {luilding are eight suits of Rooms neatly . Rm^worms,
Fever Sore,
H A R D P I N E L U M B E R , P K O iC U K IN G ient.
the place to buy.
38tf
fitted and furnished. The Chikau auhie Water is carried ^o §Qll° Riieui,i.
Eruptions on tne Head,
the third story, and everything for the comfort of its Pat i Scnid Head,
Piles permuuentl/cured when
FREIGHTS &c.
rons has been generously done.
B. E. METCALF.
properly applied.
j Old Sores,
C on ch es connect with ail S te a m e r s coming to or go
R eference .—Knott Crockett, Esq., and A. IL Kimball,
REFERENCES. ’
Rockland.
ing from tiie city. It is the General Stage House, as all J. T. Berrv
Mrs. H. IL Burpee,
S h i p p i n g & C o m in i s s i o 11
stages running from the city make it their Head Quarters. Wm. Berry
Messrs Carleton. Norwood, & Co , Rockport.
38ly
Mrs. D M Mitchell.
H o rses
C a r r ia g e s furnished at all hours. Char Jeremiah Berry Esq.,
Miss A Adams,
M ERCHANT,
ges moderate.
T<<
C. Woodard
Esq,,
Ezra Whitney,
;
The Proprietor trusts that, by bis constant efforts to Danjei
23 C o e n tie s S lip
‘ * c''
Dr j W Trussel.
please, his old friends will -still continue their favors, Hid H. H. Burpee,
37tf
NEW YORK.
new will find it a pleasant, social anil quiet home, where
P R I C E . 2 5 C euta p e r D O X . A liberal discount
N 0 W I S Y O U R C II A .N C E his
their interests anil desires will be attended to, and ull things made to dealers.
market is done to make life joyous and time pass happily.
TiHE LARGEST STOCK OF STOVES, in tlr
Sold at Wholesale and retail by the proprietor J L GIOFJune 28, 1855.
24
1 offered for sale at twenty per cent less than former
R A1, No. 1, Custom House Block, [up stairs,] Rockland.
prices. On account of the superiority of a
Maine
ta r ta n ,
D. B. Bridgford .
N. T insley P ate . . Also—Forsale by Druggists generally,
D im
Rockland, Dec. 21, 1855.
49tf
SU R R R O X . A N D A C C O U C H E U R .
made by T. P. STEW a R T, of Troy. N. Y. T am induced
j to sell all other patterns al greatly reduced prices. In orGENERAL COMMISSION MERCHANTS, :
OiRce anti R e a id e n c e ou S ch ool S tr ee t.
der to make room for this new and valuable Stove which
or. TIIE SALE of
1 is greatly admired by all, who have seen it.. I offer tne n n p v r A X n fJlM K** L U M P A.ND C A L
'J 'lI E subscriber has just received
above inducements, and shall offer my large stock of Stoves k
’
CINED PLASTER, HAY, POTATOES,
at prices which cannot fail to suit customers.,
ITT O ffice H ours From S to 10 A. M., and from 2 to 4
All persons indebted to me by note or acc omit, of more
T W O T H O U SA N D YA R D S
P.M.
CEMENT, II a IR, dec.
48tf
Dee '2 , '854.
t'la" sit ,Ilontl14 »“ nd*ur . requeued to .ran and settle
Also—Attend to orders for the purchase of Flour, Wheat, ’
W OOL C A R P E T IN G S ,
eed, &c.
N. BOYNTON & CO.
JOSEPH F U R B1SH,
Storaoe .—Merchandise of all descriptions received on I
Ceu ire Main St.
Storage, and Insurance effected nt Ihe lowest City rates, ■
1n new and beautiftti PATTERNS. Also new styles OIL
Rockland, Sept. 19, 1;5
86tf
at our large and commodious Warehouses,
CL O T H C A R P E T IN G S , which will be sold at
DEALERS IN
C o ru cr 2 0 th a u d D o ck S is., R ic h m o n d , V a . i prices to corrospond with the times.
C O R D A G E , C H A IN S A N D A N C H O R S,
R eferences in R o. kland .—Chas. W . Snow, Benj.
I RocklamJ, Nov. 28,1855,
Litchfield, Edward C. Healey, F. Cobb & Co.
AND MANUFACTURERS OF
R eferences in R ichmond, Va.—Stearnes & Brum
GEORGE L. SNOW,
inell, Edmonds. Davenport & Co., Shields dr Somerville.
ly A
dcc C0.JCI1M.
Co., Chas. T ., Wortham & Co., Raw
AS taken Store, corner Main and W inter Tins’ley, “Tardy
N
o.
1
3 4 C O M M E R C IA L S T R E E T ,
Street where lie offers for sale a
j lings 6c Miller,, 1John W . Wright »fc Co. John H. Claiborne,
IE subsbriber having purchased the entire
N BOYNTON,
Stock of Goods of G. L. & E. A. SNOW, and taken
E BOYNTON, JR
the Store lately ocoupied by them, is prepared to offer toA F HERVEY
the public u well selected stock of goods cheap for CASH.

"purchaseesT

B E N J. B R Y A N T , M. D.

D. B. BKIBG-FOBB, & GO.

Cas-petHigs, Cnrpetsugs.

Coumiassiion. Iflercliaufs,

NEW STO RE

A New Haven paper, describing-the local
ities of three prominent institutions of th a t city,
Bays: “ The Medical College is on the road to
the cemetry, the Divinity College on the road to
Of Groceries and Provisional
the poor house, and the Law School on the road to which, additions will conatantly be made.
RoeWand,
Oat. S7, 1655
to the jail ”

H

C O T T O N

A Change.

P

Coal Tar,

QONSTANTLY on hand and for sale a t the
OA.S WORKS.

N T iT A E Z Z .

ZE J.

Ilope springs Exulting from its L'se,
while Doubts fleeing away, give place
to conviction most triumphant.

G. L. S M IT H ,

Terms, $8.00 for twenty-four lessons

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

New Air Tight Cooking Stove;

wood, (Rockport;) Camden, W . M. Cook, Thomaston;
Ira Gilman, St. George; Johnson «k Fuller, W arren; J. H
Estabrook A Son, Cuuiden Harbor.
May 18, 1855.
181y

S

ARE GOOD FOR.
They have been made and sold 40 years—3 years by the
present proprietor, and note this great truth; he has facts in
' his possession, showing that they haved cure and helped
1thousands, uea thousands o f cases o f

tiie public that lie will give instruction, on llie
PIANO FORTE, VIOLIN, SINGING, AC.

B C a s l s . i x i s c f c T j i 't o T o y

A W ife in trouble.— P r a y tell me, my
d ear, w hat is the cause for these te ars ?
Oh, such disgrace 1
W h a t disgrace ?
W hy, I have opened one o f your letters,
supposing it to be addressed to myself.—
C ertainly, it looked more like M rs. than
M r.
Is th a t all ? W h a t harm can there he in a
w ife’s opening her husband’s letters?
.
B u t the co n ten ts! such •disgrace !
W h a t ! has any one dared to write me
lelter unfit for my wife to read ?
O h, no.
I t is couched in the most
chaste language. B u t the d isg rac e!
The husband eagerly
caught
up the letter
_
_
and commenced reading the epistle th a t had
been th e means o f nealy breaking the wife’s
h ea rt. I t was a bill from the P rin te r for
n in e years' subscription.

E

Be kind enough. Reader, lo give your a e ntion one moment,and you will learn what

PIANO FORTES tuned. A u 1 second-hand PIANO
rsale cheap. Also, a ‘ VIOLINS.
Orders left at his lion corner of Lindaey and Union St.
rtf
Rockland, May 9, 185

NEW ORLEANS.

P R O P R IE T O R .

z - z jfik. ZZL

V

JO H N COLLINS,
OULD respectfully inform his friends and

Packets,

RO CKLAN D , M E.

O

C. A. RICHARDS’

39 N A T C H E Z S T R E E T ,

J . K . M E R lt I f j”

T

A B B O T T -B r F T E R S

GEO. L. H A T C H ,
Commission Merclmnls, ami Ship
SHIPPING AND COMMISSION
BROKERS.
SlERCfiiAjV'B',
Agents for ,£ The Eagle Line” New York
4 4 lf

S

The subscribers are now manufacturing mnl offer for
ale an assortment of the above instruments, m various
style of ease aud with Carharts improved action, which
will be warranted and sold us cheap ns any of the kind
manufactured in New England.
Salesroom in Snow’s Block, Main Street, oppositeSea
Street.
Purchasers invited to coll and examine.
E. P. MORSE,
I) 1‘. MORSE.
6tf
Ej Reed Instrum ents tuned and repaired.

Rockland, Nov. 22, 28S5.

E. A. SNOW.

ZDTTOESL,

IN DIG ESTIO N ,
Nervous debility.
Sickness at Stomach,
Derangement of the D i W ater Brash, Humors,
'Y ^'H ERE he has a large assortment of Stoves
gestive Functions,
Colds and Coughs,
ving made additions to Depression of mind and
Costiveness, Jaundice,
I Spirits,
Flatulency, Rheuma
! Oppression after Eat- tism,
Female
Obstructions,
8 f
t
W 1
1
i *n3>
Acid Stomach,
Loss of Appetite,
Pain in the Side,
, Sick Headache,
S T O R E . C U STO M R O U S E B L O C K .

! offers the whole for sale

V E R Y LOVY F O R C A S K

Torpor o f the Liver and B o w els,
i Reader! You are appealed to earnestly. Don’t say “ if

I only could believe this to be ftrue! 1 have some of the
' above complaints, and 1 would take the medicine nt once
j if I could only have confidence.” IT IS TRUE; it is an
honest truth, if ever theref was one spoken. Come then,
your mind is irritable, discontented, and gloomy, if you
OFFICE, PARLOR, COOK, AND ifhave
severe Cclie Pains after eating your food,—if your
body begins to waste, or your strength to fail you,—if your
countenance assumes a haggard and sallow aspect,—if you
CAMB00SE STOVES,
have a difficulty in lying on your left side,—if your skin is
dry und shrivelled,—if you have an appetite weak and va
(all of approved patterns and handsome designs,) as can riable, and perhaps entirely destroyed,—if your whole sys
tem is languid, especially during the process of digestion,
be found al any other
lilar establishment in the city.— —if you have a constant uneasy feeling in the stomach,—
jn addition to the above nav he found
why, you have only a lit of INDIGESTION! and these
j
great Bitters are made to cure Indigestion, and they will do
it, too,—and all its attendant ills: and while at first it gent
BRITANNIA, JA PA N AND TIN WARE. ly stimulates the Stomach, cleansing and removing these
troublesome agents,
and can enumerate as mony different kinds of.

Porcelain and Brass Kettles.

I T A C T S U P O N T H E S K IN ,

TABLE AND POCKET CUTLERY.

removing morbid or vitiated humors, beautifying the
face, kindling life and energy} in your entire frame; then,
Reader, will the world no longer look dark and gloomy; no
longer will your dearest hopes be banished and thrust aside
but with

Registers and Ventilators.

H EA L T H AND STR EN G TH
CASTSTEEL AND IRON SHOVELS,

You will go forth into the world, to say with thousands o
others, C A R ichards’ Abbott B itters have done won
ders for ine. Living witnesses are ready to testify to the
HOUSE AND SHIP PUMPS.
statement above made. Thirty years and upwards old
Doctor Abbott introduced this medimue. It has been eight
years in the possession of Mr. Richards, neither of whom
O o e S u L £ .± 3 3 .S
2 ? £ . a 2 2 . S ’C 5S»- have
advertised it, leaving it to its own merits, to work its
own way. Now, in view of its great curative properties
■MARBLE MANTLES OF BEAUTIFUL DESIGN’.
—in view of a duty which every one owes to the public, it
is being put before the people arf it should have been long
Those in want of GOODS ill the above line.iire respecl- ago, through the medium of the press. The Label is Copy
righted, and each bo.tie, for the protection of the consu
fully invited to call befoie purchasing elsewhere.
mers and proprietor, bears the portrait of Doctor Wm.
Xj - Ail JOB WORK done promptly aud neatly executed Abbott, together with the signature of
wor^ ine„ of experience aud warranted to give satisfacC. A . R IC H A R D S , P ro p rieto r,
non.
89 Stale Sereet, Boston.
Grateful for past favors the subscriber trusts that nothing
October, 16, 1855
6m40
shall be wanting ou liii part to m erits continuance.
Rockland, Oct. 21, 1855.

K E

G. L SMITH.
4Itf

M U V A

tV. F . FEEdndlJY A'

L .
CO.

L. W . H OW ES,

C O U N S E L L O R AT

L A W ,-

K IM B A L L B L O K .

R ockland, Mb .

i

Strict attention given to B o u n ty L u nd C la im s.
THE above named has just removed from Belfast, where
AVE removed their Confectionary establish- he has been in a very active practice about eignt years ;
about one half of which period he was of the then firm of
to their
Abbott dc Howes.
N EW B U IL D IN G ,
On account of his extensive* acquaintance in Waldo
ou Rocklani) Street, three doora above Kola A Keener, County he will continue to do business lu the Courts there
where they would be happy to receive order. Rom all who as well as in Lincoir
may favor them with their pauoOM*.

H

